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About the CMP CSR Report
ABOUT – THE CMP CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT
Since the first publication in 2015, the annual CMP CSR repor t
has detailed CMP Group's contributions to the local economy, the
environment, and the society. The CSR report also covers CMP Group's
response to the expectations and the wishes of its stakeholders while
conveying the CMP Group's unwavering commitment to continual
sustainable business practices.

Compilation process and review

Reporting Period and Scope

Report Publication

This CMP CSR Report includes all events that occurred between January 1,

Current Version：September, 2018
Previous Version：November, 2017

2017, and December 31, 2017, within the CMP Group and its subsidiaries.
All partial disclosures would be highlighted in specific chapters. CMP
will continue to disclose and gradually incorporate complete details of
all affiliated companies to exhibit its sustainability influence on the CMP
value chain.
• China Metal Products Co., Ltd.
• China Metal International Holdings Inc. (including the subsidiaries:
Suzhou CMS Machinery Co., Ltd., CMW (Tianjin) Industry Co., Ltd., and
Suzhou CMB Machinery Co., Ltd.)
• PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd.
• Shangrila Tourism Co., Ltd.
• CMP PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture

All data and information disclosed in this CSR Report were summarized
and compiled by the executive secretary after an internal investigation
by a dedicated CSR team. The report compiled was reviewed by the CSR
team and responsible supervisors for completeness before submitting to
the Chairman of the Board of Directors (BOD) for the final approval.

Contact Point
Should you have any questions regarding the CMP CSR Report, please
feel free to contact:
Mr. Ching-Yi Lin (CMP Spokesperson)
Address: 4F., No.85, Sec.4, Ren-ai Rd., Da-an District, Taipei City 106,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Telephone: +886-2-2711-2831 Ext. 128
E-mail: glen@cmp.com.tw
CMP Website: http://www.cmp.com.tw/

Reporting Guidelines and Principles
This Report has been prepared in accordance with GRI Standards: Core
option. KPMG Taiwan independently audited all financial reports. The
data collection and calculation methods used to quantify the indices,
were in accordance in the following sequence: local regulations,
global standards, and industry standards and industry best practices,
respectively.
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Letter from Management
Letter from Management
2017 was an extraordinary year for the CMP Group. Besides celebrating the
45th anniversary, CMP tackled challenges from various facets such as rapid
changes in the external environment, severe market competition, China's
strong eco-awareness against all manufacturers, and CMP's own expansion
goals. Thanks to the efforts of all CMP employees, CMP was able to stand
firm against multiple pressures while creating new opportunities and
marching into a new era.
45 years is a milestone that is not only a witness to the past glory of CMP
but also a new beginning. Every transformation shall become tomorrow's
foundation of sustainability. This year, “Convergence” was CMP's central
theme. Through collaboration and sharing all resources within the CMP
Group, we accomplished numerous vital tasks and introduced new trials.
CMP expects to utilize this synergy and continue to work towards the goal of
becoming a completely sustainable business.

Chairman
LIN, Ting Fung
04

The Metal Manufacturing business privatized the China Metal International
Holdings Inc. (CMI), discontinued the operation of the Material
Merchandizing Division, and transferred all resources back to the central
office. The development strategy of CMP was also formulated by managers
and talents who participated at the JPS Management Camp and Technical
Forum. At the same time, CMP successfully developed an engine block of
CHINA VI emission standard and is expected to be mass produced in 2018.
Due to the rising environmental awareness and regulatory requirement,
CMP devoted abundance resources at the production processes to improve
environmental protection and governance. Currently, 85.48% of the raw
material used were recycled steels and the utilization rate of energy has
decreased by 8.85% since 2015! Not to mention most of the waste from the
process is reused as material for other products or recycled via appropriate
channels. CMP is looking to embrace great success through circular
economy applications.

Letter from Management

The Real Estate Development business is devoted to the continual
introduction of green buildings and smart buildings. In addition to the
expectation of CMPJ Residence de l’aqua receiving the Intelligence Building
Gold Label in 2018, CMP strives to showcase the philosophy of blending art
and ecology into building constructions in the Taichung area and create new
living alternatives for the locals.
The Lifestyle Hospitality business's core strength lies in “Experience
Creation.” After thorough planning, the CMP Village in Miaoli opened this
year and received fantastic feedback from customers who experienced the
local culture, art, and nature during their stay. Concurrently, the CMP Group
signed an entrusted management agreement with InterContinental Hotels
Group (IHG) to build a unique lodging experience in the Taichung area. The
living experience will combine the existing shopping plaza of the Lifestyle
Hospitality business with the Real Estate Development business forming
a sustainable living environment that encompasses culture, art, and green
development.
Despite the countless challenges CMP faced in the past year, with persistence
and endurance, we have brought about abundant positive results from
this first phase. CMP will continue to devote our philosophy of blending
environment, society, and governance into our business strategy and the
sustainability plans with a comprehensive perspective.
Green & Low Carbon Operations
CMP's three primary goals are to elevate energy utilization efficiency,
promote low-carbon development, and waste product recycling. From
design, material selection, production, construction, and waste management,
each stage is carefully managed and optimized every year, aiming to achieve
long-term green operations.

Partners in Value Creation
Adhering to the mutual benefit principle, CMP encourages all employees
to practice self-growth and breakthrough. Together with our suppliers and
customers, we can further upgrade the value chain and create new business
opportunities. Through cultivating the local community and culture, we
mutually benefit and co-prosper with our folks. CMP invites all partners and
stakeholders to join in the march of continual value creation fearlessly.
Governance and Sustainability
CMP operates in total transparency and with integrity. We ensure that
all stakeholders communication channels are smooth and continuously
improve. In addition, the CMP Group consistently measures internal and
external risk impact of global trends and market changes such that we can
formulate our strategic counter-measures accordingly.
For the past 45 years, CMP's culture of operating with “Diligence, Integrity,
Honesty, Beauty, Kindness, and Sincerity,” strives to revert the stereotype
of traditional businesses by applying the philosophy of “Learning and
Sharing,” as a breakthrough of traditional business frameworks.
While CMP has witnessed the dark ages of the cast manufacturing
developments, we are honored to participate in this new era of green and
intelligence buildings. If blank cold buildings could be infused with ecology,
local culture, and aesthetics and be transformed into a new lifestyle, then
so could the living and leisure industry do with more than just material
consumptions by bridging art and nature. CMP will continue to focus on
honoring our promise of corporate sustainability through hard work and
persistence, and together obtain glorious achievements with our partners.
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01 CMP Overview
1.1 Business Philosophy
Rooted with integrity, CMP's core
beliefs of “Diligence, Integrity,
Honesty, Beauty, Kindness, and
Sincerity” are translated into

1.2 History & Developments

Milestones

working diligently and delivering
beautifully. The beauty of CMP's
products is not only proven top notch

Early
Stage

Consumer cast iron products

Expansion
Stage

Export to the U.S. market

Became the main pig iron
supplier in Taiwan

in quality but also demonstrated with
the grace of originality retrieved from
the land and local culture. As CMP

Growth
Stage

1972 / 09

continues to push boundaries and

CMP Established
Capital funding: NTD 1 million

break existing business frameworks,
the beauty of surpassing oneself shall
be attained.

Guishan Plant setup
Portable iron hibachi style grills

CMP's philosophy of “Learning

1975 / 10

and Sharing” signifies that through

Hsinchu Plant I setup
Manufacturer of various types of
grills, and large fireplaces in Taiwan

learning and exchanges, everyone
can grow, create new opportunities,

Equal emphasis on local
and export sales

Acquired first set of automatic
molding equipment
Acquired the DISA 2013 high pressure
and high speed molding machine, and
established the Machine Processing
Department

achievements together.

1972

1981

1988 / 01
Began pig iron trading
Operation diversification and control
sourcing raw pig iron materials; began
trading pig iron

1990 / 05
Hsinchu Plant II setup
Set up Hsinchu Plant II and acquired
the DISA 2070 automatic molding
machine

1995 / 05

1986 / 02
Acquired second set of automatic
molding equipment
Acquired a second DISA 2013 machine

and then celebrate collective
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Automatic production of
industrial cast iron parts

1981 / 03

1972 / 09

Became the largest cast iron
manufacturer nationwide
and attained regional mass
economy scale

1988

Tianjin Plant operation began
Indirectly invested in Tianjin CMT
Industry Co., Ltd. to achieve an
international division of labor

01 CMP Overview

Public
Stage

Became a systematic and transparent public company
1996 / 10
ISO-9002 certification

1997 / 01
Over-the-counter (OTC) public listing

2000 / 09
TWSE public listing

ISO certification for Hsinchu Plant I & II

First professional cast iron manufacturer
listing at OTC

First professional cast iron manufacturer
listing at TWSE

1996
2000
Globalization
&
Diversification

Became a diversified holding company, continued to expand in the cast iron business and
began to move into real estate development, retail business and hospitality industry
Expand into the health, nature and leisure industry

2000 / 10

2002/11

2008 / 05

Established the China Metal Japan Co., Ltd.
Set up sales point in Japan

Established PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd.
Land development and residential building
construction

Park Lane by CMP grand opening
Expanding into retail businesses

2004 / 12

Park Lane by Splendor grand opening
Expanding the retail business

2001 / 04
Suzhou Plant operation began
Indirectly invested in Suzhou CMS Machinery Co., Ltd.
and set up sales point in eastern-China.

2002/ 02-05
Strategic alliance formed with the Japan diesel engine
manufacturer
YANMAR and BIRN, the largest foundry in the Nordic
region.
Strategic alliance formed with YANMAR (Japan) and
BIRN, (Denmark) to introduce capital, techniques, and
marketing channels

China Metal International Holdings Inc.
Public listing in Hong Kong
Public listing at the HKEx main board

2005 / 01
Established CMW (Tianjin) Industry Co., Ltd.
Set up new foundry and processing plants in the
Tianjin area

2006/10-11
Invest in the Hotel National Company Limited and The
Splendor Hospitality International Co., Ltd.
Expanding into the hospitality businesses

2012/01

2012/12
Invest in the Shangri-La Tourism Co., Ltd.
Expanding into the tourism, theme park, and
hospitality businesses

2016/11
CMAAN Health Chains
Expanding into healthcare businesses

2017/10
Privatization of the China Metal International
Holdings Inc.
Centralizing group resources for effective utilization
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01 CMP Overview
1.3 Scale of the CMP Group

CMP Taipei
Company Name

China Metal Products Co., Ltd.

Total employees

2,723

Date of Establishment

September 9, 1972

Chairman

LIN, Ting Fung

President

KING, Fong Tien

Location

4F., No.85, Sec.4, Ren-ai Rd., Da-an District,

1

Taipei City 106, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Authorized Capital

Tianjin CMW

NT$ 3,852,521,000

Metal Manufacturing
• CMP-Hsinchu • Suzhou CMS • Tianjin CMW • Suzhou CMB
Since 1972, CMP has transformed itself from a cast iron manufacturer into a total

Suzhou CMB

Suzhou CMS

solution services provider in the metal manufacturing industry. CMP provides
integrated services including mold development, cast iron manufacturing,
precision processing, logistics, production of high-quality automotive parts,
engineering parts, agricultural machines parts, and compressors.
Ever since CMP acquired its first automatic molding machine 36 years ago, CMP
has continued to use environmental friendly equipment such as automatic devices,
dust collecting systems, smartly integrated consoles, heat recycling systems, and
photovoltaic systems to preserve energy. CMP has also tried to apply and use new
materials while utilizing recycled steel instead of using pig iron. Production waste is
also appropriately managed and recycled into the reclaimed sand further
processed as cement and ceramic tiles.
Since its establishment, CMP has been on a mission to transform the public
perception of a traditionally dirty and dangerous industry that over-utilizes natural
resources into a green and intelligent industry.
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CMP-Hsinchu

01 CMP Overview

Lifestyle Hospitality

Real Estate Development

Arts & Culture

• Park Lane by CMP • CMP Village
• The Hotel National

• PUJEN Land Development

• CMP PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture
• CMP Block Museum of Arts • The Jen Library

Every corner of Taiwan demonstrates a profound and

The PUJEN Land Development founded on October 14,

The CMP PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture was

unique cultural heritage. CMP believes that the living and

2002; the name PUJEN is a representation of land,

established in 2010, to elevate the cultural and living quality

leisure industry, on top of consumer experiences, should

architecture, beauty, and the natural environment. With the

while providing an environment for artistic development.

also highlight to its customers a diversified culture, beliefs,

aim of revitalizing and maximizing the use of land, PUJEN

Starting from the theme of life and creativity, the Foundation

philosophy, art, and living experience within the society.

does not produce only cold skyscrapers; instead, it creates a

explores the energy of the local culture and assemble the local

Throughout the decades, CMP has consolidated its

living space that tells of stories and memories. Taiwan

communities through the invitation of topic leaders to

group-wide resources by adjusting its business model to

currently is following the global trend of transforming

participate in this project. By doing so, the Foundation would

integrate existing venues and the local culture to produce

current cities into low-carbon cities by constructing

be able to disseminate the results and promote the aesthetics

new ecological environments and art aesthetics. CMP will

intelligent buildings and using green designs. PUJEN

to the whole country. CMP believes that beauty is available

continue to provide modern innovative lifestyles while

through land development hopes to lead people’s life

everywhere and attainable for everyone. By transforming the

supporting the local communities.

back to nature, and create a beautiful environment that is

abandoned elementary school into an art exhibition center

sustainable.

“CMP Block Museum of Arts,” through leveraging resources
from the Lifestyle Hospitality, and Real Estate Development
businesses, CMP has been able to host many exhibitions and
reading clubs; in addition, also by incorporating art and beauty
into the Metal Manufacturing business has generated a broad
and diversified product applications. CMP dedicated to
cultivating young artists by promoting their art and that of
their students to integrate aesthetics into the daily lives of the
surrounding communities.

1. The total number of all employees as of 2017/12/31. The scope of reporting does not include all subsidiaries. Please refer to the “Table of Contents” section for
the boundaries of this CSR report
2. The China Metal International Holdings Inc. privatization (including the subsidiaries: Suzhou CMS Machinery Co., Ltd., CMW (Tianjin) Industry Co., Ltd., and
Suzhou CMB Machinery Co., Ltd.), the Metal Manufacturing business, is one of the most crucial facet of CMP’s future development as well as being the primary
source of steady income growth. The China Metal International Holdings Inc. privatized due to the low price-earnings ratio, liquidity of traditional manufacturers,
and the high maintenance fee of the Hong Kong capital market. The CMP Group wished to centralize all resources and elevate total operation efficiency and thus
opted to privatize by buying back outstanding shares to 82.55% and officially delisted from HKEx in October 2017.
3. To revitalize assets, the CMP Group discontinued the Material Merchandizing Division at the end of 2017. The Material Merchandizing Division, which mainly
operates in trading and processing of the steel reinforcement bars, was low value adding, had a high operational risk due to market factors, and made redundant
when the CMP Group switched to use steel construction in the buildings. Eight out of the 17 employees reassigned to other business units within the CMP Group.
The remaining nine were given a severance package better than the Labor Standards Act and referred to other related companies within the industry. The CMP
Group continues to track all the progress of the employees.
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1.4 Annual Awards
CMP
Suzhou CMS

AGCO Supplier Award
"Outstanding Supplier” Award from the Bosch Rexroth China
"Outstanding Environmental Correspondent Supplier” Award
by DAIKIN Industries
"Quality Bronze Metal” Award from the Caterpillar Inc.
The 19th QC Performance Celebration “Outstanding” Award
from the Daikin Device (Xi'an) Co., Ltd.

Suzhou CMB

"Best Quality Improvement” Award from the GAC GroupTrumpchi
“1st Prize in Economic Contribution” from the Tongan town,
Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province

CMP Village

"La Vie 2017 Taiwan Creative Field 100” Award in the Creative
Field Category

Tianjin CMW

"The Demonstration Enterprise of Low-Carbon Development"
Award in the Tianjin Economic-Technological Development Area
(TEDA)
"Environmental Steward Company Member" Award by TEDA
"Top 100 Enterprises” Award by TEDA
"The Most Beautiful Factory” Award by TEDA
"2016 Excellent Process Quality Supplier” Award from the
Caterpillar Inc.
"Technical Cooperation” Award from the Continental
Automotive
“Outstanding Supplier Cooperation” Award from the
Continental Automotive
"Outstanding Contribution” Award from the SEW-Eurodrive
(China) Holding Co., Ltd.
"Outstanding Supplier” from the General Motors
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1.5 External Initiatives & Membership of Associations
 Taiwan Casting Industry Association

 Suzhou New District Human Resource Services Association Labor Dispute
Mediation Committee

 Taiwan Foundry Society

 Suzhou New District Taiwan Investors Association Labor Dispute
Mediation Committee

 China Foundry Association
 Jiangsu Province Foundry Association
 Taoyuan City Industrial Association
 Hsin Chu Industrial Association
 Hsin Chu Shangkeng Community Development Association
 Northern Taiwan Steel & Iron Industries Fellowship
 Suzhou New District (Huqiu District) Automotive Industrial Association
 Suzhou New District (Huqiu District) Safe Production Management
Association

 TEDA Environmental Protection Association
 The Institute of Internal Auditors - Chinese Taiwan
 The Entrepreneur Club (Taichung)
 www.steelworld.com.tw
 The Real Estate Development Association of Taipei (REDAT)
 The Real Estate Association of R.O.C.
 Taichung Real Estate Development Association
 Zero Energy Building Technology Alliance (ZEBTA)
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Feedback from

518 stakeholders

Annual
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Evaluation from

6 material

59 supervisors

topics output

02 CSR Management
The CMP Group upholds itself to the business philosophy of ”Diligence, Integrity, Honesty, Beauty, Kindness, and Sincerity” and is devoted to corporate
sustainability practices. In addition to CMP's “Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles”, “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice
Principles”, “Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines for Conduct”, and the “Guidelines for the Adoption of Codes of Ethical Conduct” that
were approved by the BOD, a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) team was formed in accordance with CMP's internal regulations. Through communication
with stakeholders, special project promotions, management system, execution of management strategies, constant review and adjustments, and regular
reports to the BOD, CMP hopes to facilitate prosperity amongst all stakeholders, the environment, and society.

2.1 CSR Team
Assembled in 2016, the CSR Team is comprised of seven sub-groups: Corporate Governance, Employee Care, Environmental Sustainability, Supply Chain
Management, Product Quality Control, Customer Services, and Community Co-prosperity. The CSR team reports to the BOD semi-annually and is responsible
for formulating CSR policies, regulations, guidelines and the implementation and operation of said plans.
Corporate Social Responsibility Team

Executive Secretary
• Data collection
• Project management
• Sustainability planning

16

Corporate
Governance

Employee Care

Environmental
Sustainability

Supply Chain
Management

Product Quality
Control

Customer Services

Community
Co-prosperity

• Risk management
• Integrity operation
• Internal control

• Training &
development
• Work-life balance
• Friendly workplace

• Energy & emission
management
• Clean production
• Occupational
safety & comfort

• Green supply chain
• Steady
relationships
• Supplier
sustainability

• Product
development &
selection
• Production Process
Improvement
• Improve product
quality and value

• Timely responses
to customer
requests
• Building long-term
partnerships

• Promote cultural
development &
cultivate artists
• Promote local
developments
• Community
volunteering
• Charity

02 CSR Management
2.2 Material Topics
2.2.1 Flow of Analysis

Identify

Prioritize

Confirm

Review

• Identify 7 main stakeholders
• Summarize 34 key issues

• 518 stakeholder responses
• 59 significant impact
evaluation
• 6 significant material topics

• Identify 7 main stakeholders
• Summarize 34 key issues

• Identify 7 main stakeholders
• Summarize 34 key issues

The CSR team summarized 34

In 2017, an online survey was sent to

Evaluate the six material topics and

Final review of the CSR report for the

sustainability key topics by

the seven classes of stakeholders

determine the parameters of the

completeness of all procedures and

conducting internal discussion,

regarding CSR issues and the CSR

disclosure. All data collected are in

evaluation results while ensuring GRI

referring to the global trends,

team received a total of 518

accordance to the related indices and

standards compliance. All data and

industrial-focused topics, and indices

responses. 59 officers and supervisors

specific topics prescribed in the GRI

performance results are valid and

from the GRI Standards. The CSR team

in charge of business decisions and

standards and ensure completeness of

truthfully represented. The

further identified seven classes of

sustainability from the Metal

disclosure. Other non-material topics

identification of material topics from

significant stakeholders (entities or

Manufacturing, Lifestyle Hospitality,

will be also disclosed in this report

the feedback of all stakeholders will

individuals) that are materially

and Real Estate Development

where deemed necessary.

serve as a base for future review and

influenced by corporate events,

businesses evaluated the significant

products and services, or that their

impact of CSR issues on the economy,

actions will impact the CMP's strategy

environment, and society. As a result,

implementation and goal achieving.

CMP was able to summarized six

These main stakeholders are:

material topics that would take

shareholders & investors,

priority in communication and

government, clients, supplier and

improvement: Sustainability Strategy,

contractor, employee, Local

Legal Compliance, Effluents & Waste

community & event partners, and

Management, Emission, Risk

media.

Management, and Energy

improvements.

Management.
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02 CSR Management
2.2.2 Material Topic Outputs
2.32%

Employee

0.19%
0.19%

3.09%

Supplier & Contractor

8.88%

Shareholder & Investors

Legal Compliance

Client

Risk Management
Effluents & Waste Management
Customer Privacy

High

Water Management
Customer Health & Safety

Emissions

14.29%
Sustainability Strategies

BOD Operation
Ethics & Integrity and Mechanisms
for Advice and Concerns about Ethics

Media
71.04%

Local Community &
Event Partner

Stakeholder’
s Interests about Issues

Public Policy

Government

Energy Management
Occupational Health & Safety
Economic Performance
Marketing & Labeling
Supply Chain Management
Anti-corruption
Indirect Economic Impacts
Child Labor
Local
Training & Education
Communities
Products and Services Development & Innovation
Non-Discrimination
Employment Raw Materials
Labor/Management Relations
Human Rights Assessment

Market Presence

Membership of Associations

Corporate
Governance/ Economic

Forced or Compulsory Labor
Diversity & Equal Opportunity
Security Practices
Anti-competitive Behavior

Rights of Indigenous Peoples

 Raw Materials

 Employment

 Energy Management

 Labor/ Management
Relations

 Ethics & Integrity and
Mechanisms for
Advice and Concerns
about Ethics

Low

 Economic
Performance
 Market Presence
 Indirect Economic
Impacts

Significance of Economic, Environmental, and Social Impacts

Low

Social

 Membership of
Associations

 Legal Compliance

High

Environmental

 Risk Management

 BOD Operation
Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

 Anti-corruption
 Anti-competitive
Behavior
 Supply Chain
Management
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518
Stakeholder
Surveys

 Water Management
 Emissions

 Occupational Health
& Safety

 Effluents & Waste
Management

 Training & Education
 Diversity & Equal
Opportunity
 Non-Discrimination
 Freedom of
Association and
Collective Bargaining
 Child Labor
 Forced or Compulsory
Labor
 Security Practices
 Rights of Indigenous
Peoples

 Human Rights
Assessment
 Local Communities
 Public Policy
 Customer Health &
Safety
 Marketing & Labeling
 Customer Privacy
 Products and Services
Development &
Innovation

02 CSR Management
2.2.3 Reporting Boundaries

Reporting Boundaries
Internal
Type

Corporate
Governance/
Economy

Material
Topics

Corresponding
GRI Standards

Sustainability GRI 102:
Strategy
General Disclosures
GRI 307:
Environmental
Compliance
GRI 419:
Socioeconomic
Compliance

Corporate
Governance/
Economy

Legal
Compliance

Environment

Effluents
GRI 306:
& Waste
Effluents & Waste
Management
GRI 305:
Emission

Environment

Emissions

Corporate
Governance/
Economy

Risk
GRI 102:
Management General Disclosures

Environment

Energy
GRI 302:
Management Energy

External

Metal
Manufacturing

Real Estate
Development

Lifestyle
Hospitality

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

v

Corresponding
Chapters

Corresponding
Pages

Letter from
Management

4-5

v

3.4

34-35

v

6.1.6
6.2.3

100-101
109

v

6.1.4
6.1.7
6.2.1
6.2.2

99-109

v

3.3

31-33

v

6.1.3
6.1.7
6.2.1
6.2.2

98、103、107、
108

v

v

Clients

Local
Suppliers & Community
& Event
Contractors
Partners
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2.3 Stakeholder Communications
Shareholders & Investors

Clients

Focused Topics

Communication
Channel

Communication
Frequency

Focused Topics

Communication
Channel

Communication
Frequency

 Economic Performance

 Annual General Meeting

Annually

 Customer Satisfaction Survey

 Legal Compliance

 Investor Conferences

Semi-annually

 Ethics & Integrity and
Mechanisms for Advice and
Concerns about Ethics

Monthly &
Semi-annually

 Risk Management

 BOD

Quarterly

 Legal Compliance

 Suppliers Conference

Annually

 Customer Privacy

 Telephone Communications

When necessary

 Sustainability Strategy

 Telephone Communications,
instant Messages, Emails

Daily

 Sustainability Strategy

 Customer Privacy

 Review

Annually

 Energy Management

 Anti-Corruption

 Supplier Monthly PPM

Monthly

 BOD Operation

 Interviews & On-site Visits

When necessary

 DM,EDM,App

Monthly

 Official website & Facebook
page

Posts every 1~2
days

Government
Focused Topics

Communication
Channel

Communication
Frequency

Focused Topics

Communication
Channel

Communication
Frequency

 Legal Compliance

 Submissions

Monthly

 Sustainability Strategy

 Suppliers Conference

Annually

 Sustainability Strategy

 Material Information

When necessary

 Legal Compliance

 Year-End Party

Annually

 Ethics & Integrity and
Mechanisms for Advice and
Concerns about Ethics

 Letter from Authorities

When necessary

 Anti-Corruption

 On-site Inspection

 Telephone Communications

When necessary

 Supply Chain Management

in accordance with
the annual plan

 Forced or Compulsory Labor

 Interviews

Quarterly

 Training

20 hours Annually

 Occupational Health & Safety

 On-site Inspection by
Authorities

When necessary

 Ethics & Integrity and
Mechanisms for Advice and
Concerns about Ethics

 Letters

Monthly

 Meetings

When necessary

 Meetings

When necessary

 Products and Services
Development & Innovation

 Interviews

When necessary

 Telephone Communications,
Messages, Emails

Immediately

 Effluents & Waste
Management
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Suppliers & Contractors

02 CSR Management

Local Community &
Event Partners

Employees

Focused Topics

Communication
Channel

Communication
Frequency

Focused Topics

Communication
Channel

Communication
Frequency

 Indirect Economic Impacts

 Volunteer Activities

Weekly

 Sustainability Strategy

 Family Day

Annually

 Local Communities

 Visits

1~2 times per year

 Legal Compliance

 Employee Satisfaction Survey

 Emissions

 Activities

2~3 times per year

 Training & Education

Semi-Annually,
Annually

 Performance Review

Monthly &
Semi-annually

 Labor/ Management
Conferences

Quarterly

 Monthly Assembly

Monthly

 E-Newsletter

Monthly

 Morning Assembly

Weekly

 Employee Forums

When necessary

 Employee Suggestions Box,
Complaint Channel

When necessary

 Production Site Inspection

When necessary

 LOHAS Workplace, Incentive
Plans

When necessary

 Internet Platform Information
Release

When necessary

 Effluents & Waste
Management

 Risk Management
 Membership of Associations

 Customer Health & Safety

 Non-Discrimination

 Public Policy

Media
Focused Topics

Communication
Channel

Communication
Frequency

 Economic Performance

 Interviews

4 times per year

 BOD Operation

 Contracts

Per contract

 Risk Management
 Legal Compliance
 Sustainability Strategy
 Emissions
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Corporate Governance
3.1 Governance Bodies
3.2 Business Operation
3.3 Risk Management
3.4 Ethics & Integrity

77.78% BOD Members
have completed Business
Integrity & Communication

Established an Audit

Official roll out of the

Training

Committee

CMP Sustainability Map

Annual
summary
Corporate Governance
Evaluation improved from
the general 81-100% to
the top 21

to 35%

BOD is 22.2%
female

Successful CMP 45th
Anniversary JPS
Management Camp

03 Corporate Governance

3.1 Governance Bodies

Annual Shareholders Meetings

Audit Committee

Board of Directors (BOD)

HR & Administration Department
Legal Department
Strategic Intelligence Technology
Department
Accounting Department
Finance Department
Department of Special Projects

Administration Department
Dept. of Channel Management

Occupational Safety Department
Administration Department
Quality & Technical Department
Machining Department
Casting Department
Sales Department
Department of Special Projects
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Strategic Planning Office
Office of the Chairman

Head Office
Retail Business Division
Foundry Division

Audit Office
Secretariat
Remuneration Committee

Chairman

President
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3.1.1 Board of Directors
BOD Composition
The reelection of the CMP BOD occurred on June 19, 2017, and comprises of nine director seats, each with a three-year term. CMP's highest corporate
governance body, the BOD members, are elected based on professionality and diversity so that the BOD is fully equipped to direct business strategies and
oversee business operations. Current BOD members possess industrial experience, management expertise, leadership, finance, and legal professional skills.
Two female directors accounted for 22% of the BOD. Independent directors are elected through the candidate nomination system prescribed in Article 17
of the CMP Article of Incorporation. The BOD first publishes a call for independent director nominations when the decision to hold the annual shareholder's
meeting has been approved. The BOD then reviews and releases the list of nominated candidates in accordance to Article 192-1 of the Company Act and then
proceed to hold the election at the annual shareholder's meeting.
BOD
Members

Chairman

Director

Director

Name

LIN, Ting Fung
Juristic Person
Representative of
the Chain-Yuan
Investment Co., Ltd. /
Lucent Source Ltd.

WU, Shu Chuan

TSAO, Ming Hong

Gender

Education & Work Experience

Positions Held in CMP and/or Other Companies

Male

• Bachelor from Chung Yuan Christian
U n i v e r s i t y, D e p a r t m e n t o f Wa t e r
Resources Engineering.

• Chairman – PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd., The Hotel National
Company Limited, San Lien Educational Foundation and the
Meteorological Application & Development Foundation.
• President - San Lien Technology Corp. and Kemitek Industrial Corp.
• Director - Kemitek Industrial Corp., Agnos Chemicals PTE. LTD.,
Santek Company LTD. Pu Sheng Construction Co., Ltd., CMJ, UEA,
CMI, Atrans Precision Industries Co., Ltd., Multiple Investment
Corp., Lucent Source Ltd., Sunflower Investment Co., Ltd.
• Supervisor - CMAAN Health Co., Ltd.

Female

• Bachelor from Tamkang University,
Department of International Trade.

• Chairman - Chain-Yuan Investment Co., Ltd.
• Director - PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd.
• Director - The Hotel National Company Limited

• Shih Hsin Junior College, Division of
Newspaper Administration.

• Chairman - Yu-Tai Investment Co ., Ltd.
• Vice-Chair - PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd.
• Director - CMW, Tianjin CMT Industry Co., Ltd., CMS, The Hotel
National Company Limited, CMAI, CMJ, CMAAN Health Co., Ltd.
• Supervisor - Pu Sheng Construction Co., Ltd., CMB
• Consultant – CMP

Male
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BOD
Members

Gender

Positions Held in CMP and/or Other Companies

• Masters in Design & Branding Strategy
from Brunel University (UK).

• Director - Shangrila Tourism Co., Ltd., CMP PUJEN Foundation for
Arts and Culture
• President - Shangrila Tourism Co., Ltd.
• Supervisor - PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd.
• CEO - CMP PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture
• Manager, Strategic Planning Office - CMP

• LLM from University of Pennsylvania

• Director - CMP PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture

HO, Cheng Yu

Director

HO, Pei Fen
Juristic Person
Representative
of Chain-Yuan
Investment Co., Ltd.

Female

Director

CHEN, Pen Fa
Juristic Person
Representative of
the Chain-Yuan
Investment Co., Ltd.

Male

• Bachelor from National Chung Hsing
University, Department of Law.

None

Male

• Bachelor from Feng Chia University,
Department of Statistics.
• Previously served as Taichung County's
Magistrate, Minister of the Interior, and
leading business consultant to the China
Trust Commercial Bank.

• Chairman – Sportsman Entertainment Co., Ltd.
• Independent Director – Feng Hsin Steel Co., Ltd.
• Consultant – Run Long Construction Co., Ltd.

• Chief Economist - FULAGAI Capital Co., Ltd.

• Consultant - Taiwan Academy of Banking & Finance

LIAO, Liou Yi

Male

Education & Work Experience

Director

Independent
Director
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Name

Independent
Director

CHANG, Ming Chieh

Male

• Masters from National Taiwan University,
Department of International Business.
• Previously served as President at the
Barits Securities, the Mega Securities, and
as a consultant to the Fubon Securities.

Independent
Director

LIN, Jung Chuen

Male

• DBA & MBA from National Chengchi
University.
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BOD Operation
A total of nine BOD meetings were held during 2017. Three meetings were held between January 1 and June 19, 2017, and six meetings were held between
June 19, and December 31, 2017. During the June meeting, the BOD was re-elected, an Audit Committee was established and the Supervisory system was
abolished. All BOD meetings were conducted in accordance to the “Rules of Procedure for Board of Directors Meetings” and the attendance register was
published on the “Market Observation Post System (MOPS)” website for reference. Please refer to page 57 of the 2017 CMP Annual Report4 for detail
minutes of the meetings.
Physical
Attendance

Attendance
by Proxy

Physical
Attendance Ratio

Note

Chain-Yuan Investment Co., Ltd. Juristic Person Representative: LIN, Ting Fung

3

0

100%

Former

Lucent Source Ltd. Juristic Person Representative: LIN, Ting Fung

6

0

100%

Newly Appointed

Director

WU, Shu Chuan

8

0

89%

Re-elected

Director

TSAO, Ming Hong

7

0

78%

Re-elected

Director

HO, Cheng Yu

5

0

83%

Newly Appointed

Director

HO, Pei Fen
Juristic Person Representative of the Chain-Yuan Investment Co., Ltd.

5

0

56%

Re-elected

Director

CHEN, Pen Fa
Juristic Person Representative of the Chain-Yuan Investment Co., Ltd.

6

0

100%

Newly Appointed

Independent Director LIAO, Liou Yi

9

0

100%

Re-elected

Independent Director CHANG, Ming Chieh

9

0

100%

Re-elected

Independent Director LIN, Jung Chuen

6

0

100%

Newly Appointed

Position
Chairman

Name

Mechanism upon Conflict of Interests
Pursuant to Article 206 of the Companies Act, directors that come across conflicts of interest should disclose the content of their self-benefit to the Board
and recuse themselves from all relevant discussions and voting. Also, CMP's “Guidelines for the Adoption of Codes of Ethical Conduct” prescribed that all
directors, supervisors, and managers may not inappropriately profit from their positions for themselves, their spouses, parents, children and or relatives within
three linear degrees of kinship. No mortgage, guarantees, trading of material assets nor purchase and sales of merchandises may take place with an affiliated
company belonging to the parties listed above or directors of CMP, prior to the reporting of potential conflict of interests to the BOD. The parties listed above
should also recuse themselves from any discussions and voting at the BOD upon any conflicts of interests found on the proposed resolutions. Please refer to
page 26 of the 2017 CMP Annual Report for details of execution of recusing oneself from conflict of interests.
4 The 2017 CMP Annual Report is available in Chinese only.
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Director Training

3.1.2 Audit Committee

CMP provides training to directors aiming to enhance their skillsets
in corporate governance and professional abilities. Training based on
topics such as Corporate Governance, Corporate Social Responsibilities,
B u s i n e s s M a n a g e m e n t St r a te g y, a n d D i re c to r 's O p e r a t i o n i n
Practice, matched the requirements listed in the “Directions for the

The Audit Committee was established on June 19, 2017, after abolishing
the super visor y system. The Audit Committee consist of three
independent directors with skillsets of investment planning & evaluation,
operation management practices, industrial experience, public relations,
and finance. The Audit Committee aims to aid the BOD in monitoring

Implementation of Continuing Education for Directors and Supervisors
of TWSE Listed and TPEx Listed Companies” regarding training hours,
scope and systems. Please refer to page 41 of the 2017 CMP Annual
Report for details of director's training.

CMP on accounting, internal audit, financial reporting process, quality,
and integrity of financial controls and risk management. In addition, the
Audit Committee provides practical guidance and recommendations to
the BOD. Five meetings were held in 2017 with 100% attendance.

BOD Performance Evaluation

3.1.3 Remuneration Committee

To enhance the BOD operation and corporate governance, on May 10,
2016, CMP BOD approved the “Regulations Governing Performance
Evaluation for the Board of Directors”, in order to conduct internal BOD
performance evaluations at least once a year.

The Remuneration Committee members were re-elected on June 19,
2017. All three members are on their 3rd Term and are all qualified in
accordance to the relevant regulatory requirements. Four meetings were
held in 2017 with 100% attendance.

BOD Performance
Evaluation

BOD Members Performance
Evaluation

Comprehensive
Evaluation

Position

Name

Physical
Attendance

Attendance
by Proxy

Physical
Attendance %

Participation in business
operation

Control over company goals
and tasks

Chairman

CHANG,
Ming Chieh

4

0

100%

Quality of BOD decisions

Recognition of director's
roles and responsibility

Member

LIAO, Liou Yi

4

0

100%

BOD compositions

Participation in business
management

Self-evaluation for 2017:
FAIR
BOD and BOD members
performance scored
between 95 to 100.

Member

LIN, Jung
Chuen

Election and ongoing
training of the directors

Internal relation
management and
communication
Member

YE, Dong
Chang

Internal Controls

Professionalism and
continual training of the
directors
Internal Controls
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2

2

0

0

Note

100%

Newly Appointed
on June 19, 2017,
meetings attended
in 2017: 2

100%

Term ended as
of June 19, 2017.
Meetings attended
in 2017: 2
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3.2 Business Operation
3.2.1 Operation Performance
Financial Performance5
Unit: NT$ ‘000

Composition

Detail

Direct Economic Value Generated
Operating Income
Income

Interest/ Dividend/ Rent Income
Income from Asset Disposal

Direct Economic Value Distributed

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

17,796,433

17,070,140

17,480,959

15,498,876

14,605,565

14,915,064

16,933,757

17,389,141

15,424,342

14,517,909

122,130

136,383

91,818

74,534

87,656

2,759,239

0

0

0

0

14,403,125

16,959,869

16,295,688

14,769,629

14,137,503

12,033,126

13,525,290

13,592,395

11,769,294

11,377,715

1,425,130

1,521,287

1,588,730

1,634,724

1,619,600

Operating Cost

Cost from operating activities

Remuneration & Benefits

Salary, Bonus, Allowances and Perks

Capital Expenses

Interest Expenses/ Dividend Expenses

627,936

1,350,475

726,853

918,092

798,057

Taxation (excluding deferred tax)

307,155

550,190

376,513

424,532

339,369

172

123

717

60

54

9,606

12,504

10,480

22,927

2,708

3,393,308

110,271

1,185,271

729,247

468,062

Government Expenses
Community Investment

Penalties
Donation, Sponsorships, Investments

Economic Value Retained
(Direct Economic Value Generated – Direct Economic Value Distributed)

5 Financial information from 2013 to 2017 is summarized in the consolidated financial statements using the International Financial Reporting Standards. For the entities included in the consolidated
financial statements of the CMP, please refer to the 2017 Annual report P.151-152.
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Financial Assistance Received from Government
Throughout the years, the CMP Group had and continued to invest resources and capital in the areas of product and process optimization and talent
development. In addition to self-improvement, the CMP group had also devoted resources towards environmental protection and improvement measures as
well as energy saving and carbon reduction. Apart from complying with global standards and government regulatory requirements, CMP upholds itself to a
higher regulation standard and as a result gained positive results as well as received awards and grants from the government and other institutions. In 2017,
CMP received subsidies of NT$ 18 million in the three comprehensive categories: energy & environment, human resources, and research & developments.

Energy & Environment

Human Resource

Research & Development

30

CMP

CMS

CMW

 Phase II Of The “Innovation
And Restoration Program
For Traditional Industries”
-3C Casting

 Energy System Certification
 Grade III Certification by
the Energy Efficiency Star
Program
 Direct Power Purchase
Subsidy
 Electricity Demand Response
Subsidy

 ISO 14001 Environment
Management System
Reporting Subsidy
 Drying Lines Transformation
 Carbon Audit

 Corporate Human Resources
Enhancement Program
 Grant For Hiring The
Unemployed Program

 Stable Post Subsidy

 Austempered Ductile
Iron (ADI) Post Tension
Anchorage Production
Optimization and
Automation Research and
Development

 Patent Subsidy

CMB
 Energy Audit
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3.3 Risk Management
Regardless of the rapid changing environment of market competition and or internal business management for both CMP's traditional business and innovative
sectors, CMP can only continue to strategize against the possible internal and external risks while counteracting the challenges accordingly. Internally,
the Audit Office (AO) monitors over the internal control implementation and is supervised by the independent directors. External risks are evaluated by
professionals from all departments, directors, external experts, and together with relevant departments, to formulate strategies and contingency plans.
3.3.1 Internal Control Mechanism
The CMP Audit Committee monitors the existing and potential risks and carries out internal controls and annual internal audits through the Audit Office that
directly reports to the BOD. The AO compiles and submits monthly and quarterly audit reports to the independent directors, and responds to any inquiries and
addresses issues found in audit. During the quarterly BOD meeting and Audit Committee meeting, AO also reports the results of the internal audits per the
Audit Committee and BOD's instructions. In the occurrence of extraordinary circumstances or significant anomalies, AO would report directly and immediately
to the independent directors. CMP aims to prevent error and fraud, and improve the quality of business management through continuous business operation
review and stringent internal controls.
3.3.2 Risk Identification
Risk Type

Potential Risk

Risk Management & Actions

Extreme Climate

A contingency plan is available to mitigate the potential risk of personal safety, factory equipment damage
and stalling upon extreme climates such as high temperatures in summer and low temperatures in winter,
heavy rainfall, flood, heavy snowfall, and or typhoon. The plan entails procedures to follow on production,
logistics, raw materials, wastes, and personnel arrangement. Inspections of equipment and factories are
conducted on a regular basis to ensure normal operation. Disaster prevention drills are also carried out to
improve emergency responses and minimize potential damage and impacts.

Rising of Environmental
Standards and Inspections

CMP follows four processes to minimize environmental impact from production and oblige to the regulatory
requirements and social expectations by:
1. Research and develope new materials while using new technology to decrease the environment impact
from the start;
2. Using local regulations as a foundation and strive to be a leader in regulatory requirements through
investing in governance equipment;
3. Seek partners who recycle produced wastes into raw materials or another industrial cycle; and
4. cross-plant environmental safety health exchanges and check-ups to elevate the quality of environmental
safety.

Risk on Change in Environment
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Risk Type

Operation Strategy Risk

Financial Risk

Market Risk

32

Potential Risk

Risk Management & Actions

Research & Development
Plans and Costs

CMP is devoted in cultivating technicians who study new materials and optimization of production processes
thereafter develop special materials and advanced casting products. The success factors of a technician are a
technicians’ personality, technical skills, grasps of client's demand, and cumulative experience. These factors
help CMP improve product effectiveness and obtain competitive advantages in the market.

Litigations and nonlitigation events

On February 13, 2017, litigation proceedings was instituted by the Securities and Futures Investors Protection
Center (SFIPC) against CMP, and the matter was ruled against the SFIPC by the High Court and Civil Court of
Taiwan. The High Court of Taiwan further rejected SFIPC application for appeal. CMP was notified on March
20, 2017, that the security investor and SFIPC have made an application for appeal in the Supreme Court of
Taiwan.

Suppliers’ Risk

Regular evaluation and discussion of supplier's risk on a monthly basis. Selection standards drafted for new
suppliers topped with regular audits to ensure the quality, delivery time, and process capability.

Interest Rate Risk

Continue to focus on market interest rates changes and prolong the loan period to mitigate the risk of rising
interest rates.

Transaction risks on highrisk transactions, high
leverage investments,
loan to others, guarantees,
and derivatives

All investments followed the “Procedures for Acquisition and Disposal of Assets” and are executed after
careful evaluation. Loans and guarantees follow the “Procedures for Loans to Others.” Trading financial
derivatives should follow the “Procedures for Financial Derivatives Product Trading” formulated by CMP.

Other (Credit Risk,
Stocking Risk)

Evaluations and discussion of risks are performed monthly. Control schedules, orders, and inventories are in
place to mitigate the risk of raw materials due to price volatility.

Change in domestic and
international policies and
regulations

Mitigate by following the amendments on the laws and regulations governing corporate governance and the
Company Act.

Change of Technology &
Industry

Mitigate by improving the production technology and management skills, aggressively develop products with
high collateral values, strengthen the grasp over industry demand, and market price volatility.

Concentration of
purchase/ sales

Mitigate by diversifying the suppliers and clientele.
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CMP 45th Anniversary JPS Management Camp
management approach, talent development, and environmental
protections. In addition, the AO led 30 discussion topics on five facets
“strategy”, “finance”, “industry”, “environment” and “regulations”,
together with the executive officers, discussing and analyzing occurrence
probability and impacts and summarizing the findings for CMP Group
risk management to attain to corporate sustainability.
Through several months of discussion and intense interaction within
these three days, the Camp not only promoted inter-departmental
collaboration on plan implementation but also intra-group co-operation
and resource sharing. CMP will continue to lead the metal manufacturing
market by hosting stable affiliations with renowned automotive and
industrial machinery manufacturers.

In 2017, CMP gathered executive officers together joining the first CMP
Joint Practice Session (JPS) Management Camp to complete the CMP
Sustainability Map, with a goal of corporate risk assessment, contingency
plan, and operation sustainability and forged a solid foundation for
future management strategies.

The CMP Group will contribute significant resources into the five-year
development plan especially on the aspects of talent development,
automatic production, and environmentally friendly equipment. CMP will
begin implementing its plans to structure optimization and reach group
synergy and achieve its goals.

Due to the reformation of industry structure, market trend, national
policies and self-claiming of social responsibilities, the CMP JPS
Management Camp integrated resources and focused on six significant
topics: i) operation, ii) finance, iii) research & development, iv) human
resource, v) administration, and vi) legal, while holding numerous intense
discussions across group subsidiaries over a two month period, that
resulted in a defined positioning of the five-year development strategy,
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3.4 Ethics and Integrity
For the past 45 years, CMP has operated on the beliefs of “Diligence, Integrity, Honesty, Beauty, Kindness, and Sincerity,” for business integrity is the
foundation of all business operations. In practice, CMP compiled and established “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles,” “Procedures for
Ethical Management and Guidelines for Conduct” and “Guidelines for the Adoption of Codes of Ethical Conduct” as basic norms that further outline work
rules and procedures on awards and punitive actions. All directors, manager, employees, and consignees are strictly forbidden to directly or indirectly offer,
promise, demand or receive any improper benefits anytime during the process of any business activities, or display any unethical behavior that is against the
integrity, illegal, or against the consigned responsibilities. CMP also assigned the Secretariat to monitor, promote, and receive complaints against any unethical
and illegal actions, striving to build a transparent and truthful business culture.
In 2017, 77.78% of the BOD members completed training in ethics and integrity and held discussions on topics such as anti-corruption procedures and
policies. These topics were also promoted to business partners at the Suppliers Conferences. From 2018, CMP will implement the group-wide “CMP Group
Supplier Honestly and Integrity and Confidentiality Agreement,” starting with major suppliers and gradually expanding to all suppliers. Apart from the
induction training, CMP would continue to promote these beliefs through continuous training and announcements, aiming to maintain a healthy business
environment for all involved.
3.4.1 Mechanisms for Advice and Concerns about Ethics
Apart from proactively taking precautionary measures against illegal conducts, the staff suggestions and grievance channel and the sexual harassment hotline
are set up independently at each subsidiary and factory plants for internal communication purposes. The Secretariat is responsible for implementing and
monitoring the independent whistleblower mailbox published on the CMP website available for internal and external usage. Any content that involves the
directors or senior executives of the company shall be reported to the independent directors. In addition, to protect the whistleblower, all complaint cases
are strictly confidential. Information regarding summarizing, processing and improvement plans of the reported case will further report to the BOD when
necessary. There were no complaints received by the Secretariat during 2017. As a result of the restructuring, the Audit Office will be responsible for the
whistleblowing channel starting in 2018.
3.4.2 Legal compliance
Sustainability has always been the goal for CMP during the past 45 years. Legal compliance is no doubt the foundation of CMP business operation. Thus, in
times of penalties, CMP will follow supervisory instructions and improve its faults at the earliest possible time. In addition, CMP further seeks the source of
problems and try to resolve the problems from its origin while cross-checking thoroughly to prevent repetitive errors, and disseminate such information to the
group as references. In 2017, there were six sanctions and five of them were related to environmental concerns. As China's environmental regulatory tightening
during recent years, CMP has aggressively devoted resources to improve equipment for environmental governance, recruiting and training of environmental
safety specialists, and strengthening the environmental safety awareness of all staff members. Complying with current regulations is merely meeting basic
requirements for CMP, however, CMP would like to pursue the goal of being ahead of standards.
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BU

CMP

CMS

CMW

Violations

Description

Improvement Plan and Progress

Delayed Reporting of
Air Pollutant Emission
Test Results

CMP contracted the Ming Yang Material Trading Co., Ltd.
to conduct the P001 Emission Pipes Stationary Pollution
Source Air Pollutant Emissions testing and reporting.
However, Ming Yang failed to report the testing result
within 30 days and caused a fine of NT$ 100,000 and two
hours of environmental lecture.

Ming Yang paid for the penalty as the primary responsible
person. However, CMP was also negligent in following up on
the reporting. To prevent similar incidents from happening,
CMP will submit the report in the future.

Article 24 and Article
32-2 of the Labor
Standards Act

A penalty of NT$ 40,000 for excluding the regularly paid
full attendance allowance and rotation allowance in the
average wages upon calculating overtime wages. Also,
the overtime hours exceeded 46 hours per month.

Since January, the full attendance allowance and rotation
allowance have been included in the average wages when
calculating overtime. An 8-week flexible working hours after
agreement reached at the Employee/ Employer Conference.
With the introduction of automated and A.I. equipment, the
extended labor hours are expected to be effectively reduced.

Construction of
the Spray Paint
Production Line
before Obtaining
Approval

Began operating the Spray Paint Production Line
before passing the on-site inspection and review by the
environmental control units. The Environmental Protection
Bureau (EPB) requested to dismantle construction and
imposed a fine of RMB 77,500.

The production site was fully restored as requested by the EPB
and passed the onsite inspection

Inappropriate
Disposal of
Hazardous Wastes

Failed to consign the chemical container to the hazardous
waste disposal operators. Fined RMB 100,000 by the EPB.

1. Contracted with a certified Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) operator to perform a full evaluation and analysis on
hazardous wastes as requested by EPB.
2. Hazardous waste storage passed the onsite inspection
conducted by Suzhou New District EPB's contractor. (38.5/46,
passing score was 36.5)

Inappropriate
Disposal of
Hazardous Wastes

Failed to consign the discarded oil drums (HW49) to
the hazardous waste disposal operators and fined RMB
100,000 by the EPB.

Contract signed with qualified hazardous waste disposal
operator to process the discarded oil drums to ensure proper
disposal.

Excessive Ozone at
Production Sites

Onsite inspection revealed a partially unsealed production
workshop and was reported to EPB. Fined RMB 190,000
by the EPB.

CMW renovated the factor y for closed production and
continued to devote resources in environmental monitoring
equipment and aims to improve the quality of production
environment.
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Employee Relations
4.1 Demographics

4.4 Employee Communication

4.2 Rights & Benefits

4.5 Occupational Safety

4.3 Training & Development

More than 1,500

Participants joined

the 4 Major CMP 45th Anniversary
Celebration Events: Musical Banquet,

Upgrade and Integrationof 13

Family Day, High-Five Sports Day, and

Major Categories of Welfare

Journey & Beyond Trips.

Measures

634.6 Hours of Human
Rights Education Training

Annual
summary
No Substantional

Cooperated with Seven Colleges and

Occupational Injuries

Universities, Provided 77 Internships,
11 Students Joined CMP as Full-Time
Emplyees after the Internship

Annual Total of 80,964

Hours

for Training and Education;on
Average 21.3 Hours per Employee

CMW Academy
Officially Open

04 Employee Relations
Since the establishment, CMP always emphasized the culture of learning, sharing, and the spirit of being people orientated. The members of the CMP
family are all indispensable players along this journey of sustainable development and should continually grow together while sharing joy in each others’
achievements. CMP devotes effort in cultivating talents by assisting in their self-development, forging a closer bond between staff members and within the
group, and marching towards a leadership pattern to achieve the growth of peer development and business.

4.1 Demographics
CMP's principal operations are located in Taiwan and Mainland China. CMP's recruitment of employees is not limited to only the local and neighboring
countries, it also spans to the international community in order to pursue the best talents to join the CMP family. As of December 31, 2017, CMP employed a
total of 2,0256 employees. Apart from one CMP employee in the Metal Manufacturing business located in the Hsinchu area and five consultants at PUJEN Land
Development Co., Ltd. as part-time CMP staff, the remaining 2,019 employees are full-time CMP employees. In compliance with government regulations7, CMP
hired four disabled persons, and two employees are from indigenous backgrounds.
Statistically, 93.09% of CMP's employees (1,885 personnel) are in the Metal Manufacturing business. The gender ratio distribution from staffs to supervisors
leans heavily towards male, due to the characteristics of the Metal Manufacturing business and positions that are heavily relevant experience based. Personnel
age distribution can be separated into two age groups: 31 to 50 years (60% of the group), and 30 years or younger (around 30% of the group.) CMP's employee
turnover rates are mostly from these two age groups, with the 30 years old or younger group having the higher turnover rate of the two due to members
unable to adapt to the industry within the first three months of employment.
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3.76%
0.05%

0.45%

14.85%

41.68%
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93%
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Thailand
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18.42%

81.58%

9.21%

Age Distribution Ratio of New Recruits

31.83%

40

36.30%

35

Below 30 years

Gender Ratio

Male
Female

30

Below 30 years

25

Personnel Age

Between 31-50 years
51 years and above

15.18%

20

10

2.59%

5

81.92%

10.70%

Below
30 years

Below 30 years

Managers
Gender Ratio

Male
Female

Between
31-50 years

51 years
and above

Age Distribution of Separation Rate

5.17%
30

１０

51 years and above

0

58.96%

18.08%

Between 31-50 years

15

Managers Age

Between 31-50 years
51 years and above

26.86%

25

Below 30 years

15.25%

20

Between 31-50 years

15

5.18%

10

51 years and above

5

84.13%

0
Below
30 years

Between
31-50 years

51 years
and above

6 Total employee count of 2,025 covered the following: The China Metal Products Co., Ltd., CMS, CMW, CMB, and PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd. It did not include the entire CMP group.
7 The disabled employee count was based on the Taiwan operations – it did not include figures from the Mainland China operations. In addition, PUJEN Land Development Co. Ltd did not qualify
under Article 38 of the Law on the Protection of Physical and Mental Disabilities, due to not having more than 67 employees in the private sector of the group; PUJEN Land Development was not
included in the above listed statistics.
8 Direct personnel referred to the production line personnel; indirect personnel refered to non-production line personnel
9 Local hire referred to the hiring of local supervisors of the operation location. If the operation site is located in Mainland China, then the supervisors would be Mainland Chinese. If the operation
site is located in Taiwan, then the supervisors hired would be Taiwanese.
10 Deputy Section Manager or above
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4.2 Rights and Benefits
With the flourishing of global enterprises, recruiting talents have
become increasingly competitive. Employees are the backbone of
CMP's sustainable development, thus it is pertinent that CMP ensured
that the rights and interests of employees are well protected. Through
making continuous improvement and taking employee's needs into
consideration, CMP is able to provide superior welfare measures
compared to the rest of the industry. As a result, CMP is at an advantage
when it comes to recruiting and retaining top talent.
4.2.1. Employee Basic Rights
Guarantee of Human Rights
CMP complies with the relevant local labor and employment laws in
the locations which it operates. In addition, CMP established internal
codes of conduct such as “Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice
Principles,” “Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles,”
and the “Procedures for Ethical Management and Guidelines for
Conduct.” CMP's recruitment is always based on talent competency,
experience, and potential. Any decision in hiring, appointment,
promotion and/or remuneration is not biased by gender, nationality,
age, or religious belifs. CMP does not practice forced labor or child labor
employment. In case of grievances, complaints can be submitted by mail
to an independent mailbox and handled by the Secretariat. In 2017, CMP
conducted a total of 634.6 hours of training and education on human
rights issues, and there were no violations of human rights, forced labor,
or child labor practices. CMP will continue to strengthen our employee's
awareness of human rights protection through further training and
education.
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Sexual Harassment Prevention
CMP has established special measures against sexual harassment
to provide a safe and secure environment for all CMP employees,
contracted laborers, and job applicants. A dedicated phone line and a
designated mailbox for sexual harassment complaints is accessible by
all, and incidents are handled by the HR & Administration Department at
the Head Office (CMP-Taipei) in confidentiality to ensure the privacy of
the reporting party. To protect women's rights, the committee processing
the case must consist of more than 50% female committee members.
Compliant channels are available in all CMP's subsidiaries and operation
sites should any harassment complaints arise. CMP has had no reports of
sexual harassment cases in 2017.
Minimum Notice Period Regarding Operational Changes
In accordance with the “CMP Regulations Governing the Management
of Recruitments and Separations” in Taiwan, in the event of a job
change, a 10 days advance notice is required for employees who have
been employed for more than 3 months but less than 1 year; a 20 days
advance noticed is required for employees who have been employed
for 1 or more years but less than 3 years; and a 30 days advance notice
is required of employees who have been employed for 3 or more years.
In Mainland China, in accordance with the Labor Law of the People's
Republic of China and the Labor Contract Law of the People's Republic of
China, all employees must be notified in writing 30 days prior to any job
changes.
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Parental Leave11

2017

Male and Female Remuneration Ratio

1

Returned Employees

0

1

Employees 1 year post Return

1

0

Return Rate12

-

1

1

-

Retention Rate

13

4.2.2 Remuneration and Promotions
Remuneration Management
CMP has a complete remuneration system and a Remuneration
Committee that reviews remuneration policies for senior management
with the assistance of an independent director. Employee remuneration
at CMP covers base salary, allowances, compensation and bonuses. The
base salaries for all positions are in accordance with the local minimum
wage regulations, and there is no differentiation or discrimination of
the base salary due to gender or age of the employee. Moving forward,
CMP will continue to improve the remuneration system through job
evaluations, better salary structure, and strengthen the link between
employee performance and rewards to motivate employees to further
achieve collective goals. Through the continual assessment of the salaries
of core positions and key talents within the industry to design desirable
remuneration packages, CMP strives to effectively attract and retain
talents to keep the company competitive.
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0

Male

Employees that are Expected to Return

PUJEN
Female

2

Male

0

CMB
Female

Applicants

Male

8

CMW
Female

15

CMS
Male

Eligible Employees

CMP
Female

Female

Male

Male

Managers

1.45

1

1.06

1

1.11

1

0.85

1

1.2

1

NonManagers

1

1

1.1

1

1.17

1

1

1

1.15

1

Performance Assessment and Promotions
Senior management outlines its performance assessment metrics guided
by CMP's vision, goals, and business strategies. Through performance
assessment metrics, CMP can better understand and measure
performance for promotion, salary adjustment, remuneration, and yearend performance bonuses of its employees. Due to the different natures
of positions within the company and subsidiaries, the performance
assessment frequency along with the assessment criteria for each
position can vary. Thus, implementation of the assessment system is
standardized and tailored to each operating unit and can be executed
monthly, quarterly, or annually. Presently, the employee assessment
system in Taiwan (not including consultants and foreign workers) occurs
biannually, with a focus on self-appraisal and performance interviews
to review progress of target goal achievement status. The assessment
results are distributed normally and ranked. For operating units situated
in Mainland China, performance assessments are conducted monthly to
release performance bonus. Moreover, quarterly and annual performance
assessments are carried out to enhance performance appraisal.

11 The parental leave data disclosed only included information from the China Metal Products Co., Ltd.
12 Return Rate = Returned employees ÷ Employees that are expected to return
13 Retention Rate = Employees 1 year post return ÷ Returned Employees from last year's parental leave
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Looking forward, CMP will continue to improve the coverage and depth
of performance assessment and optimize the performance evaluation
mechanisms such that the evaluation results can be used for employee
potential evaluation, salary adjustment, personnel development, and
promotions. CMP hopes that through continuous improvement of the
assessment mechanisms, corresponding rewards can be distributed
effectively and communication between supervisors and colleagues
improved to ensure smooth business operation.
4.2.3. Employee Welfare Measures
CMP's welfare measures are divided into two main branches: i) to
encourage and assist employees to achieve work and life balance, and
ii) to promote lifelong learning and self-growth. CMP firmly believes
that if one is able to lead a good life with rich experiences, one would
have a much more positive attitude towards work. CMP hopes to have
employees that bring a positive outlook, rich experiences, innovating
ideas, and new knowledge into the work environment to further motivate
their peers and drive the company's growth, creating a virtuous circle
that benefits all stakeholders.
In addition to the existing welfare measures mandated by the Employee
Welfare Committee (EWC), CMP has implemented benefits in addition to
local regulation requirements and have different plans according to the
needs of CMP employees in both Taiwan and Mainland China. Currently,
there are 13 major welfare measures. CMP will continue to improve these
measures such that these resources can assist those who need them the
most. CMP cares about the well-being of every employee and wants
to ensure all employee's needs are heard and addressed through the
implementation of these welfare measures.
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Employee Welfare Committee
In accordance with the law, CMP Taiwan established the EWC with a total
of 12 committee members. Apart from one member being appointed by
senior management, the remaining 11 committee members were voted
in by CMP's employees from various business sub units. The additional
welfare measures that are carried out include the following: i) employee
self-improvement scholarships, ii) employee children scholarships, iii)
subsidies for marriage, funerals, hospitalization iv) cash gifts for the 3
major holiday celebrations, v) cash gift for birthday, vi) travel,and vii) CMP
sponsored group activities and cultural recreational facilities. In 2017,
such measures were utilized 2,311 times and a total of NT$3,216,679 was
expensed.
Item

Amount NT$

Marriage/ Funeral/ Sickness Subsidies

93,500

Education Scholarship

48,000

Gifts for Holiday Celebrations and Subsidies

2,075,476

Travel Grants

401,272

Group Activities and Cultural Recreational Facilities

584,730

Other

13,701
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Welfare Measures
Health Management

Continuing Education

Insurance

Employee Performance Bonus,
Remuneration, and Year-end Bonus

CMP full time employees who have

• Sibsidy for Increasing language

To ensure that CMP employees are well

According to regulations, CMP sets

been with the company for one full

competency: For those who have

taken care of, CMP and its subsidiaries

aside 2.5% or more of its annual profit

year are eligible for a free annual

taken the official TOEIC (including

supplement the local requirements of

for its employees. CMP and its

health check. Employees in specific

the verbal and written test) and the

labor insurance, universal health

subsidies will distribute performance

positions who are part of the Metal

Japanese language proficiency test

insurance and social insurance with the

bonuses, year-end bonuses and other

Manufacturing business (regardless

(JLPT), CMP will subsidize the

following (Taiwan employees are also

remunerations to its employees

of the location of the plant) are

registration fee and award

provided with group insurance, and

according to relevant regulations after

eligible for special checkups in

scholarship for good grades.

family members of the employees are

tallying the employee’s monthly,

also eligible to purchase the insurance

quarterly, and/or annual performance

at their own expense):

assessments as a token of gratitude to

addition to the normal checkups. The
Hsinchu Plant employs physicians
and nursing staff on site to improve
the convenience and the comfort of
CMP’s employees. In 2017, CMP
and PUJEN Land Development Co.,
Ltd. invested NT$1,282,381 in their
employees’ health checkups.
In addition, in order to motivate their
employees to exercise and live an
active life, PUJEN Land Development
Co., Ltd implemented the “LOHAS
Let’s Move!” initiative and have
disbursed a total of NT$659,200 in
rewards.

®

• Allowance for Continuous education
for senior management: To
encourage employees to continue to

1. Life insurance;

enhance their professionalism and

2. Personal Accident Insurance;

leadership skills to better lead their

3. Medical Injury Insurance;

teams to grow. There was a total of 24

4. Hospitalization Insurance;

applicants in 2017, and a total of

5. Cancer Insurance;

NT$459,513 was disbursed.

6. Major illness insurance;

• Subsidy for Technical skills

its employees. In 2017, a total of
NT$44,891,360 was awarded.

7. Occupational Injury insurance;

advancement: Mainland China

Employees that travel overseas have

operation plants actively encourage

also, in addition to group insurance,

their front-line production employees

overseas business travel emergency

to enhance their professional technical

medical insurance. In 2017, there was a

skills. Employees who have obtained

total of 13 claims and the total claim

the nationally recognized technical

amount was NT$134,199.

skill certificate are eligible for a
reward. In 2017, there was a total of
480 employees that met this
requirement and a total of NT$414,869
in rewards was disbursed.
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Work Life Balance

Marriage Subsidy

Assist employees in developing a work plan, schedule vacations, and allowing

Encouragement for CMP employees to start their own families and as a token

CMP to optimize and implement job scheduling and delegation of

of well wishes. Apart from the cash wedding gift from the Employee Welfare

responsibility . This allows employees to achieve work life balance and have the

Committee, CMP provides an additional cash wedding gift of NT$12,000 for

ability to enrich themselves in other areas outside of work.

the new couple. In 2017, there were four employees who qualified and a total

CMP also will award NT$1,000 a day to employees who have applied for more

of NT$48,000 was disbursed.

than four consecutive days of special leave before or after long holidays, or
employees who have applied for special leave for more than five consecutive
days. There was a total of 225 applications, and a total of 146 beneficiares in
2017. A total of NT$954,000 was disbursed.

Childcare Subsidy

External Resources Grant Bonuses

In order to increase birthrates and reduce the burden of childcare expenses for

CMP encourages employees to apply for external resources to enhance

our employees, CMP Taiwan provides a monthly childcare stipend of NT$1200

CMP’s competitiveness in the industry. As an incentive, based on the number

for children who are under the age of 6. PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd

of subsidies received, CMP will allocate a certain percentage of the subsidies

provides the monthly childcare stipend for the parents of children under the

received as a bonus award to relevant participating employees. In 2017, there

age of three.

were a total of 3 external grants, and a total of NT$1,981,741 bonus award was

There was a total of 36 employees who benefited in the year of 2017. CMP
Taiwan disbursed a total of NT$477,600 and PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd
disbursed a total of NT$283,200.
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disbursed amongst 25 CMP employees.
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Expatriate Care

Free Bathing Facilities in Operation Plants and Free Uniform
Laundering and Ironing Services

• Assistance with accommodations

Allowing employees on the first line to have access to free bathing facilities,

• Provision of life management services

laundery and ironing services for uniforms so that these employees may have
more personal time.

• Encouraged to bring family members along
• Free round-trip airfare is provided on a regular basis.

Gifts and Subsidies for Holiday Celebrations and Other
Miscellaneous Subsidies
• Gifts and subsidies for the following occasions: i) major holiday celebration, ii)
birthdays, iii) marriage, iv) hospitalization, v) funeral, vi) heatstroke
prevention/cooling, vii) transportation, viii) employees training scholarships,

Staff Canteen

and ix) scholarships for employee’s children etc.

• Heavily focused on local dietary habits and supplemented by other choices.
CMP also provides, dependent on employees shifts, free or small meals below
market price in which the employees can take to go.
To promote the idea of taking what is necessary and reduce leftovers, CMP
launched “Empty Plate” – a project that provides different amounts of the
same food for employees to choose from and be able to have an empty plate
at the end of the meal. Employees who were able to achieve such were
rewarded with points that could later be redeemed for rewards.

LOHAS Work Environment
• CMP builds a happy work environment through holding group travel events,
giving travel subsidies, holding family days, sport events, hiking events,
environmental activities, year-end party and lucky draw events, monthly birthday
parties, establishing nursing rooms, holding private movie screenings, hosting
book clubs, providing unlimited coffee, and access to the latest news and
magazines etc.
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CMP 45th Anniversary Celebration Musical Banquet

Children's laughter filled the evening air as the merry-go-round went around and around to melodic carnival tunes, while the food trucks were busy serving
delectable food to all friends from the neighborhood . Adults and children alike had smiles on their faces while they enjoyed the atmosphere of a pleasant
carnival evening.
On the day of CMP's 45th Anniversary Celebration Musical Banquet; we have invited all our employees along with esteemed guests who have worked hard to
make CMP what it is today to join us this evening. In addition to the celebratory festivities and participating activities that we are putting on tonight, we also
allocated an area for a carnival set up along with a multitude selection of delicious food and invited all our neighbors to participate in our celebration together.
We are thankful for all stakeholders who have contributed to and helped CMP along the journey for the past 45 years and made the company what it is today.
CMP started with “Diligence”( 勤 ) and ends in “Beauty,”( 美 ), and take on “Mutually Beneficial” as our next goal as we journey through the next 45
years.
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CMP 45th Anniversary High Five Sports Day
On the morning of Oct 21st, despite a curtain of light rain, six teams consisting a total of 320
participants kicked off CMP 45th Anniversary High Five Sports Day.
Professional coaches led the group in an aerobic warmup with energetic music accentuated with lively
cheers, warming up the participants for the 6 big sports events that scheduled for the day. The team
relay jumpstarted the event right after the warmup. Cheers, encouragement, and laughter filled the
air as all participants (old, young, male, female) did their best to deliver the baton to their teammates.
While the delivery wasn’t always smooth and occasionally disrupted with trips and drops, it was met
by the crowd with the only encouragement of “get up and keep going!”. Next up was the tug of war;
red cheeks, fierce concentration, sweat flying everywhere along with the rhythmic cheers of “Rah!
Rah! Rah!” Participants were so invested that no one wanted to let go of the rope despite falling
backward and being strewn in all different directions on the ground. These two highlight events served
as a binder to bring all participants together. The adults were all in competitive spirits, and the children
were amused at seeing the adults in this different light. The energy was high and full of warmth and love.
A thrilling relay, an individual short race, game of tug of war, lighthearted crazy volleyball, rocking
out on the grass, a game of running back and forth with a straw hat, and a team competition to put
together the “CMP No.1” puzzle created an environment were all CMP family members were able
to showcase unity, wit, and team bonding. For the adults, this event brought back warm student
memories of sports events of giving it one's all and chasing after the glory of victory. For the children,
CMP organized a magic show and obstacle course, “Brave New World,” where the children and their
parents worked together to advance the course. Everyone was full of smiles, dancing and having a
blast during these sports events. CMP also took the sports events as an opportunity to give back to the
community, CMP prepared an invoice donation box where all invoice lottery winner proceeds would
go to the Genesis Social Welfare Foundation. Throughout the day, a total of 840 invoice were collected.
CMP is proud to say that not only CMP members are hard workers but they are also compassionate
members of society and do what they can to contribute to society. In addition, CMP wants its
employees to remember that aside from work, they should pay attention to the health and exercise of
themselves and their families so that they can lead a healthy and fulfilling life!
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CMP 45th Anniversary Family Day ─ Joyfulness, Environmental Protection, and Life Aesthetics
To celebrate CMP 45th Anniversary, and as a big thank you for our employees’ hard work, CMP specially organized a family day that was unlike any normal
corporate family day and invited all our employees, employees’ family, and friends along with CMP's business partners to CMP Village. There were a total of
855 adult and children participants that day who walked around the market while enjoying the local culture and the beauty of being surrounded by nature.
Sunshine Market
Dozens of vendors from Taoyuan, Hsinchu, creative brands from Miaoli and central Taiwan, along with
our local farmers all came together to participate in our Sunshine market. Vendors such as the Hakka
rice farmers in Miaoli have a long history of planting rice crops and producing Hakka style rice noodles
and millet while insisting that no chemical preservatives be added to their products, representing a
new lifestyle with rice. Taoyuan's vendor, “Galaxie Sucrée” was a cute and delicious dessert shop that
produces homemade dessert with the season's freshest fruit providing healthy dessert options. It would
also be remiss not mention “Hi Home,” a youth group from Miaoli that consist of youth members
who choose to give back to their community, an offering of a variety of valerian grass weave products
woven with love by the local Miaoli elders along with alcohol distilled from products cultivated through
environmental friendly farming. All in all, it was the perfect day for all participants to utilize their CMP
vouchers and experience the variety our local Taiwanese culture has to offer.
Under the Starry Skies Dinner
To share a meal with the whole CMP family and their family members, CMP hosted a picnic at CMP village
under the starry sky. Ingredients from the dishes were chosen locally in Miaoli County and a blend of
the local Hakka cuisine. The CMP Village kitchen had a full creative authority and did an excellent job
of creating traditional dishes while upgrading the quality and aesthetics of the meals. Suffice to say,
and everyone enjoyed the dining experience, food, and company. Food aside, there was also a lighting
ceremony where participants lit up more than 1,500 tea lights on the lawn next to CMP Village's bamboo
weave art installation “Bamboo Woven Sky”, coupled with the waterfall of lights from the nearby trees,
the twinkling lights decorated the lawn as if a mirror image of the starry skies above. The surrounding
décor and environment set the stage and the mood for the event of “Hugs for All” where some
employees were pleasantly surprised by unprompted public accolades by their superiors. The bonding,
support, and mutual growth amongst the CMP family members are one of the most precious assets of CMP.
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Natural Environmental Protection
To be environmentally friendly, all vendors and participants of CMP's
Family Day utilized all non-disposable cutlery, dinnerware, and serveware,
and there were no disposable items in sight! Alongside being asked to
bring their beverage containers, CMP employees were bestowed a set
of locally made reusable bamboo cutlery; in hopes that this small gift
will be used not only during Family Day but also in the employees’
daily lives. Dinner served in the glass and ceramic ware, and for those
participants who forgot to bring their beverage containers, a glass cup
rental program, sponsored by Spring Pool Glass was available on-site.
Teaching Through Play
Through partnering with WOOPAPERS, CMP was able to share seed
papers (compostable paper products that have plant seeds embedded
within) with its employees and share the message that beauty doesn’t
have to be harmful to the environment, instead, it can be the beginning
of a new life. During Family Day, there were quite a few puzzle challenges
that incorporated the spirit of CMP, such as “Galaxy Spider” where
one has to answer math problems while being spun around. “How
Come All the Answers to the Questions are 45?” “Because it's CMP's
45th Anniversary!” There was also the challenge on the roller coaster
ride which in addition to being thrilling, it tested participants on their
knowledge of carbon trading. Through play, participants were not only
able to enjoy themselves but also gain valuable experience!
CMP's Family Day hopes that apart from creating an event where all of
CMP's employees can gather, it can also serve as a start for people to
be more conscious about our environment, treasure the local cultural
offerings, and happiness that comes from spending time together.
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4.3 Training & Development
The continuous development and growth of the enterprise and the industry heavily rely on the support of a large number of talents. CMP's talent cultivation
strategy divided into two parts. Internally, CMP trains promising candidates in enhancing their technical skills, increasing their understanding of general
industry knowledge, and instilling the importance of lifelong learning. Externally, on outreach activities through the various site and university visits, creating
internship opportunities for students to understand the industry better while allowing CMP to cultivate potential future employees.
4.3.1. Employee Development
CMP's Human Resource Department's priority is the Employee Learning and Career Development Program. From CMP company operations to capability gaps,
CMP requested all departments to propose their needs such that the human resources department can accumulate information and put together an annual
training seminar to address the needs of the departments. Internal training and education are based on CMP Academy's training system and supplemented
by external trainings on competencies, on the job training, and government industrial talent training programs. CMP also encourages its employees to be
proactive and self-motivated in their education as well as the company as a whole. Not only does it make them more competitive internally in CMP but also
adds to one's self-growth and worth.
Looking forward to 2018, apart from continuing partnering with the government for elevating and enhancing workforce talent competencies, and promoting
the academy training, CMP plans to improve the training curriculum while creating a holistic learning environment through the projects listed below:
• Identify ways in which each position can be further enhanced, and establish a complete training program with job qualification assessment, individual
experiences, needs, and promotional training.
• Digitalize the learning platform and create instant access to these platforms.
• Cultivate in-house trainers, build a library of know-how that can be distributed through a systematic teaching system.
• Integrate existing health care programs and implement health seminars, promote health management plans, and obtain sports enterprise certification to
create a holistic healthcare environment for CMP's employees.
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CMP Academy

New Recruit

Common Knowledge

Professional

Provide necessary in-house training for new employees
and focusing on the CMP's company profile, corporate
mission, vision, core values, a broader introduction
of the industrial environment, and safety training.
This training ensures a smooth transition for new
employees to be up to speed with CMP as soon as
possible.

Strengthen the standard functions such as problem
analysis skills, communication skills, project
management skills, occupational health and safety
knowledge, corporate culture, business philosophy and
encourage integrity in conduct.

Participate in appropriate internal or external
department training based on individual core function
and job requirements to enhance professional skills,
accumulate fundamental knowledge, introduce
innovative ideas, and improve management efficiency.

Management

Knowledge Sharing for Mutual Benefits Sessions

Journey and Beyond

Arrange for senior management to participate in
CMP's internal management training and encourage
senior management to seek external management
courses such as strategic performance management,
leadership, strategic planning, and organizational
development.

Through internal sharing sessions and book clubs,
the heads of various units and the HR department will
exchange knowledge and know-how. This creates an
environment of knowledge exchange and builds a
culture of team learning and sharing.

Combine employee travel with domestic and
international CMP site visits. CMP wishes to create
a culture of understanding and assist operation
units in pursuing self-growth while enhancing
professional functions by providing innovative ideas
and opportunities where different departments can
communicate horizontally.
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CMW Academy
To strengthen the cultivation of seed talents, CMW Tianjin established the CMW Academy in November and selected 16
lecturers and 45 students from various departments for an intensive training and education course focusing on the following
6 areas: business management, laws and regulations, industry basic knowledge, quality control, continuous improvement,
and communication skills. CMP hopes that through this training, they would able to cultivate the next generation of CMP
management talent.
 Participants must be recommended by their department
 Regardless of seniority and level, everyone is trained from the basics
 A quiz is issued at the end of each session
 Implementation of ranking and elimination mechanisms
 Performance is linked to promotion qualifications
 Recordings of the classes are provided for the convenience of employees from the first-line production staff

CMP 45th Anniversary Journey and Beyond
“No longer do we just bury ourselves in work, if we travel, we can embrace a richer experience.” CMP's Journey and Beyond
program hopes to create more learning opportunities for its employees.
In celebration of CMP's 45th Anniversary and an opportunity to deepen our employees’ understanding of CMP, CMP held
two major
exchange excursions for its employees (the Shanghai exchange, and the Tianjin exchange) and invited employees from Taiwan to
visit Tianjin, Shanghai or Suzhou. During the four-day trip, a day was reserved for the Taiwan employees to visit CMP's
main production facility in Suzhou and Tianjin and acquire a better understanding of the transformation of the metal
manufacturing industry during the past 45 years.
“I thought it was going to be dark and dreary, but it is not!”
“After some explanation, I realized just how much thought was put into each production line, and layout of each workstation.”
“So, this is how our product is made!”
A good portion of our Taiwanese employees was not familiar with the production lines and the operation process despite
knowing all of CMP's products. However, with this exchange and hearing the above feedback, it is safe to say that the
Taiwanese employees have a better appreciation of CMP's China plant production facilities. And through this exchange, the
Mainland China employees and Taiwan employees both learned new things about each other, creating a new channel of
communication – making Journey and Beyond, worth it.
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Training and Education14
In 2017, there was a total of 80,964 training and education hours. On average, each employee received 21.3
hours of training and education, and the total cost was NT$3,957,549.
The allocation of training and education is naturally different for direct and indirect employees. There are
no direct employees under PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd and while CMP has direct employees, CMP's
proportion is far lower than CMS, CMW, and CMB. The small numbers in CMP and PUJEN Land Development
Co. result in a higher ratio of training and education hours when compared to the others.

Average Training and Education hours
per Employee
Unit : Hours
60
50

53.04
45.63

40

24.48

30

16.60

20

8.92

10
0
CMP
Taiwan

By job functions
Managers average 49.84 hours; Non-managers average 18.69 hours
Average Training and Education
per Managers
80

Average Training and Education
per Male Employee
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24.53

30

23.21

20

24.25

30

10

30

16.88

20

13.63

41.60

40

25.72

26.99

CMW

CMB

14.86

20

8.04

20

PUJEN

Unit : Hours
50

40

30

CMB

Average Training and Education
per Female Employee

40.60

70

CMW

By gender
Males average 20.07 hours; Females average 25.09 hours

Average Training and Education
per Non-Managers

Unit : Hours

76.38

CMS

7.32
10

10

10
0

CMP
Taiwan

CMS

CMW

CMB

0

CMP
Taiwan

CMS

CMW

CMB

0

CMP
Taiwan

CMS

CMW

CMB

0

CMP
Taiwan

CMS

14 Training and education data statistics and calculations covered all workers.
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4.3.2 Academia and Industry Collaborations
With time, traditional industries, with some dated negative stereotypes, have gradually faded from the mainstream. During the past 45 years, CMP continues
to devote energy in optimizing production equipment and the working environment. Aside from site visit at colleges to share about industrial knowledge,
automatic production was gradually installed and with a realized recycled economy came the possibility of the cleaner production, reverting the public
perception of the industry.
On average, CMP annually invites 150 students from various institutions to visit CMP and provide internship opportunities for the students to explore and
understand the industry while allowing CMP an early chance to scout new talent. In 2017, students from Hanoi University of Technology (Vietnam) and Institut
National des Sciences Appliquées (France) visited and interned at CMP. Thus far, CMP had academic collaborations with seven Universities and provided 77
internships with 11 of those interns becoming full-time CMP employees after the internship. CMP is currently in talks to set up academic collaborations with
North University of China, and Nanjing Tech University.
Collaboration Unit
Ming Chi University of Technology

5

Mingsin University of Science and Technology

6

National Taiwan Ocean University

1

National Kaohsiung University of Applied Sciences

1

Sichuan Engineering Vocational Technology College

46

Sichuan Engineering Vocational Technology College (Full
time positions guaranteed)

11

Shandong Aluminum Vocational College

15

Hebei University of Technology

3

North University of China (Pending)
Nanjing Tech University (Pending)
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4.4. Employee Communication
CMP established diversified communication channels for its employees to have effective methods of communication to deepen the relationship amongst each
other. Apart from the mandatory Labor/ Management Conferences and grievance mechanism, CMP has also established channels for face-to-face interaction
between front-line personnel and managers through personal interviews and production line visits. CMP also utilizes group-wise resources from the three
businesses of Metal Manufacturing, Real Estate Development, and Lifestyle Hospitality, to distribute a monthly E-Newsletter to share with all its employees’
news, hoping that through the reporting of company related news can promote employee cohesiveness and broaden their horizons. During monthly meetings,
CMP encourages its employees to share their interests, and favorite themes under a relaxed setting to promote communication amongst themselves. Monthly
meetings have become a temporary relief from routine work and a stage where creativity can blossom.
CMP's numerous established channels of communication in hopes to bring cohesiveness amongst its employees and create an environment that is warm, safe,
and uniquely CMP.

Grievance Mechanism
• Independent whistleblower mailbox: the Secretariat is responsible
for processing the reportings. If circumstances are significant, the
reportings will be escalated to the BOD. No reportings have been
filed during 2017.
• Employee complaint mailbox: Each department have their own
complaint processing channels and regulations.
• Sexual harassment hotline.

Meetings/Interviews/Panel Discussions
• Daily and Monthly Department Meetings: Discussion of department
matters, recognition of employees, and peer sharing.
• Discussions: Weekly meetings with foreign colleagues to better
understand their needs.
• Panel Discussions: Hosted by an upper level supervisor during a
luncheon/dinner to listen to the needs of new employees and assist
the employees in adapting to the CMP environment.

Inhouse E-Newsletter
• Monthly CMP Group E-Newsletter “CMP PLUS” to share the
latest news and knowhow while providing a platform for employees
to express themselves through publication.
• For the operation plants in Mainland China, WeChat official account
for CMP is used as a communication platform to encourage
interaction and share news.

Performance Review

Production Site Visit

Employee Satisfaction Survey
Labor/ Management Conference
• In Taiwan there are two main Labor/ Management Conferences: i)
CMP-Taipei and Retail Business Division and CMP-Taichung, and
ii) the Metal Manufacturing business in Hsinchu. There are a total
of five representatives from each sector (employee and
employer). The representatives on the employee sector is voted
into the conference by the people they represent. The Labor/
Management Conference convenes every quarter, and results are
applicable to all employees. The topics discussed in 2017 covers
the passing of an eight-week flexible working hours, annual
working calendars, folk holidays adjustments, and extended
working hours.

Fun Activities
• Family Day, Sports Day, Spring Banquet, Year-End Banquet,
Movie Day, Book Club, Arbor day, Singing Competitions,
Photography Festival, travel excursions, accommodation
experiences…etc.
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4.5 Occupational Safety
CMP holds the safety of its employees in the highest regard and
considers providing the safest working environment for its employees
and having no occupational injuries as the top priority. All operating
plants have obtained OHSAS18001, and the Hsinchu Plant obtained the
TOSHMS Taiwan Occupational Safety Management Certificate. Plants in
Suzhou and Tianjin all have manufacturing equipment that has achieved
level 3 certificates certifying the work safety production issued by the
State Administration of Work Safety. In addition to certification, all
CMP plants staffed with an Occupational Health and Safety Committee
that coordinate all matters related to safety; such as establishing
a safety management protocol for manufacturing equipment and
implementing safety production through training, process supervision,
the establishment of guidelines, and continuous improvement. No
substantial occupational injuries have occurred in 2017.

Environmental Safety Inspection
Weekly/monthly safety self-inspections of the operation plant and
holding review meetings to discuss areas of change and improvement
to reduce hazardous situations immediately. Recently, QR codes were
introduced as a part of the fire inspection.

Maintenance of Production Equipment
Regular inspection and maintenance of production equipment to avoid
any operational safety concerns.

4.5.1. Occupational Safety and Health Committee
All Metal Manufacturing business plants have an Occupational Health
and Safety Committee on-site15. The committee led by the executive
of each plant and consists of members from the production unit, the
logistics unit, and the environmental safety unit. The committee's
responsibility is to be prepared to execute emergency responses and
implement safety-related issues such as promoting occupational safety.
With “zero substantial occupational injuries” as a goal, all individual
plants regularly hold internal review meetings under the relevant regulations.
Internal review meetings are held monthly for the plants located in Taiwan,
and weekly in Mainland China so that all operation plant personnel are
up to date with the education, training, and disaster prevention drills
about safety, and thus creating a safe production environment.
15 According to the local regulations of each operation plant, the names for the Occupational Safety and Health Committee may differ, but the implementation content is the same, and all comply
with the local Environmental Safety Committee guidelines and focuses on the overall environment, safety, and hygiene of the plants.
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Training and Education

Safety warnings and Education

Provide training and education courses for all new recruits, in-service
personnel, or introduction of new equipment. Training includes basic
occupational safety concepts, emergency communication procedures,
emergency response protocol, chemical management protocol, and
other hazard identifications. Further education, training, and certification
would be job dependents, such as massive equipment operation
(stackers, cranes), first emergency responders, or fire control personnel.

Within the operation plant, warning signs and safety notice signage

Disaster Prevention Drills

Workplace Hazard Monitoring

According to the emergency response protocol, annual fire safety drills,
chemical disaster drills, and flood control drills should be carried out
annually to ensure fast response time in the event of a disaster.

Items such as dust debris, high temperature, and the noise level that may
endanger human health and safety are all monitored closely, and levels
are compliant with regulations.

Production and Equipment Optimization

Personal Protective Equipment

Usage of automatic production lines, robotic arms, and automatic
grinding machines…etc. Through automation, we reduce occupational
injuries caused by processing or moving heavy objects and are able to
ensure better product quality, stability, and production efficiency.

Helmets, work shoes, ear plugs, ear muffs, face masks, and other personal
protective equipment provided for all plant personnel. Visitors are
required to wear own protective equipment before entering the plant.

posted and visible. All personnel has learned about the safety measures
in place. All visitors must also be briefed of safety measures and comply
with the regulations in place before entering the plant.
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Health Checkups for Personnel in Special Posts
This provision is specialized for personnel in the positions that have a high occupational incident rate. According to local regulation, high temperatures, noise
pollution, dust debris for these positions are closely monitored. Health checkups are provided before personnel begins their post, during their post, and before
they leave the post. If the person cannot adapt to the position due to reasons despite the proper medical treatments, measures such as changing posts or
changing work location will be implemented.

New Recruit Physical
Exam

Employee Medical
Exam

Working in hazardous
conditions

No

Work related abnormal
findings

Special hazard health
examination

Regular checkups dependent on
employee need

Yes

Yes

New Recruit does
not meet physical
requirements.
No Hire

No

Work related abnormal
findings

Yes

No

Refer to doctor’s advice and
management may adjust work
responsibilities

The Hsinchu Plant plans to provide the following: general health consultation/referral, health education consultation, occupational injury and disease
counseling, occupational injury diagnosis and prevention, health improvement activities, personnel safety training and education, health detection, health
management and monitoring of healthcare quality services through the resident occupational medical physician and full time nurses (who have completed the
occupational healthcare training) in the coming year.
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4.5.2 Disability and Absenteeism
Disability16

Absenteeism
2016

Number of disabling injuries
Day of disability leave
Total working hours
Disabiling injury frequency rate17
Disabiling injury severity rate18

CMP

2017
Sick Leave

CMS

CMW

CMB

PUJEN

2,203

2,694

1,910

4,316

1,410

Work Injury Leave

216

5,408

1,440

1,328

-

Menstrual Leave

244

-

-

-

78

2,663

8,102

3,350

5,644

1,488

333

1,013

419

705

186

Total Working Days

91,226

270,090

126,500

93,500

15,189

Absence Rate

0.36%

0.37%

0.33%

0.75%

1.22%

10

4

215

24

681,992

729,808

14.66

5.48

Total Leave Hours

315.25

32.88

Total Leave Days

16 Disability statistics is limited to China Metal Products Co., Ltd.only; does not include PUJEN and the subsidiaries in Mainland China.
17 Disability rate (F.R.) equation: number of disabiling injuries*1,000,000 ÷ total working hours
18 Disability severity rate (S.R.) equation: days of disability leave*1,000,000 ÷ total working hours
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Supplier, Product & Customer
5.1 Metal Manufacturing
5.2 Lifestyle Hospitality
5.3 Real Estate Development

Invested 2.58% of Net Income, a total Of NT$405
Research and Development

Metal
Manufacturing

Million in

CMP 45th Anniversary Technical Forum Brought Together 117 Industry
and Academic Experts
Annual Quality Training and Education of 16,301

Hours

99.93% of Raw Materials Procured Locally
CMB Researched and Developed an Engine Block of CHINA VI Emission
Standard
CMB Achieved the Milestone of Producing One
Engine Blocks

Annual
summary
Lifestyle
Hospitality

Million Car Cylinder

Officially Launched a Membership APP, Estimated to Reduce the
Annual Production of 10,000 Plastic Cards
Digitalized All Vouchers and Reduced the Annual Paper Consumption
by 200,000 Sheets of Paper
Nine Products from Parklane Good Stuff are 100% Sourced Locally,
and 81% of the Products are Certified Safe by a Third Party

Real Estate
Development

Launched a “PUJEN Anxinjv - Building Safety Inspection Service
Plan” for the the 8 Building Projects that have been completed
Launched the “New Generation Apartments”
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5.1. Metal Manufacturing
5.1.1. Supply Chain Management
Supplier Location Distribution and Local Procurement
Suppliers play an imperative role in CMP's road to a sustainable business. The relationship between CMP and their suppliers have to be long-term and
localized, with these suppliers working closely with CMP to grow and establish a large local presence. By utilizing local suppliers, CMP reduces its greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG) in transportation, promotes further growth of local supply chains, and provides a stable work environment. Concurrently, CMP adopts a
multi-source procurement method, monitors the raw materials market, reduces dependence on a single supplier, and ensures access to stable and high-quality
raw materials. In 2017, there were a total of 326 suppliers for the five main material categories (raw material, materials, tools, processing fluids, and oil), a total
of NT$3,708,634 thousand19 transacted, and 99.93% of materials procured locally.
0.31%

0.07%

0.61%

99.93%

15.34%

83.74%

Taiwan
Location Distribution
of Main Suppliers

Mainland China
Europe

Main Suppliers
Transaction Total
of NT$3,708,634,000

Local Procurement
Non-local Procurement

Other

Selection and Management of Suppliers
CMP's fundamental selection criteria of a new supplier are the ability to supply quality products that match to CMP's high standards of quality. CMP also
takes into consideration the supplier's location and whether it will remain a long-term and stable business partner. At the supplier conference, CMP invited
all suppliers to join on the road to becoming sustainable businesses. CMP hopes that through working closely together with suppliers, CMP can raise further
awareness of sustainability on a social, environmental, and corporate governance level.
Presently, CMP encourages sustainable practices with its suppliers by prioritizing those who have one or more of the following: i) passed local environment
assessments, ii) obtained international certifications (such as ISO 14001), iii) implemented 5S and clean production practices, iv) implemented energy
conservation and emission reduction measures, and/or v) implemented human rights protection and employee rights measures. In addition, to ensure CMP's
19 Based on the RMB to TWD exchange rate as of 2017/12/29
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existing suppliers continue to operate at the high standards for
which they were contracted, a team made of members from CMP's
procurement unit, quality control unit, and technical unit, annually
audits a selection of CMP suppliers. Audited suppliers that fail
inspection must correct all raised concerns before a deadline. If the
concerns raised were not fixed in time, CMP then reserves the right
to reduce the proportion and quota of purchases or even cancel the
partnership with the supplier. CMP will only continue partnerships
with suppliers that pass the audit. In 2017, a total of 131 existing
suppliers audited, and a total of 43 new suppliers added.
CMP strives to apply the “Corporate Social Responsibility Best
Practice Principles” as the highest supplier partnering standard
to promote green procurement. Aside from expanding the scope
and depth of the existing supplier reviews, CMP plans to add the
following requirements as part of supplier reviews: implement
environmental measures and have clean production practices,
pass local environmental assessments or certified environment
and energy management system, priority procure reclaimable
or recyclable products. On the social level, suppliers that protect
human rights and occupational safety, provide employee training
and education, etc. CMP would also like to increase the frequency
of on-site inspections on environmental and occupational safety
while adding SQE quality guidance to improve the supplier product
quality and delivery. CMP hopes to work with more suppliers to
spread the awareness of corporate social responsibility; not only
to decrease the operational risks for both parties but also to create
business sustainability.

Management of Existing Suppliers

Screening of New Suppliers

Review quality of products
and procurement records

Request from relevant uni

Procurement cultivates
a list of suppliers
Procurement, Quality Control,
and Technology Department
Formulate Annual Audit Plan

Preliminary review of basic information,
technical capabilities,
and overall management

Seven Main Categories of Review
Quality

Technology

• ISO or IATF 16949 certified
• Materials’ source documentation
• Detail inspection, records of incoming materials, and
shipment of products
• Abnormal material situation handling protocol
• Production process control
• Distinct product classification and clear labels
• Packaging, transportation, and the handling of
defective products

Company Profile and Management Capabilities

Equipment and Production Capacity
•
•
•
•

Equipment conditions meet production requirements
Possession of detection instruments
Delivery performance situation and ability
Capacity to respond to urgent/priority orders

Provide action plan to remedy audit
concern within a set deadline

Environment

• ISO 14001 certification
• Obtained local environmental assessment certification or approval
• Chemical suppliers are required to provide valid contracts with
reputable hazardous waste management processing companies and
hazardous waste management records
• Implementation of 5S at production site
Customer Service
• Handling of customer complaints and feedback

Social
• Prohibit child labor or improper employment of minors
• Implementation of safe industry practices
• Satisfaction of employees, and employee training and education

Procurement cultivates a list of suppliers

Sample inspection,
qualified small batch trial run

Supervisor review

Qualified supplier

Qualified

Data saved for future reference and traceability
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5.1.2. Products
As an international metal manufacturing industry supplier, it is CMP's mission to provide customers with comprehensive solutions. From mold development,
casting production, precision machining, to logistics, CMP provides high-quality integrated service. CMP's professional product supply line spans multiple
industries, such as car parts, compressor parts, engineering parts, agricultural machinery parts, manually operated machine parts, building hardware parts, etc.
CMP is favored by world-renowned automobile manufacturers, industrial machinery manufacturers, and other famous brands for their products and long-term
stable partnerships. Sales areas are spread all over Taiwan, Mainland China, Japan, Korea, Europe, the United States, and Mexico. To date, CMP has never been
excluded or blacklisted from any specific market. In 2017, CMP produced a total of 217,680 tons of products with a total sale of NT$12,412,303 thousand20.
To maintain a leadership position in the Metal Manufacturing business, CMP will continue to focus on the cultivation of human resources, improving current
metal manufacturing technology and equipment, creating a complete knowledge management system, and the continuous training and education of talent.
CMP aims to continue optimizing equipment efficiency, introducing new technologies and material, while raising production capacity and product quality.
Most of all, CMP aims to strengthen and deepen the scope of their offerings by integrating upstream and downstream products – creating added value for its
customers.

7.00%

11.80%
64.85%

3.96%
64.49%

1.95%

11.13%

Taiwan
Auto parts

11.33%

Product Categories

Sales by

Japan

Engineering parts

Geographic Regions

U.S.A.

Agricultural machinery parts

5.69%

20 Based on the RMB to TWD exchange rate as of 2017/12/29
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Mainland China

12.13%

Compressor parts

Misc. parts

5.67%

Europe
Other
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CMP places high importance in the annual management review
meeting. It is through the rolling review of the production process,
equipment improvement statuses, and personnel training that CMP is
able to propose corrective measures that would strengthen production
capacity, complete the implementation of the internal quality audit, and
to ensure the effectiveness of the quality management system. With a
total of 16,301.15 hours of training conducted in 2017, CMP continues to
cultivate first class talents and create first class products by conducting
quality management training for all relevant departments. CMP obtained
ISO 9001 and IATF 16949 international quality certification by abiding
to rigorous quality control methods and all CMP products follow
international safety regulations and requirements. There has been no
product safety regulation violation in 2017. To date, CMP has established
a solid reputation as an end supplier of providing quality goods and has
won the trust of many international manufacturers.
Product Quality Policies
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All product’s material properties, molding process, and safety inspection will be in
accordance with local or international regulations.

Product Handling and Storage
Restriction or the banning of controlled hazardous chemical use in the production process;
sample bulk use substances for RoHS testing and analysis to ensure quality and safety of raw
materials.

Control and Improvements for Unqualified Products
Controlled handling, storage, and delivery of product to prevent damage, loss, or
deterioration of products.

Product Safety Inspection
Product undergoes durability testing, salt-spray testing, x-ray inspections to ensure no
internal defect and is safe and stable under normal use. In addition, third-party product
safety inspections can be conducted if requested by customer.

Production Process Monitoring

Product
Safety

Monitor and measure product characteristics during different stages of production to verify
products and services meet specified requirements.

Management of Hazardous Substance

CMP is committed to providing safe goods and services that meet all
the needs of our internal and external customers. Thus, CMP's stringent
selection of suppliers is ultimately based on the supplier's ability to
provide products and services that meet CMP's needs. In order to ensure
that all employees are in consensus of the CMP's product standards,
CMP's management will provide all the necessary resources, and training
such that all CMP employees are able to contribute and support CMP's
commitment to quality.
Weekly

Product Safety Management Measures

Restriction or the banning of controlled hazardous chemical use in the production process;
sample bulk use substances for RoHS testing and analysis to ensure quality and safety of raw
materials.

Prohibit Conflict Minerals
All materials sourced shall not be envolved with conflict minerals. Some suppliers are
required to submit conflict-free declaration documents.

Spontaneous Radiation Control
While there are no formal regulations for radiation emission of materials in the metal
manufacturing industry, CMP’s Hsinchu plant ensures 100% non-radiation content of all
metal material through spontaneous radiation detection and control. All incoming material
must test 0.2 micro Sieverts/hour or under, materials that exceed this threshold are rejected.
Testing equipment is inspected yearly; and testing was completed and verified by National
Tsinghua University Atomic Science and Technology Development Center in 2017.

Advance Planning for Product Quality
Ensure product quality by planning in advance for all relevant components of the new
developing products. Planning begins from idea of product, to product design, product
development, and the continuous improvement after mass production.
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Innovative Research and Development
To remain current with the world's development and compete in the market, CMP is continuously improving their research and development along with
cultivating new talent. With multiple years of industry experience as a foundation, CMP focuses on process optimization, development of new technology, and
utilization of new material to enhance product competitiveness. Presently, CMP is working towards the goals of lightweight, high-end precision casting while
increasing the durability and flexibility of products while reducing emission production for the current special alloy materials.
To improve the overall research and development results, CMP has taken to communicating and exchanging idea with peers in the industry and professional
organizations to enhance CMP's awareness and knowledge of the new technologies. With CMP's 45 years of industry experience as a foundation and
combining the new technological know-how, CMP systematically organizes information, improves the rate of production and creates innovative ideas while
distilling the data in an easy to understand format. This allows all employees to have a shallower learning curve and be up to speed in the shortest amount of
time. In 2017, CMP invested a total of NT$405,272 thousand for research and development (2.58% of 2017's net revenue), and in 2018, CMP plans to invest a
further NT$455,237 thousand to develop new products and further enhance production technology.
Introduction and Succesion of Technical Knowledge
Formation of strategic partnership with BIRN, largest Nordic foundry, and
YANMAR, a Japanese Diesel engine company.
Application of the solidification simulation analysis
Utilization of a solidification simulation analysis enables a better
understanding of the dynamic characteristics of the molten metal in the
casting process and ability to utilize that knowledge for reference during
mold design and production operation process. This software application
not only reduces the reliance placed on historical hands-on experience,
but also significantly decreases the time required and cost of materials. In
addition, the software shortens the development cycle while improving
the success rate of new projects when involving new materials and
more complicated mold builds, not to mention being able to improve
management performance through the setup of an internal technical
management system and regulations.
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Traditional Method

Solidification
Simulation Analysis

Time Needed for
verification

2 days

5 - 15 hours

Project Cost for
verification

Material cost and equipment
depreciation

No material cost

Time Needed
for Mold
Modification

5 - 6 hours: mold plan
modification
3 - 7 days: layout modification

4 hours

Cost for Mold
Modification

NT$30,000 to NT$80,000 if
layout modification required

None

Internally, set up incentives for employees who provide quality
improvement contributions during discussion seminars. Externally,
collaborate with professional institutions, industry peers, suppliers,
and universities and colleges to develop new techniques, a better
understanding of the application of new technologies, and new materials.
External collaborations also allow CMP to scope and recruit high-level
technical talents.
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Lightweighting Seminar
Current trend for vehicles is for the vehicles to be manufactured as
lightweight as possible. Thus manufacturers of cars are highly attentive to
the new applications and technologies associated with high-performance
casting materials. To further develop knowledge and expertise, CMP
participated in the recent Metal Industries Research & Development
Centre sponsored “High-Performance Austempered Ductile Iron and
Aluminum Alloy Materials Symposium” to further develop CMP's
expertise.
Smart Seminar
A seminar that brought together representatives from Allspark, C3P
Software, Prefactortech, Hojiaho, Sun n Synergy Automation, Amazon
and other businesses to discuss the possibilities of using CAE, cloud
computing, automation and intelligent optimization techniques to
solve complicated part casting gas entrainment issues, and automatic
calculations of material ratio – fully utilizing smart technology.
CMP's 45th Anniversary: Technical Forum

Spirit and pride of craftsmanship, a platform for mutual learning, and the
new age of smart manufacturing!
In May 2017, experts in the metal manufacturing industry and business
partners of CMP were invited to join CMP's 45th Anniversary Technical
Forum, which focused on “Succession of Technology.” Luminaries
such as Manager Mr. Taro Kitamura from YANMAR, Director Mr. Yuichiro
Tsuchiya from MAKINO, President Mr. Yakahiro Oyama from KOYAMA,
metallurgical processing engineers from the top metal research and
development institutes in Europe, China's foundry authority figure
Professor ZHAO Weiming, from Hebei University of Technology, and
other industry professionals—117 in total—attended the Forum.
The Technical Forum was the product of multiple competitions, strength,
and wisdom after three months of preparation by all parties. The best
teams, hand-picked by their organization and units, gone through
numerous rounds of passionate discussion, editing, integrating and
optimizing the presentation materials—to only ensure one thing—
to be able to share with their peers the best presentation of their
technology and experience. Experts especially made sure to give an indepth presentation of the latest new materials and technologies that
are available in the industry. It was an especially rewarding three day
and two-night experience for all those that participated in the Technical
Forum.
It is a never-ending pursuit on the road of constant improvement, and
through collaboration and technology discussions one can achieve such
resounding feedback in motivating businesses in the industry. CMP is
now at the board creating the blueprint for the next five to ten years. This
Technical Forum has significantly contributed to CMP's knowledge bank,
shortened the learning curve, and become a big motivation in propelling
the future growth of CMP.
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CMB Research and Development of an Engine Block of CHINA VI Emission Standard
With the growth of car ownership in Mainland China, serious environmental problems
caused by exhaust emissions have grown as well. To combat this growing problem, in
2016, the Ministry of Environmental Protection and General Administration of Quality
Supervision, Inspection, and Quarantine of the People's Republic of China have issued
the regulation known as “Limits and Measurement Methods for Emissions for LightDuty Vehicles,” known as China VI. China VI is expected to be fully enforced by 2020 and
is much more stringent in regulations compared to the previous China V regulations. It
has the three following primary goals:

Reduce carbon monoxide emissions by 50%
Reduce hydroxide compounds by 42%

Reduce total hydrocarbon and
non-methane hydrocarbon emission by

50%

This change in regulations is a challenging test for the automotive industry. However, CMB, as China's lead authority in the manufacturing of cylinder engine
blocks in collaboration with Guangzhou Automobile Group Co., Ltd. Automotive Engineering Institute, has already developed a 1.5TGDI cylinder engine block
in 2017 that meets all of China VI's regulatory requirements and also completed the bench test and the road test. The new engine cylinder blocks will begin
mass production in 2018!
5.1.3. Customer Service
CMP is known for its’ comprehensive services and high-quality technology products around the world, with world-renowned manufacturers and wellknown brands as long-term stable customers. As such, CMP places great importance in having and maintaining easily accessible and simple communications
channels for its customers for efficient customer service and clear communication. CMP hopes to be able to grow along with its’ customers and form longterm partnerships.
Managing Customer Complaints
Maintaining a good relationship with customers is a crucial part in running a sustainable business, and customer feedback is a crucial motivation for CMP
to achieve excellence. In regards to customer complaints, CMP follows the eight disciplines (8D) approach to problem-solving and establishes a complete
corrective action. The sales unit serves as the communication window with the customer. Collecting information and feedback by visiting customers, and
through telephone communications, emails, and or even utilizing communication software applications, CMP will then begin the complaint process. Once
the complaint is processed, the quality assurance unit is then responsible for proposing a solution within three workings days, after the customer complaint
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is appropriately addressed by the relevant production units, the complaint is summarized and archived. The business unit will follow-up with the customer
to ensure complaint has been fully addressed. Furthermore, the case would be internally analyzed and used as an internal case study to reduce similar
occurrences. In 2017, the Metal Manufacturing business of CMP received a total of 104 complaints; 100% of the cases were processed, completed, and
resolved.

Not at fault

Customer
Complaint

Process

Inform and explain to customer

Situation
Analysis
At fault

Formulate and
implement solution
with preventitive
measures

Respond and
communicate
with customer

Summarize
customer
complaint case

Followup and
request customer
feedback

Protection of Customer Privacy
Customer privacy, including all relevant documents, technical materials, design drawings, other trade secrets, and customer intellectual property, is protected
by confidentiality agreements and cannot be disclosed to any third party. All information and assets are stored and monitored in accordance with the customer
asset control measures and applicable technical documentation control protocols established by CMP. No employee can access these documents without
explicit permission. New employees of CMP not only undergo intellectual property protection training, but must also sign a confidentiality agreement for
personal data protection, CMP business operation protection, and CMP intellectual property protection. In 2017, there were no incidents of breach of customer
privacy, loss of customer information, or classified information leaks.
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5.2 Lifestyle Hospitality
Aesthetics for All
There are no barriers in art and beauty and aesthetics can be seen
everywhere. At Park Lane by CMP, there are always interesting interactive
art installations inside and out of the mall. In collaboration with CMP
PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture, Park Lane by CMP provides a
performance platform for artists to showcase their art, achieving the goal
of not only cultivating more artists but also bringing art and aesthetics in
the little details of life to the masses.

In 2008, surrounded and decorated by a lush green landscape of 140
thousand plants, Park Lane by CMP opened up to the public. From
the architecture to the operation of the mall, every intrinsic detail
reflected CMP's concept and value of being environmentally friendly,
providing artistic enlightenment, and connection with local cultures and
humanities, while shaping a new lifestyle.
Verdant Surroundings
Five floors, 1,850m2 of retail space, and one hundred and forty thousand
plants make up today's Park Lane by CMP, which went from a sheet metal
wrapped abandoned parking lot to today's greenery encased building
that compliments the foliage surrounding the building. The verdant
environment that wraps around the building, with regular care, can be
recycled continuously while providing a city home to flowers, birds, and
butterflies. Walking into Park Lane by CMP, one is met with an impressive
lush five-story green living wall sitting in the center of the mall as if it is a
piece of art. This installment won the Taiwan Real Estate Excellence Award
in 2009, and won the gold prize in the FIABCI World Pris d’Excellence
Awards in 2010.
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CMP Group continues to break preconceived lifestyle barriers and lead
Taiwan into a new age of lifestyle aesthetics through actions, such as
by merging retail with nature, connecting humanities and art with the
local environment, and creating new options for leisure in surrounding
communities.
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5.2.1 Retail Counter Management
Products retailed at Park Lane by CMP is mainly provided by individual retail counters. CMP is highly
selective of the retail counters that are allowed in Park Lane by CMP, and also places high importance
on the products complying with the existing laws and regulations. CMP also ensures the optimization
of overall retail operating conditions and retail personnel performance through monthly inspections
over the operation quality and employee performance and request improvement or adjustment on
a timely matter. CMP also looks for retail companies that are not only local but also environmentally
friendly in hopes of providing customers with a well-rounded selection. In 2017, there was a total
of 148 retail counters in Park Lane by CMP, divided into three categories of apparel and accessories,
dining, and life and leisure. The category of clothing and accessories exceeds more than 50% of all
the retailers at Park Lane by CMP. For clothing and accessories, independent local designers and other
Taiwanese designers are mixed in with well-known brands, while the environmentally friendly and
local products fall under the category of daily necessities. CMP is continually on the search for more
companies that are sustainable, emphasize environmental protection and socially friendly to join the
Park Lane by CMP family.

52.70%

28.38%

Apparel and
Accessories

Retail Counters

Dining
Life and Leisure

18.92%

5.2.2 Product and Service Safety
Park Lane by CMP's emphasizes safety as the top operation priority, be it the retail environment, the maintenance, and management of the public equipment,
or food safety, CMP ensures that all members of Park Lane are held to the highest standards. CMP's safety management spans five main categories and along
with regular building inspection, personnel training, and education, CMP hopes to reduce the occurrence of accidents and the damage caused by accidents for
all involved parties.

Restaurant
Management

Floor
Environment
Inspections

Public Safety
Management

Disaster
Prevention

Emergency
Medical Care
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Restaurant Management

Food Safety Inspections

Restaurant Hygiene Self-Inspections

Apart from the food safety inspection standard operating procedures (SOP) established and in practice for many years, CMP
also includes the food good hygiene practices (GHP) Safety and Health Self-Management system checklist as part of the daily
inspections of five main categories: i) kitchen hygiene management, ii) employee hygiene management, iii) restroom hygiene
management, iv) dining place hygiene management, and v) kitchen waste sorting and cleaning with 35 checkpoints. These areas are
inspected by the building management personnel and submit a monthly report to the supervisors and store managers in charge.
Instructions of improvement or issues to note are listed for the restaurant managers to further review with their staff.
Restaurant
Operation

GHP
Certification

Kitchen hygiene
managment

Independant GHP
Self- Inspection

Employee personal
hygiene management

Daily
Inspections

Restroom hygiene
management

Improvemen
t of Issue

Repeat
Inspection

Dining place hygiene
management

Monthly
Inspection Report

Supervisor
Signoff

Safe for
Consumption

Kitchen waste
management

Inspections During Non-Business
Hours

For those theme restaurants that have an independent kitchen, there is a checklist of 12 items that have to be inspected daily during
non-business hours. The list is submitted the next morning to a supervisor for review and to ensure that the restaurant is always
properly maintaining kitchen hygiene even while closing down for the day.

Maintenance of Oil Interceptors and
Kitchen Exhaust Pipes

Ensure monthly inspection and maintenance of oil interceptor, filter cover, and kitchen exhaust pipe.

Floor Environment Inspections
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Inspections During Business Hours

Daily hygiene inspections of lactation rooms, restrooms, and parking structures are conducted by two building personnel—while
a supervisor will inspect the above-listed locations at least once a day. Daily inspection results are immediately reported, and any
violation will be written up and corrected by the relevant parties. If the violation is more severe, then the report of the incident
would be brought up in the monthly building meeting with the vice/managers and general manager of the store and followed up
closely. CMP has increased the frequency of the inspections by 37% with a total of 5,634 inspections in 2017.

Regular Maintenance of Business
Environment

Third party professional cleaning companies are contracted to carry out dust removal, cleaning, and disinfection/sterilization
operations for all business floors, toilets, passenger elevators, freight elevators, garbage trucks, and waste separation and recycling
sites as scheduled.
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Public Safety Management
Maintenance of Electromechanical
Facilities

In addition to the daily maintenance by CMP's professional colleagues, every six months a professional from the electromechanical
technical consulting company will inspect the electrical equipment to confirm that there are no abnormalities in the high-voltage
power, transformers, switchboard, and wires.

Explicit Requirements For Retail
Counter Layout Design and
Construction

To ensure consumer safety, Park Lane by CMP required all retail counters to understand and follow the “Specifications for the
Design and Construction of Retail Counters.” Retail counters are prohibited from modifying the design of the existing safety
facilities such as fire doors, emergency exits, and escape slings unless approved by CMP. All construction material must be fire and
flameproof certified and manufacturer certified. CMP will conduct a security review and approve of the layout design of the retail
counter prior to construction. All interior remodeling for counters are also subject to reviews and approvals.

Inspection to Ensure Building
Integrity and Public Safety

Park Lane by CMP's building is close to thirty years old and is considered an old building. It is important for CMP to conduct
monthly building inspections that look at the integrity of the building structure and whether there are cracks on the exterior of the
building. Interior inspections are carried out at the same time, and problems are processed and fixed once identified.

Disaster Prevention
Disaster Prevention Drills

Aside from semi-annual safety assessment and fire drills required by the Taichung City's Fire department, CMP independently
carries out fire drills, all retail counter and restaurants must assign one or two employees to participate in the drills.

Fire Safety Equipment Maintenance
Report

Maintenance of fire safety equipment is done and reported semi-annually. Discoveries that fail to meet safety requirements are
corrected as soon as possible.

Professional Fire Safety
Management Personnel

A trained, accredited fire safety personnel will manage the fire safety protocol, carry out all fire safety training, maintain and keep
fire safety equipment of the building up to date to ensure safety for all Park Lane by CMP members.
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Emergency Medical Care
First aid equipment

According to building regulations, two automated external defibrillators (AED) installed on the floor B1 and third floor of the mall.
The service desk must also be equipped with an emergency first aid kit in the event of an emergency.

First-aid responders

Park Lane by CMP has three members who are accredited AED administrators and six members who are certified first-aid
responders to assist those in need.
In the event of an injured customer or staff member, the floor supervisor is immediately informed, onlookers are evacuated, and
first-aid is administered along with checking whether the patient is carrying medication for the condition. If the patient situation is
critical, an ambulance would be called, and the patient would be transported to the nearest hospital.

Protocol for customer injuries

In 2017, the highest rate of customer injury occurrences were the restrooms on floor B2 and the main entrance to the building. In
the restrooms on floor B2, injuries occurred due to a raised platform in the restroom stalls. Injuries occurred in the main entrance
due to slippery surfaces caused by rain. Multiple warning signs have been installed in floor B2 restrooms to raise awareness of the
platforms, and on rainy days, an alert will inform building personnel to place extra non-slip mats in front of the main entrance to
prevent further injuries.

Notifying the floor
supervisor
Assess injury
Evacuate surrounding
crowd
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Administer first-aid

Check patient for
relavent personal
medication

Requires
hospitalization

Contact
ambulance

Follow-up on
customer
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5.2.3. Customer Services
Membership Management
Park Lane by CMP highly values the interaction and the service provided to the consumers, not only do
we look forward to building a strong customer base we also want to create a sense of inclusion. In 2013,
CMP issued “Parklane loyalty card” for the CMP membership program.

晴天點數
晴天良品
晴天出遊
晴天祝福
晴天生活
查詢轉移

開心回饋
創意兌換
輕鬆停車
生日時光
優質禮遇
多元運用

Customer Service in Action
To make the customer membership services more convenient and easily accessible, CMP started planning the Application version of membership in 2016
while also adding on the electronic voucher option to the membership benefits. In November 2017, the “Electronic Shopping Voucher System” and the
“Membership APP” were officially launched.
Membership Application (App)

Electronic Shopping Voucher System

The Android and IOS versions of the membership app was provided for members to download. Within
the App, members have a built-in membership card, point and transaction record inquiry ability,
electronic vouchers and other convenient functions at the tip of their fingers. In the future, CMP plans
to allow nonmembers to register as members by simply downloading the App and registering through
their phone—as such CMP estimates that they would be able to reduce the total printed plastic
membership cards by ten thousand cards!

The electronic shopping vouchers can be
stored directly in a member's account through
the App and replacing the printed vouchers. It
is estimated that through the transition from
paper to digital, CMP can reduce the usage of
paper resources by 200 thousand vouchers!
Also, through the distribution and use of
electronic vouchers, the App allows CMP to
manage the safe usage of the vouchers better.
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Customer Interaction
Every year through DM, community platforms, and interactive events, CMP reveals the annual core concept theme with its members. As Park Lane by CMP
matures, the challenge of retaining the attention and engagement of both old and new customers surfaces. Thus, CMP hopes by introducing annual new core
concepts and events related to the concepts, and it would incentivize and renew customer interest in CMP. This year, CMP's core concept is “Discovering the
Value of Life.” CMP hopes to communicate that shopping is not simply an act of consumption. At Park Lane by CMP, shopping is also communication of art,
beauty, and a discovery of the value of life. Through shopping at Park Lane by CMP, CMP hopes that its customers can draw inspiration through art and beauty
and further incorporate that feeling into their daily lives.
January 2017 – Lead a Blessed Life
CMP adds an artistic flair and creative explanation to traditional readings of mole maps and fortune telling. CMP wants to transform the default thinking that
fate is destined and cannot be changed to something more fluid. The definition of fate can be malleable if one simply changes their way of thinking and look
at the definition of fate from another angle. Through the introduction of new ways of thinking, CMP creates an atmosphere where cultural creativity is valued
and is better able to promote festival themes while promoting products. This allows CMP to become on hot topic social networking platforms and a must visit site.
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DM in the Design of Traditional Newspapers

Fortune Teller Machine – A Blessing from God

Transforming the “Not suitable for outdoor activity” unlucky mole into
a “Stay at home” mole, the unlucky mole during the spring festival now
means that the Spring festival is the best time to stay at home and spend
quality with family and close friends. The more time one spends at home,
the better the relationship one will have with their family.

A twist on traditional fortune telling, participants will try their luck and
raffle through a selection of couplets that are infused with both creative
western and eastern religious sayings. Ten artists were invited to design
both Chinese and English Spring Festival couplets.
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November and December 2017: Christmas Village, Merry Elf Christmas
The Christmas Village event is always very important for CMP, the
Christmas village introduces its audience to different Christmas traditions
from around the world and showcases the different methods of
celebration. This year's “BACK TO XMAS” event at the Christmas Village
was themed “Merry Elf Christmas.”
CMP believes that due to the increasing use of electronics and electronic
communication, Christmas has lost a little bit of its warmth. CMP hopes
that through leading everyone through the custom of hand-picking
gifts, spending time wrapping, writing a heartfelt Christmas card, and
presenting the gift would reignite the Christmas cheer. Through the
different designs of Christmas décor and events, artists, companies, and
customers who have participated in this event would walk away having a
new experience in celebrating the holiday season.

December 2017—Friendly Movement, A Gift for You and the World
Customers can make the world a better place through their purchases
of fair trade goods and goods that contribute to society and the
environment while showing support to B corporations. CMP wishes that
their customers will begin their new year filled with hope for the world
and continue to be FRIENDLY!
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Parklane good stuff

Customer Feedback Mechanism

Parklane good stuff are goods that CMP wishes to share with its
customers. The products consist of daily necessities and snacks that
can be exchanged by the membership points accumulated on the
Parklane loyalty card. The curation of Parklane good stuff based on the
businesses’ mission, product quality, and cultural beliefs that would

CMP's mission is to create a pleasant retail experience for all customers
that walk in the door. Hence, CMP pays close attention to customer's
feedback, because customer feedback is an essential tool for improving
the quality of service provided by CMP. The floor supervisor is in charge
of processing customer complaints, and responsible for communicating
with both the customer and the retail counter in which the complaint
stems from and resolve the issue within three days. Once the floor
supervisor resolves the issue, the file is documented and filed. The service
desk then compiles all complaints and presents the problems during
the internal monthly meeting with the senior supervisors, and the senior
supervisors will then discuss whether any further improvements can be
made to prevent similar problems from occurring. In 2017, there was
a total of 30 cases of customer complaints, all due to customer service
mistakes. Further training and education for customer service staff were
implemented and tracked to prevent issues from reoccurring.

improve our surrounding environment while ensuring food safety and
increase our lifestyle quality. CMP is eager to share these brands with
missions that it wholeheartedly supports with CMP customers who have
been loyal CMP supporters. In 2017, a total of nine main Parklane good
stuff were launched, totaling NT$ 410 thousand. 100% of the products
purchased locally and 81% of the products had their safety certified by a
third party. It is CMP's operating mission to select the best products for
its customers, while providing a new platform for new suppliers, creating
a win-win solution for all.

On-site customer feedback box
Customer Service Mailbox
Customer Service Personnel investigates,
understands, and details the whole situation
Inform relevant business unit
Establish case and transfer to floor supervisor
Floor supervisor communicates with customer
Complete customer feedback report and report to senior supervisors
Close case and archive
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Customers Privacy Protection
To protect customers information, CMP follows the protective measures
listed within“CMP Customer Information System and Data Management
Related Specifications.” In 2017, there were no cases of infringement of
customer privacy or mismanagement of customer information.
Access to the Customer Information System
Limited access is granted based on the nature of the job prescribed
Employees who manage customer service, at the service desk,
are retail store managers, and interns must sign a confidentiality
agreement
Employees who leave positions that have access to customer
information must terminate all access to the customer information
system
Usage of the Customer Information System

5.3. Real Estate Development
For the past ten years, PUJEN has built a solid reputation of a company
that produces high-quality residential housing. Instead of giving in to the
high volume, fast profit business model, PUJEN believes that a residential
unit should be built at a solid pace to create a space where a family can
feel safe and live happily. From the strict selection of building partners,
inspection of the building structure, follow up building inspections, to
green building construction, intelligent building construction, and the
application of new layouts of housing for the aging population, PUJEN
hopes to lead Taiwan's industry in transitioning from current residential
construction standards to international standards and develop cities with
low carbon footprints. “Returning to the Origin” means going back
to one's natural roots. Thus PUJEN Land Development is committed to
creating buildings that communicate with nature, coexists peacefully
with the surrounding environment while resonant with beauty.

Can only use text, DM, or EDM to communicate. All sent via
independent platforms and users have to remember to delete and
destroy the customer information used
Special departments can request customer information list after
obtaining signed permission
Customer information reports presented in password protected pdf
files
Storage and Management of Customer Information
Hard copies of customer information: Paperwork stored in a secure
location for five years
Digitalized customer information: Stored securely in an SSL server
specifically for customer information
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5.3.1 Construction Partner Selection and Management
The process of a selection a construction partner is crucial for the duration of the construction and the quality of the final constructed product. Thus, the
safety management of the construction site, the quality and ability of our partners is one of PUJEN's top selection requirements. The overall partner selection
management process is divided into three main stages: i) pre-contract project evaluation, ii) construction oversight, and iii) the maintenance management
after completion. Before contracting out to the selected construction partner, five to six professional construction companies are evaluated based on PUJEN's
pre-contract evaluation criteria, and onsite visits to these companies were conducted to better understand the company's site management and construction
quality. Then the project supervisor and site supervisor at PUJEN would select the appropriate candidate and offer a proposal. Once the project enters the
construction phase, an onsite supervisor would be arranged to conduct site safety inspections at random to ensure safety practices were being carried out.
PUJEN hopes to create an accident free and disaster free construction work environment.

Stage one

Stage two

Pre-contract Project Evaluation
Quality control
ISO certification
Quality control unit and process
Quality control project plans

Brand Image
Documentation of accidents,
improvement and supervision of
situation
Company reputation and
reputation of business partners.

Construction Coordination
Collaborative supplier selection
Selection of long term
cooperative contractors

Financial Capacity
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On-site Inspections
Work Performance
Experience in green construction
High level SRC engineering
experience
Foundation excavation
management experience

Internal Management System
Personnel training and education
Auditing procedures

Sales Performance
Portfolio of residential projects
Assessment of past contracts

Construction Planning &
BIM Execution Capability

Construction quality controls

Construction Monitoring
The establishment and maintenance of
safety equipment

Clean working environment

Innovative construction
management

Execution of safety
preventive measures

Monitor the operation of Occupational
Safety and Health Consultative
Organization as agreed

Non-conformance reports (NCR) issued
for unqualified matters; matters need to
be followed and resolved within a
timeframe while being reported during
monthly meetings

Holding Daily Tool Box Meetings and
notify on any workshop hazards

Regular safety inspections at fixed
location
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5.3.2. Implementation of the Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a new technology management
system for construction projects that include the planning, design,
construction, operation, and maintenance of the entire construction
life cycle. BIM is an intelligent 3D model-based process that is used to
replicate object-based geometric components (such as beams, columns,
sheets, walls, stairs, doors, windows…etc.) of the physical space as well as
the spatial relationships between the geometric components, number of
objects, and material characteristics (such as color or type of material).
The most critical aspect of BIM is the emphasis on “information”
available, and the management and application of the information. BIM
is an excellent modeling software that fills in all the shortcomings of a 2D
based model plan.

BIM Benefits at Each Stage of the Construction Life Cycle

1

Design Inspection
• Inspection of architect’s structural design plans
• Inspection and calculation of construction materials
• Integrated interface for Combined Services Drawing/Structural, Electrical
& Mechanical (CSD/SEM) structural electrical devices
• Collision analysis of structural and electrical wiring design

2

Follow all BIM related news

2012

Arrange for employees training and education for the basic and
advanced courses of Autodesk Revit

2013

Implement BIM in the Tairan PUJEN project to assist in controls and
logistics

2015

BIM was applied in the CMPJ Residence de l'aqua project, for stages
in construction contracting, inspection and building maintenances

2016

Became member of the “Alliance for BIM-enabled Upgrading of
Taiwan Construction Industry”

2017

Implement BIM in the design drawing stage for the construction,
electromechanical, engineering, and interior sections of the projects,
and have better grasp of the overall structural understanding of the
building

Construction Phase
Construction Oversight/Construction Project Management

Implementing the BIM: Timeline and Progress Results

2011

Planning and Design Phase

The 5D (3D+time+cost) model is formed through the combination of the
construction period, project cost, along with the information of dimensions
of physical objects. The 5D model improves the efficiency of the construction
management process
• Plan and allocate labor, equipment and administrations
• Quantify the total construction material and calculate total cost of
materials
• For each construction stage, budget and review the completion target,
material input/ output and expenses

3

Building Usage Phase
Operation and Maintenance of Building Property and Assets
Integrating the basic design maps with the management software to
create a foundation for the operation and maintenance of the building
post-construction completion
• Periodic equipment upgrade
• Renovation of selected spaces
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Project Implementation Status

Project Progress

Project Name

In 2017, Revit was used to integrate the design and construction
blueprints to review certain aspects of the projects.
Design
Phase

Construction
Phase

Tairan PUJEN

●

PUJEN Shuiyu

●

CMPJ Residence de
l'aqua

●

Completed

In preparation or
in progress

Ching-Geng Yanji

●

PUJEN Yangmu

●

Yongji Project

●

Dunzhong Park
Project

●

Roosevelt Road
Project

●

Xindian Project

●

Zhongshan Project 2

●

Simulation of the exterior appearance of the Ching-Geng Yanji project

Review of ground floor elevation for PUJEN Yangmu project
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5.3.3. Development of Low Carbon Cities
As the adverse effects of climate change begin to rise, the calls for carbon reduction measures have become louder. In the recently published statistics from
the International Energy Agency in 2017, Taiwan's emission accounts for 0.8% of the world's total carbon dioxide emission, ranking Taiwan at 21st in the
world, and with an average annual carbon dioxide emission of 11 metric tons per person. This figure is two and a half times the world's average! Within the
past hundred years, the average temperature has increased by 1.3 degrees Celsius, and the rate of global warming has doubled. Based on the data, it would
be prudent for Taiwan to begin developing its low carbon facilities. Buildings are the foundation in which a city is built. If one can reduce the carbon dioxide
emission a building has within a city, then one would be able to reduce the overall carbon emission in a city. PUJEN Land Development Co. Ltd. promotes and
implements long-term carbon reduction plans throughout the life cycle of residential real estate with a touch of low carbon mindset at each designing stage
of the construction projects. In 2010, the CMPJ construction project was selected as the standard for green material procurement. PUJEN, through construction
buildings, strives to become one of the pioneers in creating low carbon cities in Taiwan.
Implementation Strategies and Measures for a Low Carbon City

Energy
Conservation

Energy Recycle
Clean Energy

Intelligent
Monitoring

CMPJ

PUJEN
Qingcheng

PUJEN
Zuo

CMPJ Residence
de l'aqua

Ching-Geng
Yanji

PUJEN
Yangmu

CMP Forest

Highly efficient LED lighting

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Thermal control lighting

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Air conditioning with frequency conversion
capabilities

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Variable speed/frequency control

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

High efficiency water saving appliances

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Heat pump hot water system
Recycled rainwater

●

Solar power

Other Green
Projects

●

●

●

Energy usage monitoring(digitalized electric
and gas meters)

●

●

●

Automated Lighting

●

●

●

Automated Power Factor

●

●

●

Automated sprinkling irrigation systems

●

Green
Transportation
Green Design

●

●

●

Green vehicle
parking spot

Green vehicle
parking spot

Green vehicle
parking spot

Silver

Silver

Silver

Silver

Management of recycled materials

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Damper control

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Green buildings

Ubike parking
spot

Gold

Gold

Intelligent buildings

Green vehicle
parking spot
Gold
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Green Buildings
The ultimate design and goal of a green architecture building are for that building to be able to minimize its consumption of the earth's resources, utilizes the
least amount of energy, and produces the least amount of waste during its life cycle. PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd. was established based on the concept
of sustainable environmental design and hopes to use the “Green Building Label” for building material production, building design planning, construction,
usage, management, and even demolition. Most of all, PUJEN hopes to normalize the idea of buildings that considers ecology, energy saving, waste reduction
and health for all into our daily lives.
Components of Green Buildings

Afforestation and
Water Retention
Energy and Water Conservation
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Components

PUJEN
Qingcheng

PUJEN
Zuo

CMPJ
Residence
de l’aqua

ChingGeng Yanji

PUJEN
Yangmu

Yongji
Project

Dunzhong
Park Project

Roosevelt
Road
Project

Xindian
Project

Zhongshan
Project 2

CMP
Forest

Buildings consist of green
courtyards and stereoscopic
greenified open spaces

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Usage of native plant species to
attract birds and butterflies

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Utilize permeable paving to
increase water conservation

●

Design proper building directions
(reduce effects of sun exposure)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Appropriate number of windows
and facilities offering shade to
decrease the use of air conditioner

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Thermally insulated mortar
Utilization of energy conserving
lighting such as LED or T5 bulbs

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Installation of high efficiency toilets
and water saving faucets

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Install a rainwater recovery storage
tank, rainwater reuse system for
landscaping

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
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PUJEN
Qingcheng

PUJEN
Zuo

CMPJ
Residence
de l’aqua

ChingGeng Yanji

PUJEN
Yangmu

Yongji
Project

Dunzhong
Park Project

Roosevelt
Road
Project

Xindian
Project

Zhongshan
Project 2

CMP
Forest

Design walls, slabs, and windows
with sufficient thickness and
windows seals that are airtight in
order to improve level of sound
insulation

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Use glass with high light
transmittance or LOW-E glass for
plenty of natural light

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Living room has natural ventilation

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Utilize building materials that are
certified Green

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Avoid over decoration

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Components
Environmental Protection and Health
Recycle and Waste Reduction

Connect the rainwater drain pipe to
the public sewage
Centralize garbage collection
and aesthetically designed with
pre-treatment facilities such
as refrigerating, freezing or
compression. Garbage collection
units are lidded for hygiene and
animal deterrent, with a reasonable
clearing route

●

●
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Green Building Label Project Status
Project Name

Green
Building
Review

Gold
Level

Creating a higher standard of living through the merging of intelligent
buildings and green buildings!

CMPJ Residence
de l’aqua

Expect to
obtain

Ching-Geng Yanji

Expect to
obtain

energy saving, and the environmentally friendly home—a practice that is
mainstream in many countries.

●

PUJEN
Qingcheng
PUJEN Zuo

●

●

Promote building energy
conservation and carbon
reduction

●

Dunzhong Park
Project

Expect to
obtain

Roosevelt Road
Project

Expect to
obtain

Inte

Xindian Project

Expect to
obtain

慧

建築標

ing

Expect to
obtain

ll

ig

Zhongshan
Project 2

Expect to
obtain

CMP Forest

Expect to
obtain

Elevate the quality of the
living environment

章

Yongji Project

智

PUJEN Yangmu

In progress or
in pre-planning
stage

Silver
Level

With the advent of the era of computing, high-efficiency intelligent
homes have been developed through the integration of internet and
the desire for a safe and healthy home environment that is convenient
and improves the quality of life for the home dwellers. In addition, with
the issue of climate change, it made sense to merge both intelligent
buildings with green buildings and promote the two together. Buildings
now can boast a green design and houses intelligent ICT equipment
that allows a one to create a safe, healthy, convenient, comfortable,

CMPJ
Completed

Qualified
Level

ld

Project Progress

Intelligent Green Buildings

ent

Bu

i

綠建築標章
GREEN BUIL DING

Intelligent Green Buildings
Drive the development of science and technology industry
Safety, Health, Sustainability, Comfort,Convenience, Energy Efficient
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With the mission to build a good residential house, PUJEN introduced the intelligent building design during the early
planning stages of the CMPJ Residence de l’aqua in 2014. In 2016, PUJEN won the 2011 edition of the Golden Level
candidacy certificate, and in 2018 PUJEN hopes to obtain the golden level label.

Intelligent
Building
(Residential)

Application
Target 4

Application
Target 5

Application
Target 6

Application
Target 7

Qualified
Level

Bronze
Level

Silver
Level

Gold
Level

Diamond
Level
Total

2004 ~ 2012

2013~2017

Candidacy
certificate

6

10

1

17

Label

1

3

2

6

2003 edition

Candidacy
certificate

16

11

4

1

3

35

Label

4

5

3

1

1

14

Candidacy
certificate

8

4

2

1

Label

1

2011 edition

15

2016 edition
1
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5.3.4 PUJEN Anxin Houses
Earthquake Early Warning Systems and Monitoring Building Structural Integrity
With the increased frequency of earthquakes, including the 2016 Meinong Earthquake, 2017 Tainan Earthquake, and 2018 Hualien Earthquake, the Taiwanese
government in 2016 adopted the usage of earthquake early warning systems in hopes of having some lead time to inform its people before an earthquake
occurs. Since 2013, PUJEN has adopted the earthquake early warning system Palert and has completed three projects in which the system has been installed,
in hopes of providing residents more accurate warnings of pending earthquakes and ample reaction time. During the most recent Hualien earthquake on
February 6, 2018, the Palert system sent an alert to the residents allowing them to have time to take protective cover while ensuring all elevators in the building
were not in operation so that no residents could be trapped within.
Aside from the completed projects, the CMPJ Residence de l’aqua was able to install Non-destructive testing equipment that included 58 units of
seismographs from San Lien Technology Co., 136 sets of seismic walls from Nippon Steel Corp., four sets of fiber strain nodes from OSMOS. It is expected that
after the project's completion in 2018, the above equipment would be able to provide residents real-time earthquake alarms and information. In addition,
PUJEN plans to continue to monitor the structural health of the building and measure the displacement caused by an external force, assess damage degree
and location, and come up with a solution to either strengthen the building structure or reduce external vibrations.

Project Progress

Completed

In progress or
in pre-planning
stage
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Project Name

Earthquake Early
Warning System

PUJEN
Qingcheng

●

PUJEN Shuiyu

●

PUJEN Zuo

●

CMPJ Residence
de l’aqua

Monitoring
Building Structural
Integrity

Installing

Installing

Ching-Geng Yanji

Expect to Install

Under Evaluation

PUJEN Yangmu

Expect to Install

Under Evaluation
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PUJEN Anxinjv ─ Building Safety Inspection Services Plan
Taiwan located in the “Seismic Zone" where earthquakes are frequent.
Ever since the Tainan earthquake in 2016, the Taiwanese government
began promoting building safety inspections for old buildings. Just
like regular health checkups, buildings need to be regularly inspected
for safety. However, the scope of the government building health
inspections alienates the group of buildings which are 20 years old or
younger. To provide customers with a safe living environment, PUJEN,
despite challenges, is assisting local communities in public buildings
health inspections and reminding the local communities to maintain
their buildings regularly.. This extraodinary public service is in the hope
that PUJEN can utilize its resources to provide a safe environment for not
only customers’ homes but also the surrounding environment of said
homes.
Since PUJEN's establishment, 14 inspection cases have been launched.
Out of which eight are completed and closed, public areas of four cases
have been inspected and delivered, and two are still under construction.
For those eight cases that have been completed, PUJEN also inspected
the public facilities around the ground floor perimeter, the exterior
appearance, landscape, entrance hall, second foyer, various halls and
walkways, the machine room, the roof deck (R1F), etc. The inspections
are carried out by a team of seven lead by the Construction Management
and Customer Ser vices Division, and suppor ted by the sales
departments. The inspection is divided into two parts, i) construction
work and ii) electromechanics. After the site inspection, suggestions
for improvement and repair needs are proposed and submitted to the
building's management committee.

Participants preplan for visit

Communication between sales
department and management
committee

Official notice is issued to
management committee

Inspection team onsite on
agreed date

Inspection team divides into two
teams for inspection

Internal Review

Consolidation of findings and
submission of report

Edit into company case study

Recommend subsequent actions
to management committee

Provide necessary assistance to
management committee
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PUJEN Anxinjv ─ Building Safety Inspection Progress
Project Name

Year of
Completion

PUJEN Anxinjv
Implementation Schedule

Project Name

Year of
Completion

PUJEN Anxinjv
Implementation Schedule

Honinbo

2006

2018

Tairan PUJEN

2014

In progress

Yangxin

2008

2018

PUJEN Yiyi

2015

In progress

PUJEN Ningan Park Project

2010

2018

PUJEN Qingcheng

2016

In progress

Milord

2010

2017

PUJEN Zuo

2016

In progress

CMPJ

2011

In progress

PUJEN Shuiyu

2016

In progress

Chongyang

2012

2017

CMPJ Residence de l’aqua

In progress

Construction in progress

PURE NATURE

2013

In progress

Ching-Geng Yanji

In progress

Construction in progress

5.3.5 New Generation Apartments
In 2015, CMP Group, PUJEN Land Development Co., Ltd, JJP, Architects and Planners, Scenario Lab, Foundation of Universal Design Education, CMP PUJEN
Foundation for Arts and Culture, and NCTU Graduate Institute of Architecture all came together to collaborate on the project “New Generation Apartments.”
This project was to combine the practical industry experience with research methods of the academic community to better understand the lifestyle
expectations and needs of the aging generation.
Aside from sharing the research results of elderly lifestyle needs in the 2017 exhibition of “Universal Land” sponsored by CMP Block Museum of Arts, CMP
hopes to utilize and realize the findings in future projects and products such that they would be able to provide a residential environment that is comfortable,
safe, meets the needs of the residents, and most of all to“Grow Old at Home” with its residents.
Components of New Generation Apartments

Passage ways
and traffic flow
patterns
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PUJEN
Yangmu

Yongji
Project

Dunzhong
Park Project

Roosevelt
Road Project

Xindian
Project

CMP Forest

Entrances and exits are clear and easily accessible.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Widen width of entrance and exit. No floor elevation.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Simple and clear signage.

●

●

●

●

●

●
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Public Facilities

PUJEN
Yangmu

Yongji
Project

Dunzhong
Park Project

Roosevelt
Road Project

Xindian
Project

CMP Forest

Elevator has access to the roof deck allowing resting areas to
have smooth traffic flow patterns.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Add on parent-child friendly facilities in public restrooms for
future flexible use.

●

●

●

●

●

Place anti-slip matts near swimming pool and increase disabled
facilities.

Interior

●

Create short and convenient traffic flow patterns in living room;
avoid complex layouts.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Increase size of bathroom and reserve room for handle
installations.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Reserve room for future planning of access-free facilities.

●

●

●

●

●

●

The barrier separating indoors and out (not including patio)
must be less than 3cm in height. If barrier height is between
0.5cm to 3cm, the barrier must be at ½ bevel.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Installation of emergency alarms.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Bathroom doors must be 75cm or wider.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Interior walkways must be 90cm or wider.

●

●

●

●

●

●

5.3.6 Multi-application of Group Resources
Through time, cast iron was a key component in promoting the development of civilization and the modern industrial growth. During the mid 19th century to
the early 20th century, cast iron was a popular construction material and was often used for building exterior decoration, doors, windows, balconies, railings,
and even support beams. With the advancement of building technology, cast iron has been gradually replaced by steel and is now used mostly for decorative
purposes.
Cast iron products showcase a traditional craftsman's skill while complementing modern architecture. PUJEN struck up a collaboration with the metal
manufacturing branch of CMP, integrated internal resources, and designed and developed special cast iron parking bumpers. Starting in 2017 with the CMPJ
project, all parking bumpers were exclusively made forPUJEN. The construction of the cast iron parking bumpers were a prime example of realizing the full
potential of integration of group culture, corporate image and resources.
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Environmental Sustainability
6.1 Metal Manufacturing
6.2 Lifestyle Hospitality

Recycled steel material reusability 85.48%
Environmental, Health and Safety Exchange Project
Initiation
Metal Manufacturing

Recycling solutions for 99% of waste
9.375% GHG emission intensity reduced by 9.375%
Energy Intensity reduced by 8.85%
Process optimization reduced
by the end of 2017

Annual
summary

7,044 ton of CO2e

7 energy conservation reduced
by the end of 2017

Lifestyle Hospitality

11,953 ton of CO2e

Cumulative reduction of 400 tons of
replacing lighting equipment since 2013

CO2e from
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6.1 Metal Manufacturing
Recycle
Raw Material
Recycled steel 85.48%
Pig Iron

Offcuts

14.52%
Cast Items

Recycler,
Raw Material Supplier,
Energy Supplier

Finished Product

Furnace Melting

Energy
Electricity

Refine

Waste

90.99%

Natural Gas

8.04%

Diesel

0.51%

LPG

0.35%

Gasoline

0.06%

Acetylene

0.05%

Pouring
Processing
sand

Molding

Sand Core
Materials
Sand for molding

Waste oil/liquid

0.23%

Slag

9.67%

Send to qualified contracted
waste management
company for processing
Cement Raw Material

Scrap sand core

17.46%

Dust

36.23%

Ceramic Tile Raw Material

Waste molding
sand

36.41%

Reclaimed Sand

Old sand
Recycle

6.1.1 Circular Economy
In 1972, CMP started in the field of metal casting, and in 1980, it advanced into a professional foundry with the most massive consumption of pig Iron in
Taiwan. While the harvesting of pig Iron resulted in deforestation, the recycling business still had stockpiles of wasted metals, thus encouraging CMP with the
idea of possibility for change.
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With the advancement in technology, the raw material composition for
castings had also changed through the years. Less pig Iron is used and
is instead replaced with recycled steel. This method of consumption of
waste metal also assisted in the preservation of forests. In 2017 with the
production of approximately 218,000 tons, 85.48% of it was made from
recycled steel. The advance in processes improves the success rate and
production yield, drastically reducing the product re-casting and energy
consumption, thus resulting in a significant increase in the efficiency of
energy and raw-material consumed. The offcut material at the end of
the process can be recycled, and the old sand from molding can be reused by adding other auxiliary materials. Slag, dust, and waste molding
sand accounting for 82% of the waste, are to be recycled into cement, tile
material for further use by industrial cycles through the joint effort with
suppliers and research institutes. The 17.5% of the scrap sand core are
refined into the reclaimed sand and used again in production process.
While the casted products have a lifespan of over a decade, the
revolution of changing in raw material in the front, optimizing the
processes for the interim, recycling and utilizing at the end is the result of
a circular economy from recent years. The continuous green production
and circular economy also set targets for future improvements.
6.1.2 Environmental, Health and Safety Management
Raw material, energy consumption, production emission, and wastes
disposal are known to be possible sources for environmental hazard and
affecting nearby communities and natural environments. Surveillance
and effective control measures from the production origin are to be
expected through establishing the health and safety management
systems and policies. Currently, apart from the ISO14001 certification
for all processing factories, individual plants have also either successfully
implemented ISO50001, or certified with GB/T 23331-2012 and RB/T 119-

2015 according to China's energy management system and rating. Led by
the senior management, with personnel from production, administrative
and environment safety departments, an Environmental, Health, and
Safety Committee is established within each factory. In accordance with
the requirement and regulation, and to audit for potential risk, follow-up
on improvement strategy and advancement, internal audit meetings are
held in every factory on a monthly basis in the Taiwan region and held
weekly in the China region.
Environmental, Health and Safety Exchange Project
To elevate the level of results
for the environment protection,
health and safety tasks executed,
the Environmental, Health and
Safety Exchange Project launched
in 2017 aiming to extend from
checks intra-divisions to interdivisional idea/task exchange. The
initial project launched in Taiwan,
begun in January 2017 and idea exchange was finalized and ended on
April 2017. The follow-ups and improvements were implemented in June
2017. The second project was launched in September of the same year.
With success in execution, the exchange project will roll out to other
three plants situated in Suzhou and Tianjin province in 2018. Based on
the local regulations, the personnel for each plant cross-examine and
learn from each other. This shall improve the Environmental, Health
and Safety awareness, timely assess the current status and proactively
improve to achieve safe and clean production. In the future, as the rollout
progresses, the exchange project will attempt to extend to other fields of
business within the group uphold themselves with the highest standards.
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6.1.3 Energy and Resource Management
Raw Material
CMP's casting products are all based on pig Iron and recycled steel as the raw material. Pig Iron relies mainly on imports from overseas and recycled steel
is acquired through local suppliers. Other materials include sand used for casting, mixed soil, coal powder, clay, spheroid zing agent, etc. Mainstream raw
material consumed in 2017 is roughly 190,000 tons and increasing as the production also increases.
The recycled steel consumed this year is roughly 163,000 tons, approximately 85.48% of all raw materials used and as high as 96.18% usage ratio at individual
factory. Although all final products are casting products, the ratio of recycled steel used different between plants as final products has different applications.
Regarding materials, at the creation of sand core and sand mold would require a large amount of sand. Old sand was collected, filtered, cooled and added with
auxiliary materials to attend suitable air permeability, temperature, and moisture for re-usage.

Raw Material

Recycled steel Usage
Unit : ton

178,615

200,000

Unit : %

191,131
100
91.78

137,317

90

150,000

96.18

88.37
83.44

80
100,000
70
50,000

60

67.20
60.90
54.86

0

50

2015

96

2016

2017

2015

65.94

74.05
73.12

CMS
CMW
CMB

64.66
56.12

2016

CMP-Hsinchu

2017
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Packaging Material
CMP customized their products according to customer's specifications. Sizes and packaging were different from one another, ranging from metal boxes,
wooden boxes, PE boards, pellets, paper boxes, and other material containers. Apart from the packaging material that was shipped overseas with the
products that were not recycled, other storage cages and PE boards were 100% re-usable. Alternatively, metal box or shelf rental from suppliers may be used
for logistic purposes.
Packaging Container Rental

1

Standard dimensions to ensure ease of loading,
shelfing, transportation, and packaing quality,
efficiency and customer satisfaction

2

Standard dimensions in stacking to avoid collapsing
and causing injuries

3

Supplier is flexible in packaging to maximize usage.

4

Damages are timely repaired by the supplier to avoid
scrap or waste
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Energy
Electricity, being the primary source of energy consumed by the all foundries of the metal manufacturing business, as electrical furnaces melting pig iron,
accounts to approximately 91% of total energy consumption; followed by natural gases 8%, diesel 1%, and less than 1 % of liquified petroleum gas (LPG),
gasoline, and acetylene. The total energy consumed in 2017 was 1,899,170 GJ. 2017 had a significant increase compared to 2015 as the production increased
from 169,000 ton to 217,700 ton, with a total growth of 48,600 ton, representing a 28.77% growth within two years.
The management of energy consumption is controlled using a systematic approach. Through energy audit, the energy consumed in each production process
was assessed and optimized accordingly. In 2015 (the base year), the energy management index was stipulated for the energy intensity denominated in
gigajoule consumed per ton (GJ/ton). As electricity is the primary energy consumed, the research and production divisions striving to increase the yield rate
in effective electricity usage and optimize production process to improve the production yield and efficiency of molten iron hence reducing the total energy
consumption. Significant improvement has been shown annually since 2015, and the annual energy consumption reduced to 8.7246 GJ/ton in 2017, 8.85%
lower than the base year.

Energy Consumption

Energy intensity
Unit : GJ

1,921,201

1,899,170

Unit : GJ/ ton

10

2,000,000

1,617,961
9.5712

1,500,000

Acetylene
Gasoline

1,000,000

9.2387

9

Diesel
8.7246

LPG

500,000

Natural Gases
Electricity

0

2015
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2016

2017

8

2015

2016

2017
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6.1.4 Green House Gas (GHG) Emission Management
CMP processing plants located in Taiwan, Suzhou, and Tianjin. The GHG emission calculated in this report are results of self-audits based on standards
prescribed in ISO 14064-1, IPCC, external specialists and local regulations. However, specific locally announced coefficients used in calculations may vary due
to geographical differences. For example, the calorific value and energy indirect emission coefficient used in Taiwan are announced by the Department of
Energy. In Suzhou and Tianjin, the calorific value used based on the “General Principles for Calculation of the Comprehensive Energy Consumption,“ and
energy indirect emission coefficient was calculated based on the average CO2 from the 2012 North China and East China regional grids. In 2017, the annual
GHG emission was 379,482 ton CO2e, with scope 1 of 9,870 ton CO2e (3%) and scope 2 of 369,612 ton CO2e (97%). The total GHG emission intensity in 2017
decreased by 9.375% from the base year.
Currently, each plant independently hires professional institutions to audit energy and GHG emissions. Apart from reporting to the local authorities, the
result of the audits is also used for internal energy consumption and GHG emission reviews. CMP further plans to hire professional institution for ISO 14064
certification in the near future.

GHG Emission
389,019

Unit : ton CO2e/ton

379,482

400,000
350,000

GHG Emission Intensity

Unit : ton CO2e

2.0

324,416

1.92
1.87

300,000

Acetylene

250,000

Gasoline
200,000

1.74

1.75

Diesel

150,000

LPG

100,000

Natural Gases

50,000

Electricity

0

2015

2016

2017

1.5

2015

2016

2017
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6.1.5 Air Pollution Prevention

6.1.6 Waste Management

Particles such as microscopic particles, volatile organic compounds,
nitrogen oxides, and sulfur oxides formed during casting. The contingency
plan in place includes installing shower tower, air purifier, active carbon
adhesion, and vacuum cleaners, to process polluting particles, exhaust
gas, and odor for disposal. The Environmental Protection and Safety

CMP strives to control the production process and reduce waste
generated. Each year, waste producing units gather around and project
the total waste production for the year and compared to the actual waste
generated and recorded for internal review purpose as well as periodic
reporting to the regulatory monitoring system.

Department formulated an annual surveillance plan, accompanied with
related departments, to monitor the daily operation of environmental
concerns, regulatory compliance, and also collect, examine, record and
pollutants according to local regulations and for internal review and
optimization. An external audit of pollutant exhaust mast conducted and
reported to local authorities on an annual basis.

2017 Air Pollution Emission

Nitrogen oxides

2.23

Sulfur oxides

1.59

Volatile organic
compounds

Unit : ton

14.04

Microscopic particles

113.82
0

100

20

40

60

80

100

120

The definition of a toxic
substance varies in different
r e g i o n s . C u r r e n t l y, w a s t e
categorized into general
waste and hazardous waste.
Hazardous waste is collected
and stored in a hazardous waste
warehouse and controlled by
the Environmental Protection and Safety Department as a restricted
area that requires permission for entry. Regardless of hazardous or
not, all waste is sorted and disposed of via licensed recycling operators
contracted by CMP who equipped with GPS tracking, online surveillance,
and vehicle accompany to ensure all waste delivered to the correct
destination than improper disposal. In 2017, there was no waste shipped
offshore. Five primary waste produced by CMP are slag, waste molding
sand, dust, scrap sand core, and waste oil/liquids. Contracted companies
used four methods of recycling, re-use, incineration, and burial to
dispose of the waste materials. Out of which, waste molding sand and
dust each accounted the most substantial proportion of 36%. Therefore
CMP continues to seek professional institutes or operators to turn waste
into resources and re-enter the production cycle or be used in another
industry. Currently, CMP has successfully reutilized slag, waste molding
sand, dust, and scrap sand core. Complete utilization is now one step
closer.
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0.23%
17.46%

2017 Wastes Generated

9.67%

Unit : ton
Slag
Slag

13,274

Waste molding sand

49,960

Dust

49,704

Waste molding sand

Ratio of Waste

Dust

Generated

Scrap sand core

Scrap sand core

23,960

Waste oil/liquids
Waste oil/liquids

36.23%

36.41%

311
0

10,000

20,000

30,000

40,000

50,000

Explanation

Further Processing

Slag

While smelting metal, impurity will float on the top surface. The de-slagging
agent is then applied to adhere the impurity to form slag and removed.

Waste
molding
sand

Molding sand is the waste product of sand core production, molding and cast
refinement. Un-reusable ones after screening became waste molding sands.

Dust

Mixture of micro-metal and sand particles, difficult to segregate for further
processing. Generally collected using a dust collector to prevent external
dispersion.

• Raw material for tiles
• Raw material for cement (applied with certain mixture ratio)
• To prevent dust from causing pollution during transportation, CMB
has invested in dust pelletizing machine, and resell the pellets where
possible. Based on the projection of the cement manufacturer, a
strategic partner of CMB, full application of all slag, waste molding
sand and dust produced by CMB may be achieved soon, reducing the
waste disposal expenses, recycling 80% of the waste products and
generate extra income.
• Outsourced of disposal to qualified waste disposal operator.

Scrap sand
core

Sand core rejected for re-usage after screening.

• Outsource and recycle into the reclaimed sand to infuse back in the
production cycle.
• Outsourced of disposal to qualified waste disposal operator.

Waste oil/
liquids

Lubricant, anti-rust oil, hydraulic oil…etc. that used in maintenance or
processing which cannot re-use after several cycles. Or the cutting fluid,
emulsion, and effluent that contains grease from production processing.

• Outsourced of disposal to qualified waste disposal operator.
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6.1.7 Green Production
Odor, Fume and Exhaust Removal
Environmentally Friendly Resin Sand Application
CMS, CMB, and suppliers jointly developed and introduced low emission
environmentally friendly resin sand. Reducing 2ml/g emission from the
original resin sand and monthly reduction of 309.05 cubic meters.
Cooling Line Fume Management
CMB uses shower towers and low temperature plasma equipment to
extract tar and reduce the odor emitted by sand core during cooling.
Annual tar yield is 4 tons, and odor reduction of 68%.
Odor Removal of E-Coating Lines and Drying at the Processing Division
CMB minimized the pollution source through sealing and collected the
exhaust through duct pipe to the shower towers and low temperature
plasma equipment and remove the vapor produced from E-coating lines
and the paint volatilization odor during drying. Reducing the impacts on
the environment.
Exhaust reduction 309.05
cubic meters per month
Remove odor from paint
volatilization during drying

Improve exhaust purification,
and reduce pollution emission

Tri-Ethylamine End Gas Purification Equipment Upgrade
CMW upgraded the Tri-ethylamine end gas purification equipment,
using the latest spraying technology to neutralize and purify exhaust,
and reduce pollution emission.
Oil Mist Collection, Anti-Rust Oil Odor Improvement
CMS installed 92 oil mist collectors to prevent pollution from oil mist
spreading, also replaced anti-rust oil with less odor.

Reduce pollution caused by
spreading oil mist
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Odor reduction 68%
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Energy Conservation and Carbon Reduction
Drying Line Modification
CMW uses natural gas instead of electricity for the drying line. Annual
carbon reduction of 2,390 tons.
LED Light Replacement
CMS replaced 580 sets of metal halide and fluorescent lamps to LED.
Annual energy consumption reduction of 618,797 degrees and carbon
reduction of 435 tons.
Air Compressor Pipe Modification and Smart Control
Through modification of the compressor pipe, CMS was able to reduce
air leaking, pipe damage and minimize air usage. Smart control may
effectively control the compressor's operating time to achieve energy
conservation. An annual saving of NT$15.6 million.
Solar Photovoltaic Power Generation

Double Pump Modification

A total of 5.71MW solar photovoltaic power generation equipment
installed at the CMP-Hsinchu, CMW, and CMB. Annual power output of
5.12 million Kwh and carbon reduction of 4,051 tons.

CMB modified the two water cooling system and installed converters
to achieve energy conservation of 20% to 30% annually, approximately
77,800 degrees, carbon reduction of 55 tons and savings of NT$ 283,000.

Recuperate Electric Furnace Waste Heat
At CMW, cooling water of the electric furnace recuperated by a cooling/
heating pump and channeled the warm/cold air to the factory floor via
the terminal fan. Annual carbon reduction of 3,022 tons.
Recuperate Air Compressor Waste Heat
At CMW, air compressor waste heat recuperated and channeled to staff
shower rooms and factory office for heating purpose during winter.
Annual carbon reduction of 2,000 tons.

7

Energy
Conservation
Programs

Total Carbon Reduction of 11,953
by the end of 2017

tons

Equivalent to annual Carbon Uptake of

31 Daan Forest Park
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Picture: Automated System Implementation
Benefits of Applications
Apart from the latest automated molding machine, the continued
expansion to use the automated applications in grinding, robotic arms and
other equipment, with optimization process, it could effectively:
• reduce environmental pollution
• reduce occupational injuries caused by manually moving and loading
and unloading of materials
• reduce human error, improve quality and stability
• improve production efficiency
• improve manpower utilization
Case Study:
Through using the truss manipulator, automatic loader and unloader, and
automated production line at the Machining Department, infusion of water
flush function to replace air blowers for cleaning, reducing contamination
and safety issues from oil, water, and metal particles splashing around.

Improve Productivity

Reduce Environmental Pollution
Elevate Manpower Utilization
Reduce Occupational Injuries
Improve Quality
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• reduce occupational injuries from manually loading and unloading of
materials
• improve production efficiency:
14.4% by using the automated production line
11% by using the truss manipulator
10% by using the automatic loader and unloader
• improve process capability (Cpk): with the automatic measuring and
intelligence compensation system from Renishaw, the inner diameter
improved from 1.38 to 6.92 and outer diameter improved from 1.30 to
4.96.
• improve manpower utilization: 22 employees were free to be relocated
for better use due to the above three applications.

06 Environmental Sustainability
Process Optimization
CMW ─ Annual Yield rate Improved

CMB ─ Infuse Dross Filter to the Casting Procedure

Optimized 80 set of molds with large and low yield rate

Through infusing dross filter before casting molten iron, it improves the
purity of the molten iron and successful casting rate by 4%, and reduced
the foundry returns.

•
•
•
•
•

2017 yield rate 37.5 %, YoY increased by 7.4%
Annual molten iron conserved by 10,803 tons
Annual reduction of electricity consumption by 6,370,000 degrees
Annual carbon reduction by 5,633 tons
Annual electricity bill reduced by NT$76.65 million

• Annual reduction of electricity consumption by 1.42 million degrees
• Annual carbon reduction by 1,001 tons
• Annual expense reduction (after initial investment cost) by NT$ 975,000

CMS ─ Clamp A Case Study

CMB ─ Riser/Feeder Modification

Through optimizing the design and solidification simulation analysis,
through which yield rate improved by 13.11%, casting time reduced by 4
(S/M), yield rate increased by 13.11%, energy consumption decreased by
393.3 degrees per furnace, and carbon reduction of 392.12kg

Through improving the mold and casting techniques, reducing riser/
feeders and foundry returns.

CMB ─ Chill Process Modification
Through optimizing the casting feeder and mold, shrinking the tunnel
and increasing the number of casting heads, and adding patches and
exothermal sleeve.
•
•
•
•
•

Qualified castings increased by 150 tons
Monthly molten iron conserved by 220 tons
Annual reduction of electricity consumption by 1.53 million degrees
Annual carbon reduction by 1,067 tons
Annual electricity bill reduced by NT$5.57 million

•
•
•
•

Annual molten iron conserved by 574 tons
Annual reduction of electricity consumption by 330,000 degrees
Annual carbon reduction by 234 tons
Annual electricity bill reduced by NT$1.21 million

Process optimization and efficiency improvement
Equivalent to Annual Carbon Uptake of 18 Daan Forest Park
Annual reduction by 7,044 tons CO2e
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Effluent Processing

6.2 Lifestyle Hospitality

CMS, CMW, and CMB are equipped with effluent processing stations. Among the three, the biochemical
technology used in CMW allowing processing up to 400 tons per day. All effluent processed are recycled
100% with zero effluent emission.

6.1.8 Environmental Protection Investment
Unit : NT$‘00021
Category

Waste
Management,
Emission
Management,
Improve Energy
Conservation and
Carbon Reduction

Environment
Management
Expense

Detail

CMS

CMW

CMB

Addition, upgrade, maintenance
and operation costs for energy
conservation, carbon reduction
and waste management
Waste management fee

71,480

44,430

38,450

27,380

Emission detection fee, emission
certification, and sewage approval
certificate procurement and usage
Environmental management
system certification such as
ISO14001, ISO50001, etc.

310

1,490

250

850

Energy auditing fee

Total

21 Based on the RMB to TWD exchange rate as of 2017/12/29.
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CMPHsinchu

184,640

6.2.1 Energy and GHG Emission Management
Shopping mall management entails a multitude
of stands with a different variety of trades
and services; thus the consumption of energy
differs. To fully grasp the energy consumption
of the mall and further improve utilization
efficiency, retail counters, restaurants, yoga
clubs, parking and lighting at public area are
individually inspected. Majority of the energy
consumption comprises electricity at an
estimated 80% of the total energy consumed
and natural gas used in the food court and
restaurants.
The GHG emission calculated in this report
are results of self-audits based on standards
prescribed in ISO14064-1, IPCC, external
specialists and local regulations. The calorific
value and energy indirect emission coefficient
used was announced by the Department of
Energy. Energy consumption in 2017 was 45,455
GJ, resulted in emission of 5,951 ton CO 2e.
Both the emission and energy consumption
was 7% lower than the base year 2015 due to
the drop in electricity consumption. Intensity
wise, natural gasses usage intensity was 1.9%
lower than the base year, while electricity usage
decreased by 8%.

06 Environmental Sustainability
Energy consumption
48,856

47,973

50,000

Energy intensity

Unit : GJ

45,455

Unit : GJ/M2

1.2

40,000

1.1529

1.1704

0.5238

0.5108

1.1309

1.0

30,000
0.8
20,000
0.6

10,000

Natural Gas
Electricity

0

2015

2016

2015

2017

Unit : ton CO2e/M2

0.08

8,000
7,000

2016

GHG Emission Intensity

Unit : ton CO2e

Natural Gas
Electricity

0.4

2017

GHG Emission

0.4820

6,425

6,296

0.0768

5,951

0.0751

6,000
5,000

0.0708

0.07

4,000
3,000

0.0657
0.0647

2,000

0.0635

Natural Gas

1,000

Electricity

0

2015

2016

2017

Natural Gas
Electricity

0.06

2015

2016

2017
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6.2.2 Energy Conservation and Carbon reduction
Equipment Replacements

Colleagues in Action

Since 2013, the lighting used in malls are gradually switching from
traditional fluorescent light bulbs to LED lighting, and the replacement
continued in the current year. With brighter lighting and lower heat
generated, the air-conditioning mainframe automatically adjusts its
electrical load and temperature out of chill water according to the
external temperature, achieving better energy control.

An internal announcement invited all colleagues and retail counters to
contribute and participate in energy conservation.

Year

Number of LED bulbs
Changed

Estimated electricity
saving (degree)

Estimate in CO2e
reduction (ton)

2013

406

62,240

32

2014

1,600

245,280

128

2015

40

6,132

3

2016

830

164,539

87

2017

1,854

283,808

150

Total

4,730

761,999

400

The light bulb replacement project may render an annual saving of
283,000 degrees of electricity in the current year, and 150 ton CO2e.
The accumulated investment in the project amounted to NT$ 2,034,200,
and it is expected to reduce the annual electricity usage by 760,000
degrees, and annual CO2e by 400 ton.

Employee Energy Conservation Convention
No personal electronic appliances are allowed in the office without
justified causes.
Air-conditioner is set at a suitable temperature and switched on
only when necessary.
Mandatory garbage sorting.
Replace once-off batteries with rechargeable batteries
When away from the desk for an extended period, please set the
computer to the standby mode, and switch off after work.
The last person to leave the office must switch off the airconditioning, lighting, and electronics in the pantry room.

Earth Hour
Every year, Park Lane by CMP participates in an Earth Hour event that is highly advocated by the World Wide Fund for Nature and The Society of Wilderness.
On March 25, 2017, between 20:30 and 21:30, CMP proactively switched off the lighting for the Park Lane to urge the public to join and participate in energy
conservation through action.
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6.2.3 Waste Management
Apart from regular consumable products, Park Lane by CMP also offers
restaurants and a food court for public leisure and meetups. The waste
produced includes recyclable waste, regular trash, kitchen waste from
restaurants, and waste edible oils. Except that regular trash was sent
to incinerate, the rest were recycled and reused through contracting

16.29%

61.46%

19.06%

Recyclable Waste
Kitchen Waste

Waste Produced

licensed service providers. In 2017, out of the 430 MT of waste produced
was further assorted into 24 types of recyclable waste. Paper, tin cans,
PVC bottles, waste metal, and plastic formed the majority and accounted
to 70 MT in total.

Waste edible oils
Trash

3.19%

Kitchen Waste Management

Waste Edible Oil Management

A part of the kitchen waste was collected using standard bins provided
by the operator who is licensed in both farming and waste removal. An
annual kitchen waste removal contract was signed stating that the wastes
may only be used as animal feed or compost, reselling or any illegal acts
was prohibited.

Waste edible oil is recycled through a tri-party contract with the removal
operator and the recycling operator. Each stall then arranges with the
removal operator on the frequency and timeframe based on their
conditions. Waste edible oil is often recycled into diesel, bio-fuel and
laundry soap. If the operators did not specify the usage of the recycled
waste, to prevent waste edible oils being reused in illegal operations,
a written report stating the date of recycling, nature, name, usage, and
methods of use should be provided to CMP by the 15th of the following
month.

1

Use standard kitchen waste bin for collection

1

Use standard waste oil bin for collection

2

Place together at one location for removal

2

Each stall schedules individually with the removal operator

3

Contractors completes daily removal before 9:30AM

3

Examine remover's ID and paper works, begin removal

4

Contrator logs the daily activity

4

Removal operator delivers to the recycling operator

5

Kitchen waste used as compost or animal feed

5

Diesel, bio-fuel or laundry soap manufactured according to the
contract, or written report on the flow of the waste
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Community Co-prosperity
7.1 Calligraphy Greenway in Taichung

7.4 EVERYDAY ART

7.2 Cultural Promotion in Taipei

7.5 Corporate Philanthropy

7.3 Land Renaissance of Miaoli CMP Village

Everyday ART Exhibited

546 Pieces with

123 sold, and raised a total of NT$862,838.
75% of the Net Profit Paid to the
Original Artists

CMS Volunteered for Social Work
at the Senior Living Apartment
Once a Week

Annual
summary
CMP Village Grand
Opening

300 Colleagues Participated in the
Charity Donation Project with

10 Organizations Receiving
Collective Donations of NT$268,000.

07 Community Co-prosperity
Since the founding of CMP, the local community has become more friendly and helpful, with CMP's root growing deep with the local community and
contributing back to the society. The commitment is long and in-depth, through devotion and focusing on art and promoting local culture, enhancing local
development and providing charitable services. While CMP spares no effeort, the company wishes to include everyone within the CMP group as well as
external parties and jointly light up every corner of the community and achieve co-prosperity as an ultimate goal.

7.1 Calligraphy Greenway in Taichung
7.1.1 Universal Land
In 2016, with the joint force of PUJEN Land Development Co. Ltd., CMP, JJP Architects and Planners, Foundation of Universal Design Education and Scenario
Lab, the ”New Generation Apartment” research project spun off, aimed to simulate future lifestyle that can incorporate hardware and services that is suitable
across all ages by conducting interviews with users and hosting scenario workshops.
The innovated “Behavioral Constructions” was derived from a new design perspective with interview sessions and workshops spread throughout nine
months included in-depth interviews and onsite participation and examinations. It portrayed an interactive structure between the behavior of users and the
building itself that could mature through time and adapt itself along with the user activities that change with time.
“Lifestyle for All Ages” has become a prominent doctrine of this era. To demonstrated the results of research to the public via the form of interactive
exhibitions, CMP research teams joined forces with the “Addcreative” curation team to host the exhibition “Universal Land” in CMP Block Museum of Arts
from March 31, 2017, to June 4, 2017. Research results and narratives of the exhibition were further transformed to better communicate with the public of all
ages and promote universal construction's potential value in the future.
Exhibition Experiences
Exhibition contents include static exhibition and interactive activities with “Universal Design” and “Cultural Equality” as its core principles, meaning that all
living and cultural activities should not overly emphasize on the differences of “Age” group from the structure hardware, services, and cultural consumption
perspectives. According to research, the majority of the interviewees did not wish to be categorized in the “Elders”and believed that they still can act on their
pursuit of dreams. Thus, the focus of the exhibition was transformed from the previously targeted elderlies to all ages. The exhibition is divided into“Interactive
Displays” and “Hands-On Experience”, both designed with the aim for participants of different age group to feel the motif within.
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Interactive Exhibition
Universal Design - Sense

Universal Design - Life
When entering the second half of
one's lifespan, five senses and the
limbs do not function as well as
before. Biological conditions such as
“ Touch”, “Vision”, “Posture”
a n d “A c t i o n s ” w e r e u s e d f o r
interactive activities, aiming to revert
the stereotype images of the elders,
and recognize that while people age,
the visible changes of physique does
not alter the inner values.

While “Universal Design - Sense” set
the tone of the exhibition regarding
of biological conditions, “Universal
Design - Life” approached from the
value of “Lifestyle.” According to the
research from the “New Generation
Apar tments” experiment, the
interviewees agreed on the power of
mind over physical body. They would
maintain passion and creativity and
gradually pursue more transcendental
value of life.

This picture shows the “No
Difference In Touch – Ball Grabbing
Experience,” through two different
pairs of gloves: a smooth pair and a wrinkled pair, to grab the wind whirling balls,
to understand that while the age might have caused wrinkles on the hands, but it
does not diminish the inner values. When one may rediscover and appreciate the
values lie within our body, we may be able to see different picture of life.

Through different exhibitions such
as “Generation Outfits,” ”Audio
Mixing,” ”Charity Donation,” ”Game Designs” and the interactive activities,
CMP promotes the philosophy of lifestyle for all ages to the public.

Universal Design - Living

New Generation Apartments Exhibition
A structural prototype was derived
from the eight participants of the
workshop sessions with guiding
s c r i p t s . T h e c u r a t i o n te a m t h e n
transcripted the prototype into large
installation arts of different forms,
allowing visitors to walk through and
experience the all-age architecture of
the future.

Apart from transcribing the outdoor
interactive devices, the research
process and partial results of the
“New Generation Apar tments”
are placed indoor at the CMP Block
Museum of Arts, including workshop
manuscripts, models, documentary
video, and a suggestion box for
potential improvements on future
user experiences.
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Universal Design - Experiences

Universal Design - Concert

Universal Design - Art Workshop

Cross-Field Seminar

The exhibition conveyed the living values for all
ages for the future and the restructuring activities
that would involve all generations. This exhibition
also invited interviewee of the ”New Generation
Apartments,” the musician for the band “Dark
Cloud” stationed at the “Music Corner Musical
restaurant”, along with other musicians specialized
in songs of the Baby Boomer generations to perform
live at the CMP Block Museum of Arts.

En-Ci Tsao, the selected artist of the “Franz Project
Imagination,” invited the neighborhood of the
Calligraphy Greenway to join the art workshop, and
through arts and crafts, the participants may become
an artist of life.

The seminar co-hosted by Dr. Meng-Fan Li of the
Department of Home Economics of the Shih Chien
University, and the co-founder of 5% Design and the
long-term researcher of matured age topics, Mr. ZhiXiang Wu (Mike), to discuss and share their views on
the “New Generation Apartments.“

Result of Exhibition
The New Generation Apartments is a simulation of future living. When the result was transformed and demonstrated at the CMP Block Museum of Arts, the equality of culture
and value of ideal universal design further spread amongst the community. Throughout the exhibition period, the age of visitors was apparently more mature than the usual
audience base. In terms of the interactive activities, they were a realization of participatory experiences for all age groups. Families of three generations were often seen at the
exhibition.
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7.1.2 Green Ripples Festival
The “Green Ripples Festival” was founded by CMP PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture, joined by the “Park Lane by CMP,” the ”Park Lane by
Splendor,” and the neighborhood and shops nearby the Calligraphy Greenway. Combining the philosophy of LOHAS, creativity, and nature through five major
projects “Grand Event Hotspots,” ”Installation Arts,” ”Street Block Program,” ” Charity Project,” and ”Themed Exhibitions” to convey an ideal way
of living with a core value being the “Community Co-prosperity.” Hence, since 2016, the neighboring villages including “Zhongming,” ”Minlong,” and
”Zhongxing”, joined the collaboration making the local residents the subject of the festival. The living spaces and collective memories of local community
were transformed into live exhibitions. By exploring the creative installations hidden within the neighborhood, observing the convergence and divergence of
the creative cultural communities, a landscape of humanity would be portrayed.
It's the fifth year of the “Green Ripples
Festival” to continuously utilize various forms
of art to portray the lifestyle of Calligraphy
Greenway to set the tone for the “Museum
with no Walls”and the ideology of“Everyone
is an Artist.” Since 2013, based on themes
su ch a s “L i vin g,” “Chil dhood,” a n d
”Sport,” multiple projects of art experiences
provided. This year, the core theme was
“Sound” and “Music,” emphasizing on
the low entry barriers, and the multitude of
forms of performance to mingle with the
neighborhoods daily lives. It utilizes various
methods to create sounds and portrayed
images of different stories, building common
identity within the locals, was a massive
success of this year's festival.
This year's slogan was “Be A Sound Maker.” The event planning team of this first participatory music festival in Taiwan gathered different forms of music:
electronic, jazz, traditional music, percussion instruments, string instruments, and acappella…etc. Imagining different types of music performed at different
spaces would creating different styles of sounds, and enriching each audience with a unique musical summer. The festive season of two months involved two
exhibitions, six grand sound devices, 50 performances and workshops, 70 teams of performers and artists and 390 pieces of artworks.
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Themed Exhibition: City Etude / Venue: CMP Block Museum of Arts
Using sounds heard commonly in “City Life,” linking participants with the sounds in their memories such as the school bell, the music of garbage truck or the
noise in the traditional markets and weaved into a symphony of the city. The CMP Block Museum of Arts used the theme for four exhibition areas: “This is Not
a Music Lesson,” ”Summer KTV,” “Murmur City” and “Golden Stage.”
This is not a Music Lesson

Summer KTV

The Add Music planned and
utilized different sound effects
from people's memories of life for
the exhibition. Combining with
the design element of “School
Classes”, the exhibition allowed
visitors to feel like they have
returned to their childhood class
sessions. With the transformation
and design made by the artists, music classes that were used to be
“appreciated” became a different form to be “experienced”.

Inspired by the general public's
music performance area – KTV
and combined with living spaces
such as bus, kitchen, bathroom,
classroom, and others, allowing
visitors to experience the lifestyle
of singing anytime anywhere.
If the re is a son g that cou ld
represent the memory of stages
in life, everyone could find their song at the Summer KTV.

Murmur City

Golden Stage

Murmur City, jointly produced by
the two artists-in-residence from
CMP Creative LAB, Hsiang-Wei
Chao, and Shi-Chao Lai. With the
photographs taken by HsiangWei Chao and sound art created
by Shi-Chao Lai, it re-written the
city landscape of the Calligraphy
Greenway including the park
lawn religious grounds, and street corners. Through audio devices and
photographs, it re-constructed an image of the Calligraphy Greenway for
the visitors.
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A creative area at the paper jet
stage of the CMP Block Museum
of Arts, it re-painted the unique
car stage culture in Taiwan. While
the paper jet stage was used for
musical concerts for a limited
period only, the stage lighting
and color paintings created an
unusual image for all visitors.
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Installation Arts – Venue: Park Lane by CMP
Electric Lab
Every year, the CMP Creative LAB collaborates with the artists-inresidence in compositing the CMP annual art and cultural festival. It
served as a conduit in gathering the neighborhoods together and
promoted art and culture and a platform for the artists.

An interactive musical device joining the installation arts and local music
bands in Taichung is available for public on a daily basis and DJs are
invited to perform live during weekends. The experiences gained in Park
Lane by CMP are much more than just products. People can embrace
electronic music that is not commonly accessible, and CMP wished to
bring a different experience to the public through various fields of art
and culture.

The CMP Creative Lab has always strived to break the barrier of art
and make it easily accessible to the public, in a form that may happen
anywhere close to one's living space. In 2017, the CMP Creative Lab
has outdone itself by a joint task with six artists to produce a massive
installation art through their different fields of expertise. The installation
art was set up during summer under the name of a distinct quintet “The
Forest of Dreams.”
Outlined by the touch of technical pens with interior white mirror
images, the stripes of color and romantic projections of flowers were
accompanied by surreal sound stimulant, as if the city was a gigantic
music box, bringing out a magical experience of art and music.
The spectacular touch created dream-like animals within a temperate

The Forest of Dreams
Special Project :
CMP Creative Lab Collaboration
Project –“Art Quintet 1st Movement:
the Forest of Dreams”
Time: 2017.07.15-2017.09.04 (52 days)
Venue: Floor B2 of the Park Lane by CMP

serenity forest. The images twirled like a kaleidoscope in the tree hole,
peeping at the artists’ creations. The elongated flowers captured by the
photographs, splendid and vibrant pieces, romantic acrylic paintings, and
silent films that tingles like a murmur next to one's ears. When setting
foot into the frost, the surreal scenery, endless mirror images, unrealistic
white plants, lights flickers, thriving projection of images, and exciting
sounds enriched the serene forest with life, breaths, heartbeat, and
dreams that conveyed the warmth and ideals of the six artists.

Project funding: NT$ 350,893
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Philanthropy Plan: Music Store Handshake Music Box for Sale

Street Block Project

For every ten people in the world, 2.5 people have some hearing
disability, and maybe 1 of the 2.5 people cannot hear anything at all. To
assist the people with hearing impairments to have more convenience
and empowerment, the social groups were proactive in the startup of
various policies and activities.

The biggest attraction of the Green Ripple Festival is at promoting the
“Calligraphy Greenway Community Culture.” Every year there will
be different shop designed art projects. The project for this year was
designed by the artist “Shi-Chao Lai” from the CMP Creative Lab to
portray the various shops of Calligraphy Greenway though “Great
Lifestyle Portrayed by Resonating the Five Senses.”

The project was based on sound, and apart from experiencing the
different forms of sound, CMP also wished to assist the disabled by
promoting the public charity project of selling the “Handshake Music
Boxes.” All project revenue after cost deduction was donated to the
“Taichung Sound Bright Association,” hoping that it will make an
impact in assisting the people in need.
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This year's roadmap was different from the past and began with“Sound.”
The artist Shi-Chao Lai collected different sounds that are heard in daily
life from the various shops in Calligraphy Greenway and remixed into a
unique audit ID for each shop. He then logged at the official guidebook
in forms of QR code, allowed the public to stroll down the Calligraphy
Greenway in a different style and experience the city in ways other than
visual.

07 Community Co-prosperity
Grand Event Hotspot: Be a Sound Maker

“5 Different Fields, 5 Different Ways of Making Sounds”
Be A Sound Maker is a “Participatory Music Festival,” a postmodern exhibition technique that changed the relationships between the exhibitor and viewers,
allowing all participants to be a performer and also a viewer at the same time. On August 12, 2017, Be a Sound Maker transformed the Calligraphy Greenway
into a grand arena for music. From techno, jazz, acapella, traditional instruments, to all sort of experiences of sound making, and flea market, everyone could
be a musician at the Calligraphy Greenway through various methods of sound making. The Calligraphy Greenway was transformed into an island of sound,
presenting the unique musical culture of Taichung to the public.
Special attributes to the residents around the Calligraphy Greenway who has formed the “Green Ripple Festival 48 Choir” from the community members
living in “Minlong” and “Zhongming” villages as well as nearby music classes who teamed up to perform on stage and at the musical parade. Various
singers across different generation were invited to perform on the Golden Stage, and through combining with the extraordinary performances by the
community residents, a successful festival at the Calligraphy Greenway opened to all public.
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7.2 Culture Promotion in Taipei
7.2.1 The Jen Library
The Jen Library was founded in 2014 among the Daan Forest Park and
weekend Jien Guo Flower Market. In here, people, aesthetics, and lifestyle
are bond through reading. The Jen Libary enriches one's soul and the
mind regardless of a meal, a cup of coffee, a book or two, exchange
sessions or a piece of art.
In 2017, apart from bringing the theme of selecting books closer to living,
design, culture, and art, and regularly hosting living aesthetics seminars
to inspire others, Hui-Zhen Li (Jenny), the consultant of the magazine
“Shopping Design” onboard as the branding director of the Jen
Library. Jenny introduced the core idea of book reading and transformed
the Jen Library into a “Forest of Reading” where the lecturer could
enjoy in-depth and exquisite interactions with at least 15 participants per
session. It is an event that allows people to get closer and have a deep
conversation with the lecturers. In December 2017, the Jen Library being
one of a few brand names that represent reading/ bookstores was invited
to participate in the “Songyan Good Home Taiwan Lifestyle Fair” at the
Songshan Cultural Park. It is also the first time that the Jen Library held
an interactive fair at a venue other than its original location.
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2017
4/19、4/26、5/3

Topic
Aesthetic Life In Living Session

Lecturer / Host
“Good Design Institute”
Creative Director Chung-Wen
Chen (Van)

10/10

The Jen Library – Reading
Session: Growing in
relationships

10/24

The Jen Library - Aesthetic Life
In Living Session: Yilan Yeh's
black tea

Yilan Yeh
(Renowned author)

The Jen Library – Reading
Session: Profound Wokforces in
the Future

Shu-Ping Sue (Steve)
(CEO of the Reading for You)

11/11

11/25

The Jen Library - Aesthetic
Life In Living Session: The Cafe
Research by an Urban Detective

12/2-2018/1/2

2017 Openbook Reading Digest,
annual good book sales.

12/10

The Jen Library - Reading
Session: What Kind Of Adults Do
We Want Kids To Grow Into?

12/15

“On The Way To Iceland:
Reading Session”

Hui-Zhen Li (Jenny)
(Veteran in the publication
industry)

Ching-Chih Lee
(Associate Professor at
Department of Architecture in
Shih Chien University)

Huai-Chi Yu
(Chinese teacher at the Wan
Fang High School)
Architect: Tsung-Che Hsieh
Poet: Shu-Chun Tsai (Sandra)
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7.2.2 CMP BLOCK+
The CMP Group integrated its internal resources to promote the “CMP BLOCK+” since the year 2013 with the spirit of “Art Empowerment” and “Art and
Culture Incubation”, nurturing the emerging artists and art management teams of Taiwan, promoting local art and building sustainability legacy in culture
and aesthetics. In 2017, the “CMP BLOCK+” utilized the management concepts of “Local Aesthetics” and “Cultural Charity” to formulate the two main
themes, “Co-prosperity & Common good” and “Open Space Creativity” that were carried out by the “House On Gulling Street - 51 Art Area” and “The
House On Yongji Road - Ash Design” respectively as annual content implementations.
“Co-Prosperity & Common good” The House on Gulling Street - 51 Art Area
The 51 Art Area at the House on Gulling Street prompts the“51 Art Area Project”, through the“Exhibition”
and “Workshops,” to demonstrate the creativity of Taiwan's young artist. Starting 2017, in order to
encourage conversation between freelancing artist of the 51 Art Area and the local community, “51
Art Area Project” was transformed into a “Co-workshop” where the artists-in-residence incorporate
events in the neighborhood and enlarge the area of exhibition from the house on Gulling Street to the old
neighborhood in Guting. Emerging artists, local community and the shops would then be connected and
converse with the landscape with different forms of art work, further creating a micro art village.
Artists-in-Residence
To diversify the creation of artists-in-residence at The House on Guling Street in 2017, different categories
of arts were provided, including “Creative Drawing,” “Lifestyle Illustration,” and “Metalwork Art”.
Every artist could use the space provided for the creation of art work and hold exhibition and workshops
during holiday or festive seasons, transforming the creativity workspace into a space for exchanges and
allowing participants to experience the creation of these Taiwanese young talents.
The Art and Culture Trip in Guting
From November 2, 2017, to December 31, 2017, the local shops “Cafe Macho,” “Okonomiyakimomiji
Desserts Shop,” “Jinjiang Cha Tang Teashop” and the local religious venue - “Guting Chang Ching
Temple” jointly held the “The Art and Culture Trip in Guting” street block event. The onsite artists
combined their artworks with local cultural history, scenery, and landscape, and transformed public arts
as the cultural landmark of the local community, providing a different perspective for both residents and
visitors to rediscover Guting and expanded the art exchange network.
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The House on Yongji Road - Ash Design

The director of Ash Design, Yen-Hsu Chen (Ash), is specialized in 3D
drawing techniques that combine with elements of street graffiti as his
style of creativity and a touch of modern trend. Previously, apart of the
Green Ripple Festival, Ash's creation mainly aligned in the commercial
domains. The goal for 2017 was to commingle the creative workspace
with the public areas of the city, thus landmarks such as the “National
Theater & Concert Hall,” “MRT Taipei City Hall Station,” and “Taichung
Cultural & Heritage Park” were transformed into trendy symbols and
served as a promotion of the new generation of artists of Taiwan.
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The project with the “National Theater & Concert Hall” was considered
a cross-field collaboration. Ash Design combined the 3D paintings and
wood carvings to portray the spiritual icon of the National Theater and
Concert Hall, the first time of street art marching into the holy grail of
high art.
The “CMP BLOCK+” recessed on June 30, 2017, for fur ther
enhancement and market adaptation. There were 50 exhibitions held
at the two operation sites during 2017. CMP shall resume assisting in
developing more Taiwan artists when the adjustments complete.
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7.3 The Land Renaissance of Miaoli - CMP Village
7.3.1 The Story of Shangrila Paradise

7.3.2 CMP Village Origin

7.3.3 Value of the Park

The Shangrila Paradise is located at Miaoli county

CMP began its main business of metal casting in 1972.

To reinstate the amusement park to its original state,

Zaoqiao village, renowned in the early days for being

Throughout the years, apart from the continuous

it may take up to a year or two, but the facilities

the stage for TV game show programs. With day

growth in the metal casting business, CMP stepped

deteriorate in time, the buildings get demolished, the

visitors over thousands, the European styled garden,

into new ventures in real estate development and

park would eventually age out. CMP wished to change

fountains, and game equipment, it soon became the

lifestyle hospitality. Coincidently, CMP acquired the

the renovation model and consider how to preserve

top public attraction for families. However, Shangrila

Shangrila Paradise in 2012, and the founder Mr.

the park in time and blend with the environment to

Paradise set course for a downward spiral due to the

Ming Shiann Ho stated “take a look around at the

project positive energy, and reveal the real value of

opening of other public attractions and closing of the

landscape and environment of the paradise, a feeling

this park. The abundant natural resources of the 18

game show. This 27-year-old traditional amusement

of childhood in the rice field countryside arise”, and

townships of the Miaoli County, and the 40 hectares of

park has been hosting student camps as its primary

thus CMP marched from the unknown to explore, to

native forest could be one of the solutions.

visitors in recent years. However, business as usual on a

examine, step by step to probe the real value of this

daily basis, the popularity of the park still could not be

paradise.

compared with its glorious past.

The renovation of the CMP Village was not to abolish,
but to reinstate the park to its original state. In the
past, the Shangrila Paradise was a rice field located in a
quiet valley, with nine families rooted on this land with
their traditional Chinese Sanheyuan compound and
forests as their neighbor, living a self-sustainable life.
It was not an easy task to restate the entire mountain
back to its original state. Specialists such as the
landscaping team, historian, geologist, and farming
expert gathered to research and investigate. While
technology and cost represented challenges, patience
and time were more of the essence required. When the
architect and artist began to reform the landscape back
to its original beauty, rest of the CMP team started an
experiment at the two hectares of the mountainside,
the CMP Sanna Village.
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The different styles of crochet knitting constructed the
changes in visual and tactile sensations. A new form of
space was created through the uniqueness of weaving and
mounting the horizontal artistically woven net to float in
the air, producing more dialogues between the plane and
stereoscopic characteristic of spaces.

CMP Sanna Village: An Experiment Project for 1,001 Nights
The CMP village was built on an old amusement park, set out to research
and explore the future leisure and entertainment market in Taiwan. It is also
a renaissance of local culture, paying tribute and common good to the land,
environment, that combined with the three main principles of “Professionalism,”
“Natural Sustainability,” and “Lifestyle Philosophy” hoping to return to the
origin interaction among people. The CMP village used two of the 40 hectares of
land available at Shangrila and built a naturally blended basecamp. Visitors may
join the camping program that included overnight with two meals and hands-on
sessions with local traditional crafts, food and beverages, nature, and ecology. For
1,001 nights (approximately three years), people are invited to enter the forest, to
know the environment, to rediscover the relations between one's self and nature,
making CMP Village a platform for organic learning and development.
The CMP Village (QinMeiXue) inherited the moral ethics of “Diligence (Qin),
Integrity, Honesty, Beauty (Mei), Kindness and Sincerity” and “Learn (Xue)
About Co-Prosperity from the Motherland.” It could elaborate as the diligent
beauty in Taiwan (Qin, Mei Xue), or that people learn from each other through
activities conducted over time “Qin Mei, Xue.” The name “Sanna Village” in
Hakka means “This Mountain and Forest” implying the Apricot Blossom Village
composed by the great poet Du Mu of the Tang Dynasty, or the Peach Blossom
Spring by Tao Yuanming of the Jin Dynasty.

Bamboo Woven Sky
Designer: WANG, Wen-Chih
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This piece of landscape artwork is the spiritual
landmark for the Sanna Village. When strolling
in during the daytime, one can feel the flow of
wind and lights. At night, vibrant colored lightings
created a mysterious atmosphere. The creator,
Mr. Wen-Chih Wang, a participant at the Venice
Biennale, built this masterpiece using supersized
natural materials, with over 5,000 Makino bamboo
and Moso bamboo, woven by dozens of bamboo
weaving artist and CMP Villagers using different
weaving techniques. This green masterpiece
extended into the sky, as if it was flying, and yet
expressed a soft and wobbling texture.

Knit Constructing
Designer: TSENG, Ching-Ting
Many old kilns, brick kilns, coal kilns, pottery kilns and earth
kilns could be found in the Miaoli County as proof of living
and intelligence heritage of the mountain villagers. The
Earth Oven of the Sanna Village was built by team Earth
Passenger, founded by Mr. Lei Meng and Ms. Hui-Yi Chiang
as an educational and sustaining designing group, and the
CMP Villagers.

Earth Oven
Designer: Earth Passengers

Water Tower Spaceship
Designer: CHEN, Chien-Chih

Forest-Bathing Shower Room
Designer: CHEN, Chien-Chih

Based on the idea of “Recycling,” the discarded water
tower was transformed into something artistic and many
treasures could be discovered within. While the spaceship
used to be the cooling tower of the air-conditioning system
of the Central Bank of R.O.C., the clay pieces, potteries and
rocks in the ponds representing items with natural energy.
It is a creative and exciting experimental space at the Sanna
Village.

Artistically refurbishing the old building, a forest bathing
shower room exclusive for CMP Villagers only, was built
by transforming the abended sales booth of the village
park. The recycled materials such as retired lamp cover
was reformed into handwashing basins, the outer cage
of electrical fans and rods became portable shelves, the
giant electronic steamer used in the buffet became the
wash basins, even the tables and chairs retained their
style and uniqueness in time. By the touch of art, washing
went beyond washing and living is filled with different
enrichments.
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7.3.4 CMP Village's Experiment Connotation
The MVP theory
The CMP Village made use of an innovative and experimental method. From January 2017, projects rolled each evening by applying the “MVP Theory”. For
example, the village originally accepted group application assuming that people joining in groups could relax amongst one another. However, the result of“The
Strawberry of Poet” has shown that people can mingle easily with first-time acquaintances under a common theme or interest. Thus, the camping application
was then adjusted down to a minimum of two people. Also, the entry time and schedules were set around the theme of outdoor dinners, especially between
dusk till complete darkness. While enjoying the gourmet food amongst the beautiful scenery, visitors may observe the change in sky color from pale blue
to pink and orange, with the floating white clouds. The weather also varied the time for returning to the tents. The gathering spot deliberately picked at the
shopping boulevard located at the entrance of the old theme park to build up more surprises to follow. The contingency plans made upon typhoon or during
the raining season were equally exciting. Every night, a new experiment commenced. The accumulated results should accredit to the “Village Heads” who
portrayed the inspiration, experimentation and review of the Sanna Village.
The System of Village Head
The System of Village Head established to meet the new concept of slashie. At an era where the sharing economy takes place, the younger generations are no
longer satisfied with one single job and identity thus began to make use of one's expertise and abilities to manage multiple careers. To the slash generation, it
is not about making money through various manners but having numerous hobbies and room for exploration and demonstration through different channels.
Each team entails four to six village heads that possessed interests and specialties such as ecology, art, astronomy, gourmet food, handy craft, cultural and
history, etc. On a weekly basis, the village heads plan for exciting topics and lead one or two Sanna Village sessions to interact with the villagers, ask for
feedback and adjust accordingly. During downtime they may focus on interest exploration. Apart from making one's living, they could also achieve selffulfillment while pursuing their dreams.
Thus, together with the many local youths who were attracted and returned to the villages and newcomers settled in Miaoli, the CMP Village broadened
its understanding of the local culture of bamboo weaving, charcoal kiln, pottery crafting, wood carving, Hakka gourmet, brewery, and organic farming, and
redistribute back to the visiting villagers.
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7.3.5 Satoyama Spirit Realization
From the aerial photo taken by the US military during the 1980s, one could see that the Shangrila Paradise was previously a rice field in the valley. Farmer
families have lived a hard-working yet diligent life in the early agricultural society of Taiwan. CMP opted to not fast nor over developing, but hold a core value
of respecting this land through learning from nature and infused a team of ecological and cultural and historical professionals, attempt to reinstate the village
back to its original form.
Interestingly, this exercise revealed the similarity between the Miaoli Hakka culture and the “Satoyama spirit.” Majority of Miaoli's land is hills and Hakka
people survived by farming in small valley areas and lived in conservation by utilizing everything surrounding the environment and recycled wherever they
could. Everything given by the earth was useful. The clay was used to make bricks and tiles, and the seasonal vegetables were pickled. People lived with
a grateful attitude and harmonize with nature, evolved into a lifestyle of conservation and pride for upholding such culture. Nowadays, the Sanna village
incorporated astronomy, farming, and insect/ ecological observations where business divisions competed in activities such as farming. Together with the
National Taiwan University, the Department of Insects of the National Chung Hsing University, and the Miaoli District Agricultural Research and Extension
Station, animals and plantations in the village were audited, problems were solved in accordance with natural methods and the Satoyama Spirit was then
implemented and realized.
The once destroyed natural landscape was slowly revived with the vision of natural ecology conservation. The fountain at the central European garden that
used to serve as the landmark of the amusement park was then restored into a piece of green grassland. The experimental spring field located at the top of
the slope, caught the water that meandered down the hill and through the gutter, formed a small ecological pond. Lively fish, tadpole, crane and other insects
made ripples from time to time, such a dashing scene to see.
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7.3.6 Leave No Trace in the Mountains
One should act kindly, while achieving the target of getting close to nature and experience, and reduce the impact that one brings along. Leave no trace
activities have seven fundamental principles:
5
1

Reduce the use of
fire as the impact
on the
environment

Pick up your trash
for environmental
protection
3

Plan in advance
and be fully
prepared
Trail and camp
only at places that
could withstand
the activities

Consider the
other users
Retain the
environment’s
original state.

Respect the
wildlife
6

4

2

Short Term Goals

7

Medium To Long Term Goals

Current Progress

Improve the current situation and
proceed with environmental care

Proactively choose and implement
carbon reduction

Reduce the use of disposable
products and do not provide to
visitors unless by request

Create compost from the food leftovers
and fallen leaves

Cutlery: only supply cutlery that can be reused,
or ask the villagers to bring their reusable sets

Purchase green product

Toiletries: ash the villagers to bring their
toiletries

Encourage villagers to bring their
mugs and cutleries, toothbrushes and
other toiletries.
Implement garbage sorting
Purchase green products

Choose food that is eco-friendly and
nontoxic farming

Villagers pass: use recycled material to print,
and attempt to digitalize

Food packaging: use the environmentally
friendly material for packaging, i.e., reusable
plastic bag for bread, fabric sack, and reusable
containers
Tissues and napkins: replace with washable
and reusable fabric towels
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7.3.7 Innovation and Rolling of the Local Culture Connotation
The 1,001 Nights Project was multidimensional. The project spun off in 2017 with six main topics ranging from culture and art, ecology, food production and
farming, handicraft, creativity, and family fun. Through implementation and feedback from the villagers it evolved into a platform that allows participants to
get to know nature, local culture, and handicrafts, and at the same time also nurtured the Miaoli local economy and culture.
Be the Platform for Startup Business by the Returning Youths
“Local Reborn” and “Youth Returning to Their Homelands” are
popular slogans these days, but without revenue driven by visitors and
propaganda, it is hard to maintain a sustainable income for survival. The
CMP Village marked itself as the bridging mechanism, as it provided
opportunities to the self-actualizing village heads and brought the twoday hands-on program on Miaoli's interesting spots and local cultures to
the participants, enriched their understanding and also to created more
exposure, set forth the wheel of self-sustainability.
Pure Anninn

From the love of almond and Miaoli, the owner decided to return
to the homeland and inspire people with a cup of almond tea. The
CMP Village worked with Pure Anninn numerous times, and the
almond tea became an often sold-out number one product

Sinpulove

Using the overproduced pineapple harvested from the granny's
farm to teach villagers to make jam, and became a renowned online
brand, infusing the homeland with a vibrant energy

Yi Jiuan Studio

Re-interpret the Miaoli pottery and inherited family pottery business
because of the regular craft classes held at the CMP Village. Now
works as a onsite pottery artist at the Miaoli Craft Park

Neatland

As a descendant of Hakka Blue Dye technique, persistent in
advancing the dye skill and never stopped to amaze the villagers
with the creativity of blue dye

Elevating Miaoli’s Local Culture and industry Development
Gourmet Dining
Experiences

Sanna village’s food is all made locally by a Hakka cuisine team that
transformed the traditional Hakka cuisine with a twist of packaging. The
village heads would introduce the story behind each dish and flip the
stereotype of Hakka Cuisine in Miaoli and infused a new interpretation of
the Hakka dishes, promoting a new wave of Hakka gourmet such as bitter
orange tea, dried persimmon, marinade pork liver, rice pudding, dried
radish, hibiscus, tempura, and rice noodles

Ingredient Source
Tracing

Village heads host small village tours and bring villagers to the sources of
food ingredients for an up-close understanding of plantation, production,
and sales of ingredients. E.g., visit the only Jujube plantation in Taiwan:
Miaoli Kungkuan, and join the annual harvest of Jujube

Local Produce
Exploration

Exploring local produces such as the name rectification for “MaKuo
Taro,” the triology of the Chinese mustard - the Hakka perennial dishes
(Chinese sauerkra/ pickled Chinese sauerkra / preserved Chinese sauerkra),
Dahu strawberry, Taian peach and plum, Xihu pomelo, Zaoqiao pumpkin,
Houlong watermelon, and Sanwan tea

The Culture of
Rush- Weaving

During the Japanese occupation of Taiwan, the Yuanli township of Miaoli
was the home of rush-weaving. However, the culture of rush-weaving
gradually disappeared in time. The CMP Village used rushes as part of
interior design for the tents, and offered experience classes of rushweaving, introduced trendy and unique weaving techniques from the
“Sunnyrush Studio,” this traditional dying technique was made known
to the public again

Twined Flower
Techniques

The twined flower is one of the essential skills of the traditional Hakka,
and most Hakka women learned to twine their glamorous wedding tiara.
The villagers get to experience the exquisite twining techniques of the
perseverant Hakka girls of the early days through hands-on classes

Unique Local
Cultures

Villagers may experience the cultural beauty of Miaoli through the class
designed to combine with Miaoli’s unique religious and cultural event,
the “Bombing Dragon,”the Toufen Lucky Radish Festival…etc.
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Infusing External Energy of Innovation, Art and Culture
Apart from promoting and deepening the connotation of the Sanna Village, infusing other energy to interact, innovate and learn.

Drama

Life Experiences

Art

Tourism Branding Interactions

Director Yi-Hsien Chou (Ballboss)
was invited to create an onsite
“Running God Show” in the
form of a skit, demonstrating
mask handicraf t, game s, and
interactive theater, to create a full
theatrical pack. Using the CMP
village venue, mountain forest,
and game equipment, combining
with religious beliefs of the Han
and Hakka in the God of Land,
and discuss how urbanization and
modernization deteriorated the
nature and fading way of religions.

• The “No Art “ artist family was
invited to teach classes by the
African drummer dad Jin-Hui
Chen (Mountain), the cooking
lover mom Yu-Cheng Zhang,
and the two bare feet running
boys, sharing their joyful field
life with the villagers
• Co-host the evening outdoor
forest banquet with the French
cuisine chef Bernard Noel of
t h e Re g e n H o t e l a n d “ G Q
Magazine”
• The tree climbing team leads the
villagers to rediscover the forest
from the perspective of the trees
• The bug nest team teaches the
villagers about insects and bugs
of the village

M r. H a o - L u n H o n g , a l o n g term clay artist from the Da-Yeh
University, was invited to host
classes for villagers on creating
traditional color paint from
locating soil with a different color,
sampling, and extracting 100%
indigenous mineral and paint with
the “Miaoli soil.”

Through collaborating with
the management team of the
Lavender Forest, Hotel Royal in
Jiaoxi and the Zhushan township…
etc., interact, flip, innovate and
escalate into limitless energy for
the CMP Village

The CMP Village spun off from a traditional theme park and morphed into a platform for the local culture of Taiwan and driven the community innovation. The
experiment was aimed to transform the value of society through culturing local aesthetics. Since the village inauguration in January 2017, over 9,000 villagers
were invited and jointly witnessed the renaissances of Taiwan culture.
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7.4 EVERYDAY ART

Taichung

EVERYDAY ART (“EDA”) is a
platform founded by CMP in
2013, the first platform in Taiwan
to publish student ar tworks.
Around March each year, EDA
opens up to the 30 art related
schools in Taiwan for selections,
with the intention to drive and
support young artists. With each piece of art sold, 75% of the income
belongs to the student artist. During the exhibition, experts were invited
to review, new talent award, and hold seminars and other activities, and
acted as the pillar for the art students in their journey of art creation.

access and enjoy the exhibition and select artworks that are available for sale while shopping
． In 2017, 400 artworks created by 57 student artists have been selected for sales exhibiting during
the summer vacation
． The artwork marked at NT$ 1,000 per piece, as encouragement for people to purchase. Over 1/4
of the artworks sold during the exhibition in 2017
． Previously selected student artists were invited to join the exhibition in 2017. The EDA artists Xian
Xia and Arwen Huang also attended the exhibition and hosted art experiencing activities and
provided artworks for a fee. All income generated was paid to the artists
． Judges from academia and industry were invited to select six new talent awards, as a great
support to the students:
- LIAO, Jen-I (Adjunct professor of the Taipei National University of the Arts and the National
Taiwan Normal University)
- SHIH, Jui-Jen, (CEO of Haohaus Cooperation, former director of the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Taipei)
- LU, Jie-Min (Jimmy) (Senior consultant of the Taiwan Art Galler y Association, art
auctioneer）
- HU, Sean C.S. (CEO of the HU's ART, international exhibition planner)

Also, the EDA promotes art as a living experience and serves as a
channel for art collections and provides an opportunity for first-time art
purchasing for the public. The EDA visitors are mostly above 20's who
appreciates art and design, and collectors or art institutes looking to add
to their collections.
In the future, apar t from the
continuous developing the crossfields collaboration and source
of a r t wo r k s , t h e E DA w i l l ke e p
promoting ar t as daily living
experience planning to expand the
artwork database and to be always
open for artwork selections.
There are currently two art exhibiting areas within the CMP Group: the
Park Lane by CMP (during the Green Ripple Festival) and The Jen Library
(regular).

Park Lane by CMP
As the birthplace of the EDA, artworks are on show at the shopping malls. People may easily

- HO, Cheng Yu (CEO of the CMP PUJEN Foundation for Arts and Culture)

Student Art Store: EVERYDAY ART @ Park Lane by CMP
． Limited summer vacation exhibition of student arts
． Duration: since 2013
． Venue: B2 Imagination Blvd and the Imagination Stairs, Park Lane by CMP, Taichung
． 2017 exhibition: 400 artworks
． 2017 funding: NT$ 430,000, Sales: NT$ 456,383, Pieces sold: 100, Visitors: 26,758 ppl.

Taipei

The Jen Library
． he Jen Library continuously promotes aesthetics of living, to provide visitors with artistic and
designer nutrients
． Artworks were chosen according to the characteristic of space at The Jen Library, creating
better exposure for students and also combining art with living spaces
． Selected student artworks regularly exhibit three times per year. During the past five years,
EDA presented over 2,000 artworks by hundreds of artists and sold over 400 pieces

Student Art Store: EVERYDAY ART @ The Jen Library
． Regular lifestyle art exhibition workspace
． Duration: since 2015
． Venue: The Jen Library, Taipei
． Theme of the year: Personal drawings, We are what we love, Talk through books
． 2017 exhibition: 146 artworks
． 2017 funding: NT$ 100,000, Sales: NT$ 406，455, Pieces sold: 23
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7.5 Corporate Philanthropy
7.5.1 Year-End Charity Donation Project
The CMPJ end of the year charity event has come to its third year in 2017.
Around 300 staff members from both the CMP and PUJEN participated
and donated their bonus for charity.
1 Invite staff members to nominate social work groups or NPOs within

the following three categories:
 Common good : extending the CMP warmth to more families.
Donate to the care of handicapped, orphan,
poverty, and elders living alone…etc.
 Environmental Protection : promoting environmental protection,
protecting nature and forestry…etc.
 Senior Living : donating to old age care, healthcare promotion, and
community formation…etc.
2 Select top ten recipients based on geographical factors and

willingness of reception
3 Freely donate to the selected recipients. The total donation amounted

to NT$ 268 thousand.
1. Taiwan Ballet Company
2. Taitung Christian Hospital
3. Taipei Efficiency Volunteers Association
4. Taichung Universal Animal Protection Association
5. Homeless Taiwan
6. The Alliance Cultural Foundation
7. St Andrew Training Center for the Disabled
8. Taiwan Reading and culture Foundation
9. Te-Fang Education and Nursing Institute
10. Chensenmei Social Welfare Foundation
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7.5.2 Invoice Donation for Lucky Draws
At the 45th Anniversary Hi-Five Sports Day, where adults and children
were joining as part of the big CMP family, sharing the warmth and
growing together. This time CMP wished to extend the warmth and
happiness to the outside of the CMP Group through donating invoices.
By watching the staff members, parents with their children and tossing
invoices into the collection boxes placed by the Genesis Social Welfare
Foundation was such a comforting and meaningful scene. 840 invoices
may not be a significant sum, but it was the most sincere love for others.
7.5.3 Community Care
Happiness at Yiyang, Accompanied by CMP Group
During every weekend and every festival
season, the Suzhou Yiyang Old Age
Apartment always filled with social workers.
Double Ninth Festival, Christmas, Chinese
New Year, Lantern Festival, and even during
weekends, CMS staff members always
showed their creativity and caring, set up
and hosted celebrations such as sports
activity, lantern DIY, dumpling making and
various exciting ideas. During regular days,
they assist by cleaning and accompany
with conversation. CMP believed that
each caring look, each simple greeting
and interesting interactions would not
only attribute warmth to the elders but also return to the volunteers feel
rewarding and joyful!

Appendices

Certifications
Category

Certification
ISO 9001：2015

Quality

CMP-Hsinchu

CMS

●

●

●

●

●

IATF 16949：2016
ISO/TS 16949：2009

Environment /
Energy

●
●

●

ISO 14001：2015

●

ISO 50001

●

GB/T 23331-2012

Assessed

RB/T 119-2015
Occupational
Safety

CMB

●

CRCC Accreditation
ISO 14001：2004

CMW

●

●
●

TOSHMS

●

OHSAS 18001：2007

●

●

●

●
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GRI Standards
GRI 102 General Disclosure – Key Topics *
Sections

Disclosure No.

Detail of disclosure

Page No.

102-1*

Name of the organization

1.3

10

102-2*

Activities, brands, products, and
services

1.3
5.2
5.2.1
5.3

10-11
70
71
79

102-3*

Location of headquarters

1.3

10

102-4*

Location of operations

1.3

10-11

102-5*

Ownership and legal form

About the CMP CSR
Report
1.3

3
10-11

102-6*

Markets served

1.3
5.2
5.2.1
5.3

10-11
70
71
79

102-7*

Scale of the organization

1.3

10-11

102-8*

Information on employees and other
workers

4.1

38-39

102-9*

Supply Chain

5.1.1
5.2.1
5.3.1

62-63
71
80

102-10*

Significant changes to the
organization and its supply chain

1.3

10-11 side note

102-11*

Precautionary Principle or approach

3.3

31-33

102-12*

External initiatives

102-13*

Membership of associations

Organizational
Profile
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CSR Report Content

Description

No products or services banned from any
specific markets

No rules or initiatives proposed by external
entities was stipulated in 2017
1.5
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Appendices
Sections
Strategy

Ethics and
integrity

Governance

Stakeholder
Engagement

Disclosure No.

Detail of disclosure

CSR Report Content

Page No.

102-14*

Statement from senior decisionmaker

Letter from
Management

4-5

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

3.3

31-33

102-16*

Values, principles, standards, and
norms of behavior

Letter from
Management
1.1
3.4

4-5
8
34

102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns
about ethics

3.4

34

102-18*

Governance structure

3.1

24

102-22

Composition of the highest
governance body and its committees

3.1.1

25-28

102-23

Chair of the highest governance
body

3.1.1

25

102-24

Nominating and selecting the
highest governance body

3.1.1

25

102-25

Conflicts of interest

3.1.1

27

102-27

Collective knowledge of highest
governance body

3.1.1

27

102-32

Highest governance body's role in
sustainability reporting

About the CMP CSR
Report

3

102-36

Process for determining
remuneration

3.1.3

28

102-40*

List of stakeholder groups

2.3

20-21

102-41*

Collective bargaining agreements

4.4

55

Description

There are no labor unions at the CMP.
Labor-Management Conference were held
to communicate and negotiate between all
parties, and resolutions were applied to all
employees within the scope.
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Sections

Stakeholder
Engagement

Disclosure No.

Detail of disclosure

CSR Report Content

Page No.

102-42*

Identifying and selecting
stakeholders

2.2.1

17

102-43*

Approach to stakeholder
engagement

2.3

20-21

102-44*

Key topics and concerns raised

2.3

20-21

102-45*

Entities included in the consolidated
financial statements

About the CMP CSR
Report
3.2.1

3
29

102-46*

Defining report content and topic
boundaries

2.2.1
2.2.3

17-19

102-47*

List of material topics

2.2.2
2.2.3

18-19

Restatements of information

I n 2 0 1 7 , to e n h a n c e t h e i n f o r m a t i o n
transparency of CMW, CMB and CMS, and
improve the comparativeness of the report
amongst all companies in the CMP Group,
the measurement units were standardized
into GJ, as opposed to the past years
(2015, 2016) where energy measuring units
were disclosed in its original format and
confirmed through recalculation.

102-49*

Changes in reporting

Due to the termination of the Material
M e rc h a n d i z i n g D i v i s i o n i n 2 0 1 7 , t h e
topic boundar y was removed. Detailed
explanation of the termination and
subsequent arrangements were disclosed in
P.10-11

102-50*

Reporting period

About the CMP CSR
Report

3

102-51*

Date of most recent report

About the CMP CSR
Report

3

102-52*

Reporting cycle

About the CMP CSR
Report

3

102-48*
Reporting
practice
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Reporting
practice
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Detail of disclosure

CSR Report Content

Page No.

102-53*

Contact point for questions
regarding the report

About the CMP CSR
Report

3

102-54*

Claims of reporting in accordance
with the GRI Standards

About the CMP CSR
Report

3

102-55*

GRI content index

Appendices

134-143

102-56*

Description

T h e C M P C S R Re p o r t w a s c o m p i l e d
voluntarily, not a mandatory required by the
authorities. The CSR Report is unaudited.
However, future assessment outsourcing to
external institutions is in the plan.

External assurance

GRI 103 Management Approach Disclosure
Sections

Management
Approach

Disclosure
number

Disclosure title

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and
its boundary

103-2

The management approach and its
components

Please follow the table outlined in P.19

103-3

Evaluation of the management
approach

Please follow the table outlined in P.19

CSR Report Content

Page No.

2.2.3

19

Description
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Economic
Performance

Market
Presence

Procurement
Practices

AntiCorruption

AntiCompetitive
Behavior

138

Disclosure
number

Disclosure title

CSR Report Content

Page No.

201-1

Direct economic value generated
and distributed

3.2.1

29

201-2

Financial implications and other risks
and opportunities due to climate
change

3.3.2

31

201-3

Defined benefit plan obligations and
other retirement plans

4.2.3

42-45

201-4

Financial assistance received from
government

3.2.1

30

202-1

Ratios of standard entry level wage
by gender compared to local
minimum wage

4.2.2

41

202-2

Proportion of senior management
hired from the local community

4.1

38

204-1

Proportion of spending on local
suppliers

5.1.1

62

205-1

Operations assessed for risks related
to corruption

3.4

34

205-2

Communication and training
about anti-corruption policies and
procedures

3.4

34

205-3

Confirmed incidents of corruption
and actions taken

3.4

34

206-1

Legal actions for anti-competitive
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly
practices

Description

Not found in 2017

Not found in 2017

Appendices

Sections

Materials

Energy

Disclosure
number

Disclosure title

CSR Report Content

Page No.

301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

6.1
6.1.1
6.1.3

94-97

301-2

Recycled input materials used

6.1
6.1.1
6.1.3

94-97

301-3

Reclaimed products and their
packaging materials

6.1.3

97

302-1

Energy consumption within the
organization

6.1.3
6.2.1

98
106-107

302-2

Energy consumption outside of the
organization

302-3

Energy Intensity

6.1.3
6.2.1

96
106-107

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

6.1.7
6.2.2

103、105
108

302-5

Reduce energy requirement of
products and services

Description

Yet to account for energy consumption
outside of the organization.

It was difficult to determine energy
reduction on casting products. However,
the recently invented products accredited
by China's National Six Standards and
confirmed reductions of carbon monoxide
by 50%, ammonia hydrocarbon pf 42%, and
total hydrocarbon and NMHC by 50%.

139

Appendices

Sections

Emissions

Effluents and
Waste

Environmental
Compliance

140

Disclosure
number

Disclosure title

CSR Report Content

Page No.

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

6.1.4
6.2.1

99
107

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG
emissions

6.1.4
6.2.1

99
107

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG
emissions

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

6.1.4
6.2.1

99
107

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

6.1.7
6.2.2

103、105
108

305-6

Emissions of ozone-depleting
substances (ODS)

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides
(SOX), and other significant air
emissions

306-1

Water discharge by quality and
destination

306-2

Waste by type and disposal method

306-3

Significant spills

306-4

Transport of hazardous waste

306-5

Water bodies affected by water
discharges and/or runoff

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental
laws and regulations

Description

Yet to assess Scope 3 GHG emissions

No numbers available for 2017
6.1.5
6.1.7

100
102
No numbers available for 2017, will account
in the 2018 report

6.1.6
6.2.3

100-101
109
Not found in 2017

6.1.6
6.2.3

100-101
109

No illegal transport of hazardous waste in
2017
Not found in 2017

3.4.2

34-35

Appendices

Sections
Supplier
Environmental
Assessments

Employment

Labor/
Management
Relations

Occupational
Health and
Safety

Disclosure
number

Disclosure title

CSR Report Content

Page No.

308-1

New suppliers that were screened
using environmental criteria

5.1.1

62-63

308-2

Negative environmental impacts in
the supply chain and actions taken

5.1.1

62-63

401-1

New employee hires and employee
turnover

4.1

39

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time
employees that are not provided to
temporary or part-time employees

4.2.1
4.2.3

40-41
42-45

401-3

Parental leave

4.2.1

41

402-1

Minimum notice periods regarding
operational changes

4.2.1

40

403-1

Workers representation in formal
joint management–worker health
and safety committees

4.5.1

56-58

403-2

Types of injury and rates of injury,
occupational diseases, lost days, and
absenteeism, and number of workrelated fatalities

4.5.2

59

403-3

Workers with high incidence or
high risk of diseases related to their
occupation

4.5.1

58

403-4

Health and safety topics covered in
formal agreements with trade unions

Description

No labor unions at CMP
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Disclosure title

CSR Report Content

Page No.

Description

404-1

Average hours of training per year
per employee

4.3.1

53

404-2

Programs for upgrading employee
skills and transition assistance
programs

4.3.1

50-53

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving
regular performance and career
development reviews

4.2.2

41-42

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and
employees

3.1.1
4.1

25-26
38-39

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and
remuneration of women to men

4.2.2

41

NonDiscrimination

406-1

Incidents of discrimination and
corrective actions taken

Child Labor

408-1

Operations and suppliers at
significant risk for incidents of child
labor

4.2.1
5.1.1

40
63

Not found in 2017

Forced or
Compulsory
Labo

409-1

Operations and suppliers at
significant risk for incidents of forced
or compulsory labor

4.2.1
5.1.1

40
63

Not found in 2017

Rights of
Indigenous
Peoples

411-1

Incidents of violations involving
rights of indigenous peoples

412-1

Operations that have been subject
to human rights reviews or impact
assessments

4.2.1

40-41

412-2

Employee training on human rights
policies or procedures

4.2.1

40-41

Training and
Education

Diversity
and Equal
Opportunity

Human Rights
Assessment

142

Disclosure
number

Not found in 2017

Not found in 2017
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Disclosure
number

Disclosure title

CSR Report Content

Page No.

Description

412-3

Significant investment agreements
and contracts that include human
rights clauses or that underwent
human rights screening

414-1

New suppliers that were screened
using social criteria

5.1.1

62-63

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply
chain and actions taken

5.1.1

62-63

415-1

Political contributions

416-1

Assessment of the health and safety
impacts of product and service
categories

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance
concerning the health and safety
impacts of products and services

417-1

Requirements for product and
service information and labeling

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance
concerning product and service
information and labeling

Not found in 2017

417-3

Incidents of non-compliance
concerning marketing
communications

Not found in 2017

Customer
Privacy

418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning
breaches of customer privacy and
losses of customer data

5.1.3
5.2.3

69
79

Socioeconomic
Compliance

419-1

Non-compliance with laws and
regulations in the social and
economic area

3.4.2

34-35

Human Rights
Assessment

Supplier Social
Assessment
Public Policy

Customer
Health and
Safety

Marketing and
Labeling

No data available for 2017

Not found in 2017
5.1.2
5.2.2
5.3.4

65
71-74
88-90
Not found in 2017

5.1.2
5.2.2
5.3.4

65
71-74
88-90

Not found in 2017
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